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CUSTOM 
MADE

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY Designed and patented by Toppoint

Biodegradable

Choose your own colours of the parts  
of the pen*. *HC: Hard colour parts / 
TR: Transparent parts / FR: Frosted parts

With twist mechanism

With light

Batteries included

Custom made possible

In giftpackaging

Number of sheets

All logos on the products have been  
exhibited for the purpose of display and 
they are not for sale. We reserve the right  
to deliver articles that may differ in 
execution and/or colours from the 
products illustrated in the catalogue 
’The Collection’. Compositor’s misprints 
reserved.

To provide the customer with creative expression 
& visualisation whilst guiding them with 
professional advice.

Delivering a wide assortment of high quality  
and sustainable business gifts, our own in-house 
designed collection taking the lead. Lensen 
Toppoint have a leading role as well as expertise 
in the field of imprint techniques. The possibilities 
to imprint products will be comprehensive and 
innovative. The company will continue to develop 
and together creating a safe and healthy 
environment for its employees to realise its  
goal and annual growth.

Mission

Vision
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QUALITY, DESIGN, IMPRINT TECHNIQUES & SUSTAINABILITY

n n

A very wide and innovative collection with expertise in every product group, that is ‘The Collection 2017’ from 
Toppoint. Our core values are Quality, Design, Imprint techniques & Sustainability below you can read how we 
evaluate these.

Quality: 
This is how you will see the quality in our wide range of products which are carefully selected by our buyers. The 
products in our assortment are thoroughly tested and will only be added to the assortment when they succeed all of 
the mandatory tests and audits.

Design:
To realise a unique collection, we work together with multiple top designers, each with their own expertise. They work 
out an idea completely, from the drawing table into a Toppoint product. This way we are able sell unique products 
which are only available from Toppoint.

Imprint techniques:
Of course one of our main qualities is still the expertise within the field of printing techniques. We are specialised in-
house with nine different printing techniques. This way we are able to provide a wide selection of products with a nice 
imprint. From screen print to full colour digital, we can print products in your own design, logo and in the colours of 
your corporate identity.

Our assortment...



Principles of the Code of Conduct. The BSCI Code of Conduct reflects the latest developments within 
supply chain relations and the growing call for responsible business practices.

The rights to freedom 
of association and  

collective bargaining

No discrimination Fair remuneration Decent working 
hours

Occupational health 
and safety

No child labour

Principles of the Code of Conduct

Protection of young 
workers

No precarious
Employment

No bonded  
labour

Protection of
The environment

Ethical business
Behaviour
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OUR CORE VALUES

Certified
Products

Risk  
assessments

Toppoint 
inner test lab

CPNP

TÜV GS

SOCIAL COMPLIANCE
ETHICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL

PRODUCT COMPLIANCE - MINIMIZING RISKS 
FOR IMPORTER, DISTRIBUTOR & END CUSTOMER

PROFESSIONAL
AUDITING

GROWING
TOGETHER

CHINA TRIPS

TOPPOINT
QUALITY

CODE OF 
CONDUCT

Sustainability will also appear throughout our entire collection. You probably may not notice it at first, but because of 
our working methods in the area of sustainability we also create value for your company. To show the good practice of 
sustainability, so it is not just an empty phrase, we have categorised it in social compliance and product compliances. 
With social compliance we ensure that the goods at Toppoint are manufactured in an ethical an environmental 
friendly way. With product compliance we rule out risks and increase the product safety of our products.

Actual test reports 
available of all the 

articles

Identify risks and  
rule them out

Different machines 
for quality control

Cosmetic  
products CPNP 

notified
See page 230-231

TÜV-certified GS 
brand (Geprüfte 
Sicherheit) for 
powerbanks
See page 14-15

Long cooperation and 
membership BSCI

Together with 
factories to a 

higher level

Sustainability

Personal inspection 
of factories

Cooperation with 
factories that meet 
the high standards of 
Toppoint

Working via BSCI 
code of conduct
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Electronics &  
Mobile devices

CONTENT
Powerbanks	 5
Powerbank	&	Speaker	 21	
Speakers	&	Headphones	 23
USB	connectors	 32
Power	Tools	 38
Technical	information	 40

Wireless	charging	 42
Smartphone	controllers	 43
USB	flash	drives	 44
Action	cameras	 47
Virtual	Reality	 48
Smartphone,	Tablet	&	Desktop	accessories	 52

Did you know that there are more mobile devices 
than people on our planet? Not really surprising that 
our collection of Electronics & Mobile devices has 
expanded again. With our different and powerful 
powerbanks you are always reachable. Also with 
our new audio accessories you can always listen 
to your favourite music, alone or with others. 
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POWERBANKS

5

NEW

91273
Digital print

WITH BACKLIGHT!
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TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

91277
Digital print

91291

25

Handy powerbank (2200 mAh) in stylish Toppoint design. The 
powerbank can easily be folded in and out when it is in use. 
The powerbank has a large print area and will certainly stand 
out positively. Size: 107x60x26mm. 

91277  TRANSFORMER POWERBANK 2200 MAH

The way to make your logo shine. This powerbank will light up 
during charging so your logo will literally be put into the 
spotlight. Especially designed for digital print. 
Size: 113x45x28mm. 

91273  POWERBANK LIGHT-UP 4400MAH

A nice powerbank (4000 mAh) designed by Toppoint. This 
powerbank looks like a notebook and is therefore the perfect 
accessory for in your bag. The powerbank is supplied with 
yellow and pink notes, a smartphone holder and also contains a 
cable to connect to your smartphone. A nice and playful gift. 
Size: 140x98x20mm. 

91291  POWERNOTE 4000MAH

 



91732
[page 249]

90726
[page 249]

91731
[page 249]

91090

91093

91092
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POWERBANKS

ELECTRONICS & MOBILE DEVICES

NEW
Outdoor 
products

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT
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POWERBANKS

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

91092

NEW

91090 91093

91253

A designed by Toppoint outdoor powerbank (4000mAh) with 
tough rubberised outer edge. The powerbank is delivered 
including USB micro USB cable which can also be used to hold 
the powerbank. Ideal for on the road. Per piece delivered in a 
gift box. Size: 115x67x13mm. 

91092  ADVENTURE POWERBANK 4000MAH

A designed by Toppoint Powerbank and flashlight in one. 
Powerbank (5000mAh) with LED light on the front and the side. 
The light on the side is red and white and can be set to 
continuously or flash. The handy USB micro USB cable which 
can also be used to hold the powerbank. Tough power band, 
easy on the road. Delivered in a gift box. Size: 132x55x25mm. 

91093  ADVENTURE POWERBANK FLASHLIGHT 5000MAH
A designed by Toppoint compact 3 in 1 powerbank with a USB 
flash drive and flashlight. The powerbank has a capacity of 
900mAh, A USB drive with 8GB. Provided with a handy USB / 
micro USB cable which can also be used to hold the powerbank. 
With a rubberised outer edge giving the 3 in 1 a tough look. Per 
piece in a gift box. Size: 25x85x20mm. 

91090  ADVENTURE POWERBANK / FLASHDRIVE / TORCH

A powerbank and a fashion accessory in 1. This artificial 
leather powerbank with 4000mAh is beautiful as well as 
powerful. Size: 10x70x130mm. 

91253  COVER POWERBANK 4000MAH
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POWERBANKS

ELECTRONICS & MOBILE DEVICES

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

9102291021

91023

Solar Factory is designed by Toppoint, this is the perfect gift for 
a sustainable message! Solar Factory is a portable battery 
(7800mAh) in the shape of a factory with solar cells on the roof. 
Charge your smartphone or tablet with solar cell technology or 
the integrated battery. Solar Factory will be delivered with a 
charging cable in a giftbox. Size: 150x92x56mm. 

91022  SOLAR FACTORY BATTERY
Solar House is the perfect gift for communicating a sustainable 
message! The Solar House is a designed by Toppoint portable 
battery (6000mAh) in the shape of a house with a solar cell, 
which gives the opportunity to charge a smartphone or tablet 
with solar cell technology or with the integrated battery. 
Delivered including a charging cable in a giftbox. 
Size: 102x80x88mm. 

91021  SOLAR HOUSE BATTERY

Solar truck is a designed by Toppoint portable battery 
(4000mAh) with a solar cell and holder in the shape of a truck, 
delivered including charging cable and gift packaging. The 
solar cell offers the opportunity to charge a smartphone or 
tablet with solar cell technology or with the integrated battery. 
The truck can also be used as phone holder. Size: 118x73x88mm. 

91023  SOLAR TRUCK BATTERY

Cable & 
Connectors 

included
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POWERBANKS

91243

NEW

91272
Type-C

91218

back

91195
Rubberised soft touch
Fluorescent colours

TYPE C - A NEW STANDARD

• Small and powerful
• Used in a lot of new phones  
 and tablets
• Fast data transfer
• Always the right side up

A 2200mAh powerbank in a handy size. With extendable holder 
where you can place your phone i.e. whilst watching a movie 
during charging. Size: 116x25x25mm. 

91218  POWERBANK PHONESTAND 2200MAH
Powerbank (2200mAh) with storage for cables. The extendable 
lid is perfect for digital print. Size: 114x35x30mm. 

91243  POWERBANK SLIDE-N-CHARGE

This powerbank (8000mAh) has an USB, Micro-USB and type-C 
port. Type-C is the new norm. Apple and Android already use 
these plugs for all their new products. Type-C ensures a faster 
communication, is thinner in design and will be more 
supported than Micro-USB. Size: 140x69x15mm. 

91272  POWERBANK TYPE-C 8000MAH
Ultra-thin powerbank (5000mAh) with a stylish design and a 
lovely matt finish. This powerbank is a nice addition for your 
mobile accessories. Size: 150x10x65mm. 

91195  POWERBANK BLADE 5000MAH
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91024

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

Fuel for your smartphone or tablet. Iconic model designed by 
Toppoint. This 4000mAh powerbank will be delivered in a retro 
style gifbox including cable to charge your powerbank. 
Size: 35x50x120mm. 

91024  POWERBANK 4000MAH FUEL
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POWERBANKS

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

back

91110

91096

Retro

A designed by Toppoint powerbank (3800mAh) with a retro 
look. The rubberised outer edge gives the powerbank a retro 
and tough look. The LED on the dial indicates the power level of 
the powerbank. Including USB / micro-USB cable. Individually 
packed in a giftbox. Size: 115x65x15mm. 

91096  POWERBANK RETRO

Designed by Toppoint FM radio, speaker and powerbank in one 
with a metal handle. Retro design with antenna, speaker and 
powerbank (6000mAh). Nice to take with you on a business trip 
or holiday or even to the beach or park. The LED on the dial 
indicates the power level of the powerbank. You can even 
stream music from your phone or tablet. A super cool business 
gift. Size: 65x180x139mm. 

91110  SPEAKER RETRO

 

Products with a modern twist inspired on past 
times, Retro articles! Designed in-house, high quality 
products at a good price. 
 
•  Available in multiple colours  
•  FM Radio including powerbank and  
 wireless speaker  
•  Powerbank with coloured edges  
•  Available in gift box. 
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POWERBANKS

ELECTRONICS & MOBILE DEVICES

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

91131

91074
Digital print

Set with 3 powerbanks (2200mAh) that can be charged in 1 
docking station. The whole family can charge at the same time. 
Also Ideal if you use multiple powerbanks on your journey. 
Powerbanks can also be charged individualy. Including cable to 
charge the docking station with your laptop or 220V adapter. 
Size: Ø68x113mm. 

91131  POWERBANK FAMILY SET
Toppoint has designed a card holder.The cardholder can store 
upto 4 cards and also serves as a powerbank (3000mAh). 
Delivered in a gift box including handy USB / micro-USB cable 
which can double up as a wristband to hold the card holder. 
Size: 71x117x18mm. 

91074  CARD HOLDER POWERBANK
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POWERBANKS

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

[87847]  POWERBANK BALL PEN
[87849]  POWERBANK BALL PEN + 4GB MEMORY

87847 + 87849
Available with and
without 4GB memory

87659 + 87759
Available in
4GB and 8GB

4GB 87659
8GB 87759

USB memory 4GB

A Toppoint designed metal ball pen with integrated USB 2.0 
flash drive which is positioned in the holder of the ball pen. 
Including European metal ink holder (standard: blue ink). 
Size: Ø14x149mm. 

87759  METAL USB PEN 8GB
A Toppoint designed metal ball pen with integrated USB 2.0 
flash drive which is positioned in the holder of the ball pen. 
Including European metal ink holder (standard: blue ink). 
Size: Ø14x149mm. 

87659  METAL USB BALL PEN 4GB

Powerbank, stylus, ball pen and USB flash drive in one. This 
stylus ball pen features a intern powerbank 550mAh, 4GB flash 
drive memory, micro USB input and USB output. Designed by 
Toppoint. Small model with a twist mechanism. Individually 
packed in a transparent zip bag including USB and micro-USB 
charger. Size: Ø13x152mm. 

87849  BALL PEN POWERBANK 4GB
A designed by Toppoint powerbank (550mAh) and stylus pen in 
one. Slim model with twist mechanism. Features a micro-USB 
entrance port and a USB exit port. Delivered individually 
packed in a transparent zip bag including cables. 
Size: Ø13x152mm. 

87847  BALL PEN POWERBANK
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POWERBANKS

ELECTRONICS & MOBILE DEVICES

Digital print
91136

a
TÜV Geprüfte Sicherheit
[91042]

Digital print
91042 + 91173

aTÜV Geprüfte 
Sicherheit

Nice aluminum 4400mAh powerbank with double USB port to charge 2 
devices. Will be delivered including cables to charge your powerbank. 
Each packed in a giftbox. Size: 94x47x21mm. 

91173  POWERBANK 4400MAH DOUBLE

Nice aluminum 4400mAh powerbank with double USB port to charge 2 
devices. Will be deliverd including cables to charge your powerbank. 
Each packed in a giftbox. This powerbank has an official TÜV Tested 
Safety-quality mark Size: 94x47x21mm. 

91042  POWERBANK TUV GS 4400MAH DOUBLE

Powerbank 3000mAh with clip. The powerbank is easy to attach to 
something due to the clip. Available in multiple hip colours and with a 
white clip. Including cable and delivered in a giftbox. This powerbank 
has an official TÜV Tested Safety-quality mark Size: 100x59x14mm. 

91136  POWERBANK CLIP TUV GS

Why Geprüfte Sicherheit?
• For quality and product safety
• Minimises the safety risks of products
• Emphasises the efforts in the field of  
 quality  and safety
• Creates confidence in the quality and  
 safety for the end user
• Shows the end user that the product  
 has been tested by an independent third party
• Continuous monitoring of the product and  
 production by an independent third party
• Distinctiveness versus competition
• A step beyond the standard CE marking 

TÜV stands for Technischer 
Überwachungsverein (Technical inspection 
authority). Since 1872 TÜV Rheinland is a 
known company for safety, quality and  
reliability attributes. 

TÜV Geprüfte Sicherheit
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POWERBANKS

Digital print
91064 + 91174

a
TÜV Geprüfte 
Sicherheit
[91064]

a
TÜV Geprüfte Sicherheit
[91149]

back

TÜV Geprüfte  
Sicherheit
[91033]

a

Digital print
91149 + 91030

Digital print
91033 + 91172

Custom made boxes
FOR POWERBANKS

• LT91136
• LT91135
• LT91134
• LT91096
• LT91064
• LT91174

• LT91038
• LT90981 
• LT91273 
• LT91277
• LT91092 
• LT91243

• LT90968
• LT90975
• LT91029
• LT91030
• LT91042
• LT91173

• LT91071
• LT91089
• LT91130
• LT91149
• LT91133
• LT91090

LT83263 
Dimensions: 6,5x10x3cm
Suitable for:

LT83264 
Dimensions: 8x12x2,5cm
Suitable for:

Flat 11000mAh powerbank with double USB port to charge  
2 devices. Super large capacity. The powerbank has a big imprint 
surface for a digital full-colour imprint. Will be deliverd including  
cables to charge the powerbank. Packed in a giftbox. This powerbank 
has an official TÜV Tested Safety-quality mark Size: 152x72x15mm. 

91033  POWERBANK TUV GS 11000MAH FLAT

Popular Aluminium 2600mAh Powerbank with an on/off  
button. Available in multiple colours. A cable to charge your  
powerbank is included. Each individually packed in a gift box.  
This powerbank has the official TÜV Tested Safety-quality mark. 
Size: 95x22x22mm. 

91149  POWERBANK TÜV GS 2600MAH ALU.

Nice flat aluminum 4000mAh powerbank. Will be delivered  
including cables to charge your powerbank. Each packed in a  
giftbox. This powerbank has the official TÜV Tested Safety-quality 
mark. Size: 110x68x10mm. 

91064  POWERBANK TUV GS 4000MAH SLIM

Flat 11000mAh powerbank with double USB port to charge  
2 devices. Super large capacity. The powerbank has a big  
imprint surface for a digital full-colour imprint. Will be  
delivered including cables to charge the powerbank.  
Packed in a giftbox. Size: 125x72x15mm. 

91172  POWERBANK 11000MAH FLAT

Popular aluminum 2200mAh Powerbank with on/off button.  
Available in multiple colours. Will be delivered including c 
ables to charge your powerbank. Each packed in a gifbox. 
Size: 95x22x22mm. 

91030  POWERBANK 2200MAH ALUMINIUM

Nice flat aluminum 4000mAh powerbank. Will be delivered  
including cables to charge your powerbank. Each packed in  
a giftbox. Size: 110x68x10mm. 

91174  POWERBANK 4000MAH SLIM
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POWERBANKS

ELECTRONICS & MOBILE DEVICES
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During our extensive selection of factories we noticed that a lot of manufacturers produce unsafe 

powerbanks. With power banks, the use of safe components and extensive quality control before, during 

and after production is essential. Together with our BSCI certified manufacturers, we have developed 

a production process in which the battery of our powerbanks are extensively checked. On the sheets 

below you can see a clear schematic presentation of the results of our quality process. Of course we can 

not exclude anything and are the facts on this page based on the normal use of the powerbank. Each 

person will use the powerbank differently, which will play a role in the life span of a powerbank. 

Comprehensive quality control...

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

OUR BATTERY IS CHECKED 
IN 14 DIFFERENT WAYS 

ON QUALITY 
WHICH CREATES...

Checks on  
incoming goods

Assembly and inspection  
of PCB & battery

Multiple inspections in 
the field of charging and 

discharging

...a power bank which does
not get overheated

...a power bank that
does not self ignite

...safe storage of 
chemical energy in  

the powerbank battery

...an order with 100% 
safe powerbanks 

the correct in-  
and output
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POWERBANKS

mAh
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n
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h
Step 4 Step 5 Step 6

Further assembly of the 
powerbank and control in 

terms of life span

Control of the final product in terms of 
capacity, shortcut security, input and 

output voltage and the stability thereof

Functionality control 
of finished product and 

packaging thereof 

...protected charging 
and discharging

...an optimal balance 
between safety and 

effectiveness

...a maximum output for 
the number of mAh’s

...a responsible temperature 
for your device and adapter

...a longer life span 
for your device and 

powerbank 

OUR SPECIALLY
DESIGNED PCB

ENSURES...

At Toppoint we use PCB’s (Printed Circuit Board) specially designed by qualified engineers of  

our BSCI suppliers.They have optimally combined safety and effectiveness. The number of mAh  

which are lost is minimised and this while the safety optimised. The PCB, together with the battery, 

are the core of the powerbank. 

...of our powerbanks 
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POWERBANKS

ELECTRONICS & MOBILE DEVICES

91020 90968

Digital print
91029

Digital print
91089

Popular 2200mAh powerbank available in multiple colours. 
Coloured inside with a transparent cover. Will be delivered 
including cables to charge your powerbank. Each packed in a 
giftbox. Size: 91x25x25mm. 

91029  POWERBANK 2200MAH TRANSPARENT
2200mAh powerbank available in multiple colours. Will be 
delivered including cables to charge the powerbank. Each 
packed in a giftbox. Size: 98x22x22mm. 

91089  POWERBANK 2200MAH

Powerbank round 2000mAh. Suitable to (partly) charge your 
smart phone, tablet or other electronic devices. This item will 
be delivered in a standard white gift packaging with USB / 
micro-USB cable. Size: Ø22x97mm. 

90968  POWERBANK 2000MAH ROUND
Aluminum flashlight with powerbank 2200mAh. Will be 
delivered with the cables to charge your powerbank. Each 
packed in a giftbox. Size: Ø30x115mm. 

91020  POWERBANK 2200MAH FLASHLIGHT
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POWERBANKS

3 in 1!
Powerbank, stylus 
& USB flash drive

91133
Digital print

91134

91132
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Digital print

The designed by Toppoint powerbank (3000mAh) with 8GB USB 
flash drive and stylus pen. Big imprint space, suitable for digital 
imprint. Including USB / micro-USB cable. Size: 100x65x11mm. 

91132  POWERBANK 3-IN-1 STYLUS
The designed by Toppoint, water-resisting powerbank 
2200mAh. Very suitable to use during water sports or when you 
are working with or around water. The powerbanks will be 
delivered including cable and in a giftbox. Size: Ø29x109mm. 

91133  POWERBANK WATER-RESISTANT

Powerbank 2600mAh with power indicator that shows the 
percentage of the remaining capacity in the powerbank. The 
powerbank will be delivered including cable and individualy 
packed in a box. Size: 103x24x23mm. 

91134  POWERBANK WITH POWER INDICATOR

 

• Available in multiple hip 
 colours  
• 3000 mAh powerbank 
• 8GB USB flash drive  
• Stylus pen 
• Big imprint space 
• Ingenious connector cable 
• Designed by Toppoint 
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POWERBANKS

ELECTRONICS & MOBILE DEVICES

Back

Digital print
91044

Digital print
90975

Digital print
91071

Full colour paper wrap
91130

A 6000mAh Square powerbank with a double USB port to 
charge multiple devices and a power indicator that shows the 
percentage of the remaining capacity in the powerbank.Large 
imprint surface for digital imprint. Cables included to charge 
your powerbank. Each packed in a gift box. Size: 73x73x22mm. 

91044  POWERBANK 6000MAH SQUARE
Powerbank (2200 mAh) with a full colour paper inlay. Round 
model including USB / micro-USB cable. Delivered individualy 
in a box. Size: Ø25x95mm. 

91130  POWERBANK 2200MAH PAPER

Powerbank 2000mAh, in a compact size. Very useful to partially 
charge your electronic devices wherever you are. Due to the 
compact size of the powerbanks it is easy to carry with you.
This item will be delivered in a standard white gift packaging 
with USB/ micro-USB cable. Size: 90x56x7mm. 

90975  POWERBANK 2000MAH COMPACT
Flat 2000mAh powerbank including LED capacity indicators. 
Big imprint surface for full colour digital imprint. Will be 
delivered including cables to charge your powerbank. Each 
packed in a giftbox. Size: 92x59x9mm. 

91071  POWERBANK 2000MAH LED
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POWERBANK & SPEAKER

Powerbank &  
Speaker

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

NEW91266

A playful powerbank (5000mAh) with wireless speaker and a 
large print area. Your logo will be noticed thanks to this unique 
gift in the shape of a suitcase. A Toppoint designed business 
gift is a powerbank, wireless speaker and a phone stand in one. 
Size: 110x75x40mm. 

91266  SUITCASE POWERBANK SPEAKER
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POWERBANK & SPEAKER

ELECTRONICS & MOBILE DEVICES

91062

91025
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Digital print
91135

Powerbank 2200mAh with quality speaker. Connect directly to 
your smartphone you can also use the powerbank as a phone 
standard. Multiple colours available. Will be deliverd including 
cables to charge your powerbank. Each packed in a giftbox. 
Size: Ø30x135mm. 

91062  POWERBANK SPEAKER 2200MAH
Powerbank (2000mAh) and speaker with suction cups to attach 
the powerbank to the backside of your smartphone. Ideal for 
digital imprint. The powerbank will be delivered including 
cable and packed in a giftbox. Size: 110x61x23mm. 

91135  POWERBANK/SPEAKER SUCTION CUPS

Vibe is a portable powerbank (6000mAh) and speaker in one in 
a sturdy design. With Vibe you will be able to charge your 
smartphone or tablet. Or you can listen to music with the 
speaker function. Delivered including an USB charging cable 
and a 3,5mm jack, packed in an useful neoprene pouch. 
Size: 115x98x40mm. 

91025  PORTABLE POWERBANK / SPEAKER VIBE
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SPEAKERS & HEADPHONES

NEW

Doming
91268

Doming & digital print
91163

Doming
91164

Wireless headphone which is foldable into an easy size. 
Supplied with AUX- and call function. Nice design and packed 
per piece in a gift box. Size: 30x188x195mm. 

91164  HEADPHONE - COMFORT

Stream music from your smartphone or tablet to your 
headphone. The wireless headphone Urban is the way to enjoy 
your favourite music without loss of quality. Supplied with 
AUX- and call function. Packed per piece in a giftbox. 
Size: 68x140x180mm. 

91163  HEADPHONE - URBAN
A foldable and adjustable headphone for a great price! Easy to 
take with you in the car, on the bike or in the train. Nice and 
striking print area that can also be seen by others. Delivered in 
a pouch. Size: 50x130x160mm. 

91268  FOLDABLE HEADPHONE
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9506195063

Doming & digital print
95062

COLOURS
NEW

Headphone with rotating earflaps suitable for digital imprint. 
The headphone can be adjusted in size and has at least a 1m 
cable. Universal 3.5 mm plug. Each piece is delivered in a 
giftbox. Size: 190x170mm. 

95062  HEADPHONE

Ideal during sports. The headphone will be delivered including 
USB/mini-USB cable. Size: 132x153mm. 

95061  WIRELESS HEADPHONE SPORT
Tough headphone which is adjustable in size. Has at least a 1m 
cable and a universal 3.5 mm plug. Each piece is delivered in a 
giftbox. Size: 210x180mm. 

95063  HEADPHONE
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SPEAKERS & HEADPHONES

91167

NEW

91165 91166

imprint on back!

Packaging
91165

Packaging
91167

Packaging
91166

Elegant aluminium in-earbuds, wireless and with call function. 
Because of the easy to operate control panel your smartphone 
can stay in your pocket Size: 600mm. 

91166  WIRELESS EARBUDS - TUNE

The perfect wireless earbuds for running, cycling etc. No wires 
hanging down your shirt to your mobile phone with these 
wireless earbuds. Size: 70x375mm. 

91167  WIRELESS EARBUDS CARDIO
Wireless earbuds with call function. The V-shaped clip can 
easily be attached to your t-shirt and the buds stay in your ear 
due to the ear clips. The earbuds are so comfortable that you 
almost don’t notice that you are wearing them. Perfect during 
your workout. Size: 580mm. 

91165  WIRELESS EARBUDS - SPORT
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Soundzipp + : zipper and puller colours:  
black / white

volume controlmicrophone

Soundzipp: zipper and puller colours:  
orange / red / pink / blue / green / black / white

Soundzipp
GREAT SOUND

Doming or print on puller
95055

Doming or print on puller
95050

The high quality ‘Soundzipp plus’ earplugs have a built-in 
microphone and built in volume control. Includes a zipper 
which means your wires won’t get tangled. The Soundzipp 
provides high quality sound. A trendy way to promote your 
brand by the print or using a doming on the metal zipper puller. 
The soundzipp will be delivered in a nice microfiber pouch. 
Size: 1360mm. 

95055  EARBUDS SOUNDZIPP +

These ‘Soundzipp’ earplugs can be used zipped or unzipped. 
This way your wires won’t get tangled. The soundzipp provides 
high quality sound. This is a trendy way to promote your brand 
by printing or using a doming on the metal zipper puller. The 
soundzipp will be delivered in a nice microfiber pouch. 
Size: 1200mm. 

95050  EARBUDS SOUNDZIPP

• Earbuds with a very high sound quality 
• Available in 7 trendy colours 
• Your wires won’t be tangled, because of 
 the zipper function 
• Because you can wear the soundzipp around your 
 neck making them very comfortable to use 
• For more than 1000 pieces you can have your 
 own personalised PMS colour   
• Individually packed in a microfiber pouch
• The Soundzipp+ includes integrated microphone 
 with volume control, available in black and white
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NEW

Back

Back

91145

91160

91249

91121

26 cm

Rectangular wireless speaker with a stylish wooden print. With 
this speaker you can play music wireless via the function on 
your device. Clean and modern design with a very good sound 
quality. Size: 78x60x90mm. 

91249  CLASSIC WIRELESS WOOD SPEAKER
Rectangular wireless speaker. Due to the wireless technology 
you can play music from your device. A clean and classic 
design with an excellent sound quality. Size: 78x60x90mm. 

91145  WIRELESS SPEAKER CLASSIC

This canon shaped wireless speaker is appealing due to the 
music level and because it is easy to use. Apart from the high 
quality sound this speaker produces it is handy to carry using 
the tough handle. Size: Ø136x254mm. 

91121  CANON SPEAKER
Wireless speaker. With the attached cord it is easy to hang the 
Speaker ball i.e on your bag making it easy to take with you. 
Size: Ø65x70mm. 

91160  SPEAKER BALL
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NEW

91122

9112491264

W
ITH INTERACTIVE LIG

HT!

The Speaker Intense is compact but powerful. This wireless 
speaker has two speakers and plays your music easily. The 
smooth round design completes this speaker. 
Size: 68x60x164mm. 

91124  SPEAKER INTENSE

Small but powerful, this wireless speaker is an example of 
efficiency. This speaker can play your favourite music with 
high quality sound thanks to 3 built-in speakers. The speaker 
can also take a knock because of its strong casing. 
Size: 55x145x30mm. 

91264  ALUMINUM SPEAKER
This handy wireless speaker has a unique light function. The 
speaker part will lighten with rainbow colours and is provided 
with a mode to respond to the music playing. 
Size: 40x140x50mm. 

91122  RAINBOW SPEAKER
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SPEAKERS & HEADPHONES

91026
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

A
LSO AVAILABLE AS POWERBANK, P

AG
E 

5

91279 NEW

Powerbank, speaker & flashlight
91162 NEW

91278
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

NEW

Amplifier Pop is a Toppoint designed stereo speaker with 2 
foldable silicone amplifiers. Pop will be delivered in a giftbox 
including USB charging cable and a connection cable to plug 
into your smart phone or tablet. Size: 180x78x40mm. 

91026  STEREO SPEAKER POP

Wireless speaker including AUX function. A fun and easy way 
to listen and share music. Size: Ø58x50mm. 

91279  SPEAKER MINI
Handy speaker with a stylish Toppoint design. The speaker can 
easily be folded in and out even when it is in use. The speaker 
has a large print area and will certainly stand be noticeable. 
Size: 107x60x26mm. 

91278  TRANFORMER SPEAKER

 

3-in-1 Powerbank (2200 mAh) with a built in wireless speaker 
and flashlight. The powerbank and flashlight can easily be 
installed onto your bike with the attachment provided, so you 
can see the road. It is also possible to charge your mobile 
phone, or listen to music whilst riding your bike. 
Size: Ø35x157mm. 

91162  POWERBANK SPEAKER TORCH 2200MAH
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Digital print
90492

Digital print on speaker and box
91040

90494
Cable 115 cm

Doming
90992

Twist pop up speaker

Round pop-up speaker which you are able to connect to your 
smartphone, tablet or MP3/4 player by using the 3,5mm jack 
(included). Also includes USB charging cable. Size: Ø52x39mm. 

90992  SPEAKER POP UP
Retractable earplugs. With this retractable function your 
earplugs will always be rewound properly. Doming sticker 
possble on 1 side only. Size: Ø30x100x10mm. 

90494  RETRACTABLE EARBUDS

Flat bluetooth, high quality sound speaker, deliverd in a plastic 
box including a 3.5mm jack cable and USB cable to charge the 
speaker. This speaker is very suitable for digital printing, which 
makes this item a perfect promotional gift. Size: 89x89x38mm. 

91040  FLAT BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
Earplugs available in a plastic square box with a transparent 
cover. Includes a 1m cable with a universal 3.5 mm jack. Nice 
print area. Size: 65x65x17mm. 

90492  EAR BUDS SET
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91159

91184

NEW

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

WITH 6 DIFFERENT 
COLOUR OPTIONS!

93202

WITH INTERACTIVE
LED LIGHT!

STREAM MUSIC 
WIRELESS FROM YOUR 

SMARTPHONE!

This handy wireless music receiver turns all headphones and 
earbuds into an instant music accessory wirelessly. Connect 
easily with your smartphone and has a beautiful flat print area. 
Size: 50x30x5mm. 

93202  WIRELESS MUSIC RECEIVER
This 2 in 1 wireless speaker and lamp has the unique function 
to turn on & off by giving a small tap on the top of the lamp. 
Easy to use on your desk or nightstand. Size: Ø95x125mm. 

91159  SPEAKER & TOUCH-LIGHT

The wireless speaker bottle is a uniquely designed drinking 
bottle which can be used to play music. A unique combination 
between a drinking bottle and a speaker, the Speaker bottle is 
easy to take with you. Size: Ø75x272mm. Content: 73 cl.

91184  SPEAKER BOTTLE
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91027
Digital print
4 USB ports

Digital print
91183 NEW

91139

Nowadays there are never enough USB ports to connect all your 
mobile devices. This Light HUB with 4 extra ports can solve 
that. Perfect for digital print. Size: Ø75x20mm. 

91183  LIGHT HUB WITH 4 USB PORTS
USB multihub. A very useful giveaway. The hub contains 4 USB 
ports, Ideal for charging multipule devies at the same time. 
Size: 51x40x10mm. 

91027  USB MULTIHUB

USB booklight with 4 USB connectors to connect 4 devices to 1 
USB input. Can be used with your computer, laptop or tablet. 
Available in diverse hip colours. Each booklight is delivered in a 
giftbox. Size: 145x45x16mm. 

91139  USB BOOKLIGHT
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USB CONNECTORS

Digital print
91263

NEW

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Digital print
91128

Charge your mobile device with the Like Connect which has 
been designed by Toppoint. The cable is designed as the 
well-known ‘like’ thumb and contains a USB-, micro USB- and 
Type C cable. Size: 50x48x8mm. 

91128  USB MULTI CABLE LIKE CONNECT
Charge your phone and save your pictures on your computer? 
No problem with the Human link that has retractable and 
extendable cables. This unique Toppoint design is equipped 
with an USB, MICRO USB and a Type C cable. Size: 65x70x8mm. 

91263  HUMAN LINK
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91126 91189 NEW

Digital print
91137

Digital print
91141

Multicable with 4 connectors to charge all your devices. With 
integrated USB cabel, 2 micro-USB connectors, 1 mini-USB 
connector and 1 USB-lightning cable (MFI/apple certified) 
which can also be disconnected. Size: 170x38x19mm. 

91137  MULTICABLE SQUARE
Multicable with 3 connectors to charge all your devices. With 
integrated USB-cable, 2 micro-USB connectors and 1 mini-USB 
connector. Provided with an USB-port to plug your own cable 
in. Size: 170x38x19mm. 

91141  MULTICABLE SQUARE

Keychain with USB, micro USB and Type C connector. A handy 
gadget to charge your mobile devices. The white square block is 
perfect for an eye-catching print area. Size: 165x30x15mm. 

91189  KEYCHAIN CHARGING CABLE
A powerbank / USB cable with multiple connectors. Micro-USB 
and connectors for Apple devices (30-pin and lightning). 
Size: 300x25mm. 

91126  POWERBANK / USB CABLE
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USB CONNECTORS

Front Imprint  
on back

91140
Digital print

91073
Digital print

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

A designed by Toppoint USB card with flashlight. From USB to 
micro-USB or MFI certified Apple lightning cable all in one card. 
Including flashlight on the side. Very suitable for digital imprint 
and Each piece is delivered in a giftbox. Size: 96x63x11mm. 

91073  USB CARD WITH FLASHLIGHT
Designed by Toppoint USB card with flashlight. From USB to 
micro-USB in one card. Including flashlight on the side. Very 
suitable for digital imprint and Each piece is delivered in a 
giftbox. Size: 91x58x6mm. 

91140  USB CARD WITH FLASHLIGHT
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Double USB
90976

Imprint 
on back

91287 NEW

Double USB
91143

2.1A car charger with 2 USB ports. Suitable for charging your 
smartphone, navigation system and your tablet too. 
Size: 30x45x65mm. 

90976  DOUBLE USB CAR CHARGER

USB car charger with two USB ports (2.1A and 1A). Handy for on 
the road, you can charge two devices at the same time. 
Size: 69x30x30mm. 

91143  USB CAR CHARGER SQUARE
Never again do you have too few USB connectors in the car 
with enough charging facilities for the whole family with this 
HUB car charger. A super product with striking logo space. 
Size: 20x22x110mm. 

91287  HUB CAR CHARGER
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USB CONNECTORS

Digital print
90987

91248 NEW

Digital print
91181 NEW

220V plug with USB port. Ideal for charging your tablet, 
smartphone or any other electronic device. Size: 23x40x85mm. 

90987  USB PLUG 220V

An EU 220v plug adapter with 4 ports to charge several devices. 
No more arguments over a socket. Suitable for charging tablets 
and smartphones. Total output is 4.9A to be able to charge 
several devices. Size: 29x93x75mm. 

91181  USB ADAPTER 4 PORTS

Adapter with six USB ports with an output of 6A where you can 
charge multiple mobile devices at once. This power station has 
good printing possibilities and is a great product to promote 
your brand within the household. Size: 85x66x112mm. 

91248 USB POWER STATION
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One powerbank with 5 tools
for many solutions!

Together
everyone

achives
more

Available in
3 different sets:
LT95070 POWER TOOL & TRAVEL
Powerbank 2200mAh
Speaker
Screwdriver with different bits
Shining LED with COB light
Mini torch
Fan

LT95071 POWER TRAVEL SET
Powerbank 2200mAh
Speaker
Mini torch
Fan

LT95072 POWER TOOL SET
Powerbank 2200mAh
Screwdriver with different bits
Shining LED with COB light
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POWER TOOLS

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

9507295071

95070

NEW

Powerbank (2200mAh) with various plug-on parts that are easy 
to attach / detach to the powerbank. This set includes a 
flashlight, screwdriver with different bits and a COB led where 
several LED’s are combined into one powerful LED. 
Size: 250x150x40mm. 

95072  POWER TOOL SET 2200MAH
Powerbank (2200mAh) with various plug-on parts that are easy 
to attach / detach to the powerbank. This set includes a 
flashlight, fan and speaker and is perfectly suitable whilst 
traveling. Size: 250x150x40mm. 

95071  POWER TRAVEL SET 2200MAH

Powerbank (2200mAh) with different plug-on parts. COB led 
light where different led lights are combined into a bright light, 
with screwdriver bits, fan, flashlight and speaker. With this 
complete set in your car you can travel anywhere. 
Size: 250x150x40mm. 

95070  POWER TOOL & TRAVEL 2200MAH
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87847 
Ball pen powerbank
87849  
Ball pen powerbank 4GB

Capacity: 550mAh
Input: DC 5 V/800 mA
Output: DC 5 V/800 mA

95070 Power tool & travel 
95071 Power travel set 
95072 Power tool set

Capacity: 2200mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mAh
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mAh

91090 Adventure 
Powerbank / 
FlashDrive / Torch

Capacity: 900mAh
Input: 5V/500mA
Output: 5V/1000mAh

91162  
Powerbank  
Speaker Torch

Capacity: 2200mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mAh
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mAh

90968 
Powerbank round

Capacity: 2000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/500 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91243  
Powerbank 
Slide-n-Charge 

Capacity: 2200 mAh
Input: DC 5 V/550 mAh
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mAh

90975 
Powerbank Compact

Capacity: 2000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/500 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91134 
Powerbank with 
power indicator

Capacity: 2600mAh
Input: DC 5 V/800 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91149 
Powerbank  
Aluminium TÜV

Capacity: 2600mAh
Input: DC 5 V/500 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91071 
Powerbank LED

Capacity: 2000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/800 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91074 
Card holder  
Powerbank

Capacity: 3000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mA
Output: DC 5 V/2100 mA

91136 
Powerbank 
Clip

Capacity: 3000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/500 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91135 Powerbank & 
Speaker suction cups

Capacity: 2000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91132 
Powerbank  
3-in-1

Capacity: 3000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mA
Output: DC 5 V/2100mA

91020 
Powerbank flashlight

Capacity: 2200mAh
Input: DC 5 V/500 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91096 
Powerbank  
Retro Large

Capacity: 3800mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mA 
Output: DC 5 V/2100 mA

91029 
Powerbank Transparent

Capacity: 2200mAh
Input: DC 5 V/500 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91024 
Powerbank Fuel

Capacity: 4000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mA
Output: DC5V/1500mA

91023  
Solar Truck  
battery

Capacity: 4000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/800 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91030 
Powerbank Aluminium

Capacity: 2200mAh
Input: DC 5 V/500 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91064 
Powerbank Slim TÜV
91174  
Powerbank Slim

Capacity: 4000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91089 
Powerbank

Capacity: 2200mAh
Input: DC 5 V/500 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91253  
Powerbank Cover

Capacity: 4000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mAh
Output:  DC 5 V/1000 mAh

91130 
Powerbank  
Paper inlay

Capacity: 2200mAh
Input: DC 5 V/500 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91092 Adventure 
Powerbank

Capacity: 4000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mAh
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mAh

91131
Powerbank set

Capacity: 2200mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000mA

91291 Powernote
Capacity: 4000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91133 
Powerbank 
water-resistant

Capacity: 2200mAh
Input: DC 5 V/800 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91273  
Powerbank light-up

Capacity: 4400mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91062 
Powerbank  
Speaker

Capacity: 2200mAh
Input: DC 5 V/800 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

95064 Wireless 
powerbank

Capacity: 4000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1600 mAh
Output: DC 5 V/2100 mAh

91277 
Transformer  
Powerbank

Capacity: 2200 mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91218  
Powerbank  
Phonestand

Capacity: 2200mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mAh
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mAh

Technical information Technical informationArticle Article

mAh:  The total capacity of energy in a battery.
mA: The speed at which your device is charging. 
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91093  
Powerbank Flashlight

Capacity: 5000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mAh
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mAh

91195  
Powerbank Blade

Capacity: 5000mAh
Input: DC 5V/2A
Output: DC 5V/1A

91266 Suitcase 
Powerbank Speaker

Capacity: 5000mAh
Input: 5V/1.0A
output: 5V/2.1A

91021 Solar  
House battery

Capacity: 6000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/800 mA
Output: DC 5 V/2100 mA

91025 Portable  
powerbank /  
speaker Vibe

Capacity: 6000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91044 
Powerbank 
Square

Capacity: 6000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1500 mA
Output 1: DC 5 V/1000 mA
Output 2: DC 5 V/2100mA

91110  
Powerbank &
Speaker Retro

Capacity: 6000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mA
Output: DC 5 V/2100 mA

91022  
Solar Factory  
battery

Capacity: 7800mAh
Input: DC 5 V/800 mA
Output: DC 5 V/2100 mA

91033 
Powerbank Flat TÜV
91174  
Powerbank Flat

Capacity: 11000mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1500 mA
Output 1: DC 5 V/1000 mA
Output 2: DC 5 V/2100mA

91039 Portable 
battery Suitcase

Capacity: 4400mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mA
Output: DC 5 V/1000 mA

91042 
Powerbank double TÜV
91173  
Powerbank double

Capacity: 4400mAh
Input: DC 5 V/1000 mA
Output 1: DC 5 V/1000 mA
Output 2: DC 5 V/2100mA

Smartphone - Top 5

Huawei p9 plus

Samsung Galaxy S7

Sony Ericson XZ

Google Pixel

iPhone 7

Battery capacity

3400mAh

3000mAh

2900mAh

2770mAh

1960 mAh

Tablet - Top 5

Apple iPad 4

Battery capacity

11.560mAh

Apple iPad Air 2

Lenovo Tab 2 A10-70F

Apple iPad Mini 2

Samsung Galaxy Tab S2

7340mAh

7000mAh

6470mAh

5870mAh

7 hr
3500mAh
Input: 5V / 500 mA

2,5 hr

3500mAh
Output: 5V / 1000 mA

2500
mAh

Charging time =
Output / battery capacity

Example:
2500mAh / 1000mA = 2,5 hours

Smartphone
An average smartphone has a capacity of 2800mAh.

Tablet
A typical tablet has a capacity of 7000mAh.

For best results, we recommend using a powerbank 
with a capacity greater than or equal to the capacity of 
your device. The capacity of your device is often found 
on the battery or in the manual. To charge a tablet, we 
recommend a minimum output of 2100mA.

Example
A 4000mAh (*) powerbank can provide a total of  
about 2800mA (**). It is dependent upon the input  
how quickly the powerbank can be recharged.  
How quickly the powerbank can charge your device 
depends on the output. The table alongside shows 
the most popular smartphones and tablets at the 
moment with the number of mAh. A popular phone 
like the iPhone 6s can be charged approximately  
two and a half times with a 6000mAh powerbank.  
A popular tablet like the Apple iPad Air 2 can be 
charged for more than half with a 6000mAh 
powerbank. 

Technical informationTechnical informationArticle

(*)  Capacity: The benchmark for the power of the battery. This indicate the amount of energy that can be saved on a powerbank 
 battery. The higher the number, the greater the capacity of the battery.
(**)  Effectiveness: There is a difference between the capacity of the battery and the energy that can be transferred by the battery. 
 The conversion rate here is round about 70%. This is because several components of the powerbank also consume energy
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WIRELESS CHARGING

ELECTRONICS & MOBILE DEVICES

NEW

Back

[95064]  WIRELESS CHARGING POWERBANK
[95068]  WIRELESS CHARGING POWERBANK + RECEIVER

[95065]  WIRELESS CHARGING PAD
[95066]  WIRELESS CHARGING PAD + RECEIVER

95064 + 95068

9122495065 + 95066

Powerbank (4000mAh) with wireless charge function and 
Android receiver. Put the receiver in your smartphone and lay 
your smartphone on the powerbank. Your phone will charge 
without a cable. Size: 127x62x14mm. 

95068  WIRELESS POWERBANK 4000MAH (ANDROID)

Really makes every Android / Windows smartphone wirelessly 
chargeable. The only thing you have to do is lay this receiver 
onto the back of your smartphone, put this together in your 
smartphone case and lay your phone on the wireless receiver. 
Size: 73x44mm. 

91224  WIRELESS RECIEVER ANDROID

Connect this station to the plug socket at home and put your 
wireless charging phone on it. Your phone will charge without a 
plug. Also available as a set. Size: Ø100x8mm. 

95065  WIRELESS CHARGING PAD

Powerbank (4000mAh) with wireless charge function. Put your 
wireless chargeable smartphone on the powerbank and your phone 
will charge without a cable. Also available as a set. Size: 127x66x13mm. 

95064  WIRELESS POWERBANK 4000MAH

A charging pad with wireless receiver. Connect this station to 
the plug socket at home and confirm the receiver with your 
phone. Your mobile phone can now be charged wireless. 
Size: Ø100x9mm. 

95066  WIRELESS CHARGING PAD (ANDROID REC.)
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SMARTPHONE CONTROLLERS

NEW

Imprint 
on back

Back

Imprint 
on back

91187

91185 91186

95068  WIRELESS POWERBANK 4000MAH (ANDROID)

A thin and lightweight controller which you can connect 
wirelessly to your mobile. This way you can easily control your 
mobile via the controller without touching the screen, I.e. select 
movies in the YouTube app while your mobile is connected to 
the VR-Glasses. The controller is compact and portable. 
Size: 47x35x125mm. 

91186  WIRELESS CONTROLLER SMART

A thin and lightweight controller which you can connect 
wirelessly to your mobile. This way you can easily control your 
mobile via the controller without touching the screen, I.e. select 
movies in the YouTube app while your mobile is connected to 
the VR-Glasses. The controller is compact and portable. 
Size: 15x32x75mm. 

91185  WIRELESS CONTROLLER SMALL
Connect your mobile to this controller and play games like the 
free & easy to download Asphalt 8. This way, you can transform 
your mobile with a switch into a real portable game computer. 
Delivered in a giftbox. Size: 45x150x110mm. 

91187  WIRELESS CONTROLLER ORIGINAL

 

Connect your smartphone wirelessly and 
easily with the mobile phone accessory.  

Applications can be started and  
controlled without even touching  

your mobile by connecting your  
mobile with a smartphone  

controller. This way you can select 
different movies on YouTube, turn 

the volume up and down and scroll 
through your other applications without 
touching your mobile. Very handy when 

your mobile is in a smartphone holder 
or in Virtual Reality Glasses etc… 

CONTROLLERS
Smartphone
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USB FLASH DRIVES

ELECTRONICS & MOBILE DEVICES

DESIGNED BY

OTHER MODELS 
AVAILABLE ON 

REQUEST!

87759 8GB
87659 4GB

26304 16GB
26303 8GB
26302 4GB

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

4GB - Doming
26702

Digital print

A Toppoint designed metal ball pen with integrated USB 2.0 
flash drive which is positioned in the holder of the ball pen. 
Including European metal ink holder (standard: blue ink). 
Size: Ø14x149mm. 

87659  METAL USB BALL PEN 4GB

Creditcard size USB 2.0 flash drive including full colour all-over 
imprint. Available from stock within 6 working days. 
Size: 83x52x2mm. 

26303  USB 8GB FLASH DRIVE CARD

A designed by Toppoint USB 2.0 flash drive with aluminum 
twist cap. With retractable cord to attach to your bag. Including 
doming stick with full colour printing. You will never forget 
your flash drive. Available from stock in black with silver cap. 
Delivered in a white giftbox. Size: 84x35x11mm. 

26702  USB 4GB FLASH DRIVE SAFETY TWIST

A Toppoint designed metal ball pen with integrated USB 2.0 
flash drive which is positioned in the holder of the ball pen. 
Including European metal ink holder (standard: blue ink). 
Size: Ø14x149mm. 

87759  METAL USB PEN 8GB

Credit card format USB flash drive with a 16GB memory, 
including full colour all-over print. Size: 89x52x1mm. 

26304  USB 16GB FLASH DRIVE CARD

Creditcard size USB 2.0 flash drive including full colour all-over 
imprint. Size: 83x52x2mm. 

26302  USB 4GB FLASH DRIVE CARD

• Delivery time; 6 working days including logo 
• High quality Laser engraving, 
 Doming and Digital print  
• Many colour combinations available 
• Minimum quantity 25 pieces 
• Top quality memory chips 
• Competitive prices 
• 1 year guarantee 
• USB 2.0 & 3.0

USB from stock
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USB FLASH DRIVES

CREATE YOUR 
OWN COLOUR 

COMBINATION!

NEW CLIP COLOURS:
GOLD & ROSE GOLD!

26404 16GB USB 2.0
26604 16GB USB 3.0

26403 8GB USB 2.0
26402 4GB USB 2.0

Laser & Digital print
26454 16GB USB 2.0
26654 16GB USB 3.0

26453 8GB USB 2.0
26452 4GB USB 2.0

Doming

16GB Version  
with USB 3.0

for high speed 
data transfer!

NEW!

26402-26604 USB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER 26452-26654 USB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER DOMING

26604  USB 3.0 16GB - TWISTER

26404  USB 16GB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER

26403  USB 8GB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER

26402  USB 4GB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER

26654  USB 3.0 16GB - TWISTER / DOMING

26454  USB 16GB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER - DOMING

26453  USB 8GB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER WITH DOMING

26452  USB 4GB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER WITH DOMING

 

Popular USB flash drive with aluminum twist cap. The 
body and the aluminum cap are available in 12 colours. 
Laser engraving possible. The USB flash drives are 
available from stock. The item will be delivered in a 
white giftbox. Size: 59x20x10 mm. 

Popular USB flash drive with aluminum twist cap. Available in 
many colours. The USB flash drive can be personalised with a 
doming. Size: 54x19x10 mm. 
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USB FLASH DRIVES

ELECTRONICS & MOBILE DEVICES

26503 8GB
26502 4GB

All USB Flash drives 
will be delivered 
in a white box 

26804 16GB Laser & Digital print NEW 26854 16GB Doming NEW

26203 8GB NEW26903 8GB NEW

CREATE YOUR 
OWN COLOUR 

COMBINATION!

USB 2.0 flash drive with double sided doming including full 
colour imprint. Available from stock in the colours white and 
black . Will be delivered in a white box. Size: 60x18x3mm. 

26502  USB 4GB FLASH DRIVE DOMING

USB Flash drive in the shape of a key. Aluminium material. 
As standard supplied in a white gift box. Size: 57x24x3mm. 

26903  USB 8GB FLASH DRIVE KEY

Connect your USB flash drive to your mobile phone and transfer 
the data fast with this On-The-Go (OTG) USB flash drive. in 
12 different colours and are interchangeable. Suitable for 
smartphones with a micro-usb connection. The product can be 
provided with laser engraving. Always in stock! Standard 
supplied in a white gift box. Size: 69x195x105mm. 

26804  USB OTG 16GB - TWISTER

USB 2.0 flash drive with double sided doming including full 
colour imprint. Available from stock in the colours black and 
white. Will be deliverd in a white box. Size: 60x18x3mm. 

26503  USB 8GB FLASH DRIVE DOMING

Slim USB flash drive with 8GB memory in plastic housing with 
cap. Standard supplied in a white gift box. Size: 70x20x7mm. 

26203  USB SLIM 8GB

Connect your USB flash drive to your mobile phone and 
transfer easily data with this On-The-Go (OTG) USB flash drive 
in many different colours and are interchangeable. Suitable for 
smartphones with a micro-usb connection. The product can be 
provided with doming. Always in stock! Standard supplied in a 
white gift box. Size: 69x195x105mm. 

26854  USB OTG 16GB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER WITH DOMING
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ACTION CAMERAS

NEW

Action
CAMERAS

360º action cam
Imprint on waterproof case

91176

Action cam
Imprint on waterproof case

91175

Film all your outdoor activities with this Full HD action camera 
with a 1.5 inch screen and 1080p resolution. Supplied with 
11 different accessories. The waterproof case can withstand a 
collision and the camera captures everything clearly. Supplied in 
gift packaging. Size: 45x78x80mm. 

91175  ACTION CAM

Full HD camera with 1080p resolution due to the around 360° lens. 
The camera also operates via an app on your mobile phone via a 
Wi-Fi signal and the video material can be converted into real 
virtual reality movies which you can watch through your 
VR-Glasses. The camera also contains normal film and photo 
functions and has a 2 inch screen. Supplied with 5 accessories in 
a giftbox. Size: 55x70x75mm. 

91176  360 DEGREE CAM

 

Capturing your outdoor activities; 
swimming, mountain biking etc., has 
never been easier. The action cam’s from 
Toppoint can withstand a lot and are 
easy to mount and use. We have put all 
the accessories you need for an optimal 
experience together and are included in 
the package. The quality of picture and 
movie are of course essential as well, 
therefor we only have action cams in 
our assortment that can film in full HD. 
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VIRTUAL REALITY

ELECTRONICS & MOBILE DEVICES

Virtual Reality
glasses

PHONE
STAND

91150
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

91156 NEW

No space in your bag to take the VR-Glasses with you? The 
foldable VR-Glasses will barely take space whilst travelling and 
when you want to use them, you can easily pop them out to 
usable VR-Glasses. A handy design!! Size: 90x150x30mm. 

91156  FOLD-OUT VR-GLASSES

These foldable Virtual Reality Glasses fit easily in your pocket 
making it easy to take with you. This makes it simple to share 
your overwhelming experience with family and friends 
anywhere and anytime. Size: 120x17x40mm. 

91150  FOLDABLE VR-GLASSES

• Renewed technology
• The best and most cost effective way  
 to join the Virtual Reality trend
• Attach your mobile and start discovering
• Available in a wide range of colours
• hundreds of thousands of hours  
 of content already available
• Large imprint area
• Enhances advertising
• Activate your clients in a different way
• Visit the most adventurous places in  
 the universe from your couch
• Easy to adjust and take with you 
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VIRTUAL REALITY

NEW

The most complete  
Virtual Reality Glasses!

• Integrated screen and Wi-Fi  
 connection for easy streaming
• Download apps, movies and  
 games directly from the Play Store
• 2.5 hours battery life!

91158

91157 91147

Virtual Reality glasses with slide where you can slide the 
smartphone into. The lens is vertical and horizontally 
adjustable so you can super focus it. Your logo will be on a large 
flat surface on these VR Glasses. Size: 140x190x100mm. 

91147  VR-GLASSES SLIDE

Complete VR Glasses with a built in sound set. These Virtual 
Reality Glasses can give you a complete VR experience. The 
glasses are adjustable in three different ways and they sit 
comfortably. Size: 185x210x110mm. 

91157  VR-GLASSES THEATRE
The most complete VR experience and Toppoint has this in 
their assortment. With integrated images and sound. Stream 
video’s to your device and enjoy an intense VR feeling. 
Size: 115x175x95mm. 

91158  VR-GLASSES EXCLUSIVE
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VIRTUAL REALITY

ELECTRONICS & MOBILE DEVICES

91153

91152

1. 2. 3.

The Virtual Reality Glasses enable you to enjoy your Virtual 
Reality content in an easy way, due to the adjustable head strap 
and the easy open-and-close cover. Thanks to the spring in the 
cover, your smartphone is always situated in the middle of the 
lens. The Virtual Reality Glasses are suitable for smartphones 
with a maximum screen diameter of 15cm. Size: 99x158x90mm. 

91152  STANDARD VR-GLASSES
For the ultimate Virtual Reality experience these Virtual Reality 
Glasses are a real must-have. One of features of these VR-
Glasses is the luxurious magnetic open-and-close cover, high 
quality lenses that can be adjusted in three different ways, 
elastic band and a leatherette pad. The VR Glasses are suitable 
for smartphones with a max. screen diameter of 15cm. 
Size: 135x200x102mm. 

91153  VR-GLASSES DELUXE

We have selected three of the best apps from various 
app stores for you. Search for the title in your app store 
and enjoy the experience of Virtual Reality.
1. Discovery VR (Free, Andoid & iOS)
2. VR Roller Coaster (Free, Android, iOS & Windows Phone) 
3. Jaunt VR - Virtual Reality (Free, Android & iOS) 

The Toppoint VR Top 3! 
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VIRTUAL REALITY

91151
Custom made

91154

Shoot your own 
Virtual Reality movie!

NEW
Virtual reality maker

91301

Experience the ultimate possibilities of Virtual Reality at a 
great price. The cardboard version of the Virtual Reality glasses 
are easy to fold and suitable for smartphones with a maximum 
screen diameter of 12cm. Packaging and glasses are printable 
in full colour with your own design. Size: 13x130x205mm. 

91154  CARDBOARD VR CUSTOM MADE
Lens to attach to the camera of your smartphone. Capture 
VR images yourself without the need of an app or complicated 
software. Size: 39x69x30mm. 

91301  VR MAKER

Experience the ultimate possibilities of Virtual Reality at a 
great price. This cardboard version of the Virtual Reality 
Glasses is easy to fold and suitable for smartphones with a 
maximum screen diameter of 12cm. Size: 13x130x205mm. 

91151  CARDBOARD VR-GLASSES
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SMARTPHONE, TABLET & DESKTOP ACCESSORIES

ELECTRONICS & MOBILE DEVICES

Powerbank not included
91129

Powerbank not included
91109

Doming

NEW91180
Digital print

Mini USB-fan, easy to take with you on the road. The fan can 
connect to your laptop, tablet or powerbank via a USB 
connection. Nice and refreshing during hot days. 
Size: Ø16x174x17x9mm. 

91129  MINI USB-FAN
A nice gift set with different parts that can be attached to your 
tablet, laptop or smartphone. Contains a book light and a fan 
that is suitable for iPhone & Android models. Size: 188x16mm. 

91180  PLUG-N-PLAY SET

A flexible booklight that can be connect to a USB port. Suitable 
for laptops and tablets with a USB connection. The LED light 
gives sufficient light. Size: 168x17x10mm. 

91109  BOOKLIGHT USB
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SMARTPHONE, TABLET & DESKTOP ACCESSORIES

• Macro lens
• Fish eye lens
• Wide angle lens

Digital print
91138

91196 NEW 91179 NEW

Take special photos with this universal lensclip. The lensclip 
contains 3 lenses: fisheye, macro and wide-angle. Suitable for 
your smartphone. The universal lensclip will be delivered in a 
plastic box. Size: 124x61x35mm. 

91138  UNIVERSAL LENSCLIP

The hands and legs of the phone holder can be fold around your 
mobile phone so you can charge your phone anyplace, high or 
low depending on where the plug socket is. 
Size: 45x145x210mm. 

91179  PHONE HOLDER HUMAN
More and more people watch videos via their mobiles instead 
of a TV. With these artificial hands to hold your mobile you 
don’t need to use your own! Size: 45x95x115mm. 

91196  SMARTPHONE HOLDER HANDS
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SMARTPHONE, TABLET & DESKTOP ACCESSORIES

Panorama Twister
91144

Button on handle,  
no wireless connection  

required

Simple to use,  
plug and play!

Can be extended up to 86 cm

91112

Selfie stick. Can be connected to your smartphone with the 
wire and activated with the integrated push button. Very useful 
for taking a selfie or making a video with your smartphone. The 
handle has a big imprint space. Size: 860x31mm. 

91112  SELFIE STICK
An original gift!, Use this phone stand to take panoramic 
photos. Because the phone stand can spin around it is able to 
take panoramic photos and movies. Nice to take selfies! Plus 
with this phone stand your pictures are not blurred. The phone 
stand is easy to use. Size: Ø70x48mm. 

91144  PANORAMA PHONE STAND
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SMARTPHONE, TABLET & DESKTOP ACCESSORIES

SUBLIMATION PRINT
Flip cases 

91063 IPHONE 5
91069 IPHONE 6
91070 IPHONE 6+
91061 SAMSUNG GALAXY S4
91060 SAMSUNG GALAXY S5

CASES
Flip

iPhone
5 - 6 - 6+

Samsung
Galaxy S4 - S5

PU leather phone case in booklet style, suitable for Samsung S5. 
The outside of the cover is very suitable for full colour all-over 
sublimation print. Size: 143x79x17mm. 

 

Flip cases are 
available for the 

following models. 

The flip cases are available for the Apple 
iPhone (5, 6, 6+) and the Samsung S4 and S5 
smartphones. The artificial leather can be 
imprinted all-over with our sublimation printer. 
With this machine it’s possbible to provide 
every case with it’s own personalised imprint! 
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SMARTPHONE, TABLET & DESKTOP ACCESSORIES

back

95026

Back also 
customisable!

9105891059

250gr/m² microfiber cleaning pouch (9x18cm) for glasses. The 
pouch can be closed with a cord and stopper. Full colour and 
all-over imprint possible. Available from 300 pieces and the 
delivery time is approximately 3 weeks. Other sizes available 
on request. Size: 180x90mm. 

91058  MICROFIBER CLEANING POUCH

Microfiber sticky cleaner (35x35mm) for cleaning the display of 
electronic devices. After use it can be placed on the back of the 
device. Each piece is packed in a polybag on a customised inlay 
card. Including full colour all-over imprint and inlay card. 
Available from 300 pieces and the delivery time is 
approximately 3 weeks. Other sizes available on request. 
Size: 35x35mm. 

91059  MICROFIBER ADHESIVE STRIP
Silicone card holder which can easily be attached to the back of 
your smartphone with a 300LSE 3M sticker. The card holder 
contains a microfiber sticky cleaner to clean the display of your 
phone. Including full colour all-over imprint. Available from 
300 pieces in polybag and the delivery time is approximately 
3 weeks. Size: 86x57x4mm. 

95026  SMARTPHONE CARD HOLDER CLEAN
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SMARTPHONE, TABLET & DESKTOP ACCESSORIES

91715

Optional 
PVC Packaging

[91055]

Optional 
PVC Packaging

[95025]

91056 91057

Imprint on 
back

91729 NEW

250gr/m² microfiber cleaning cloth (20x30cm) for electronic 
displays or glasses. Each piece is packed in a polybag. 
Optionally available in a individual PVC pouch. Including full 
colour and all-over imprint. Optional to print on the back side of 
the cloth. Available from 600 pieces and the delivery time is 
approximately 3 weeks. Other sizes available on request.  
250 g/m2. Size: 200x300mm. 

91057  MICROFIBER CLEANING CLOTH
250gr/m² microfiber cleaning cloth (15x18cm) for electronic 
displays or glasses. Each piece is packed in a polybag. 
Optionally available in a individual PVC pouch. Including full 
colour and all-over imprint. Optional to print on the back side of 
the cloth. The delivery time is approximately 3 weeks. Other 
sizes available on request. 250 g/m2. Size: 180x150mm. 

91056  MICROFIBER CLEANING CLOTH

Spray cleaner with a Microfiber cloth in-one. On the back of this 
product there is a nice surface to communication your message 
or print your logo. Size: 20x95x20mm. 

91729  SPRAY CLEANER
Dispenser with cleaning fluid (30ml) for glasses, screens, 
mobile phones and tablets. Due to the size, it is easy to take 
with you. Dispenser will be delivered with a microfiber cloth. 
Size: Ø34x103mm. 

91715  CLEANSER WITH MICROFIBER CLOTH
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SMARTPHONE, TABLET & DESKTOP ACCESSORIES

90979 90978

95305

Silicone card holder with phone stand, which can be easily 
attached to the back of your smartphone with a 300LSE sticker. 
Simply push the strap in the middle of the card holder to make 
the card holder a phone stand. Size: 96x56x3mm. 

90978  PHONE STAND/CARD HOLDER

Silicone card holder which can be attached to the back of your 
smartphone. The holder can be easily attached to the back of 
your smartphone with a 300LSE 3M sticker. The card holder 
offers a nice imprint space for your logo. Size: 84x56x3mm. 

90979  SMARTPHONE SILICONE CARD HOLDER
Silicone card holder that can be attached to the back of your 
smartphone. Suitable for multiple cards and can be closed with 
a push button. The card holder has a big imprint space for 
7 different spot colours only. Size: 95x55x5mm. 

95305  CARD HOLDER SILICON

• Perfect adhesion
• Available within 8 working days
• Minimum quantity 100 pieces
• Gradient not possible
• 7 spot colours for imprint (see below):

Unique  
in Europe
Imprint on silicone  
promotional products
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Digital print
90948

More safety 
articles on 

page 268-271

91178 NEW

90901 NEW

Transfer print
on side possible

91177 NEW

Magnetic holder which has two parts: a metal part with a 
sticker to attach to the back of your phone and the 2nd part for 
in your car air vent. Easy to convert your air vent into a car kit. 
Size: 50x40x40mm. 

91177  AIR VENT HOLDER MAGNETIC
Smartphone holder with spring. Easy to convert your air vent 
into a car kit. Size: 29x96x50mm. 

91178  AIR VENT HOLDER SPRING

Sport bracelet for running. Suitable for almost every 
smartphone. Due to the reflecting material and fluor colours 
you are visible during day- and nighttime. Adjustable through 
the velcro and therefore suitable for men and woman. The 
smartphone is easy to operate due to the transparent PVC, 
including opening for earbuds. Size: 160x130mm. 

90901  SPORT BRACELET
Plastic card holder, which can be easily attached to the back of 
your smartphone. The card holder offers a nice imprint space 
for your logo. Size: 91x56x4mm. 

90948  SMARTPHONE CARD HOLDER
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SMARTPHONE, TABLET & DESKTOP ACCESSORIES

91663 91662

Transfer print only
95117

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

Water resistant pouch for your smartphone, camera or 
MP3/4 player. Also suitable for storing your personal 
documents or a passport during travelling. Neck cord 
included. Suitable for almost all smartphones. AQL 1.5/4.0. 
Size: 220x127mm. 

91662  WATER RESISTANT TRAVEL BAG

Water resistant pouch for your tablet. Also suitbale for safely 
carrying your personal documents, passport or other electronic 
devices. Suitable for almost all tablets. AQL 1.5/4.0. 
Size: 280x210mm. 

91663  WATER RESISTANT POUCH TABLET
The travel organiser for all your technical accessories. Cables, 
adapters, earbuds, chargers, powerbanks: everything is easily 
stored and well organised in this pouch. Including 2 foam cable 
organisers. Material: Polyester with semi-transparent PEVA. 
The organiser can be closed with a zipper. 420D. 
Size: 215x150x20mm. 

95117  TECH ACCESSORIES POUCH
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9093990943

More portfolios 
ON PAGE 79

PU tablet pouch from our Buckle collection. Has a built-in stand 
for presentations. Suitable for most tablets. Metal buckle 
suitable for laser engraving. Gift box included. 
Size: 267x213x10mm. 

90939  TABLET POUCH BUCKLE
A5 Portfolio tablet case with leatherette cover. Laser engraving 
available on metal plate. Inside has a tablet pocket and an 
elastic pen holder. Writing pad on the left side. Custom made 
writing pad possible. Lockable with zipper. With carrying strap. 
Size: 220x260x25mm. 

90943  PORTFOLIO CHAPEAU TABLET A5
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Office &  
Business

CONTENT
Notes	 63
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Card	holders	 80
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Rulers	&	Magnets	 83

Business gifts with a luxurious 
appearance or daily office equipment; 
you can find it under the section 
‘Office & Business’. Choose from our 
comprehensive assortment portfolios, 
notes and blocks. Which can be 
personalised with your own imprint, 
this makes them valuable advertisers. 
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NEW

With inside 
compartment

Interior available in 5 colours:
orange, red, blue, white and black

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

A6
91813

Ball pen not included

A5
92500

Ball pen not included

80
80

A5 notebook with 80 lined white pages and elastic pen loop. 
The design of this notebook creates an optimum printing 
surface. With convenient bookmark! Size: 220x160x15mm. 

92500  NOTEBOOK COLOR POP A5
A6 notebook with 80 lined white pages and an elastic pen loop. 
This notebook contains an optimum printing surface, due the 
design with horizontal elastic across the book. Also with 
convenient bookmark! Size: 145x103x15mm. 

91813  NOTEBOOK COLOR POP A6
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NEW

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

92509 92508

With inside 
compartment

A6
92501

Ball pen not included

A5
92502

Ball pen not included

80

50

50

80

MADE
Custom

MADE
Custom

Stylish A5 notebook with 80 lined white pages, elastic pen loop 
and convenient bookmark. On the front of the cover there is a 
PU box where you can put your phone! The design of this 
notebook creates an optimum printing space. 
Size: 220x162x16mm. 

92502  NOTEBOOK NOVEL A5
A6 notebook with 80 lined white pages and elastic pen loop and 
convenient bookmark. On the front of the cover contains a 
handy PU box where you can put your business cards! The 
design of this notebook creates an optimum printing space. 
Size: 145x102x16mm. 

92501  NOTEBOOK NOVEL A6

Soft cover notebook with adhesive memo sheets (32x50mm, 
50 sheets). Including 5x25 page markers. The price is based on a 
full colour imprint on the cover and a full colour imprint on 
every single sheet. Size: 74x52x10mm. 

92508  NOTEBOOK FLEXIBLE COVER
Hard cover notebook with adhesive memosheets (100x72mm, 
50 sheets). Including 4x25 page markers. The price is based on 
a full colour imprint on the cover and a full colour imprint on 
every single sheet. Size: 78x106x12mm. 

92509  NOTEBOOK HARD COVER
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A6
91809

Ball pen not included

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

With inside 
compartment

A5
91808

Ball pen not included

NEW

80 80

Canvas A5 notebook with 80 white lined pages, elastic pen loop 
and a bookmark. The cover that stands out to give this 
notebook a unique twist. On the inside of the back cover is a 
useful box where important notes can be kept. 
Size: 220x161x15mm. 

91808  NOTEBOOK CANVAS A5
Canvas A6 notebook with 80 white lined pages, elastic pen loop 
and a bookmark. The cover that stands out to give this 
notebook a unique twist. On the inside of the back cover is a 
useful box where important notes can be kept. 
Size: 145x106x15mm. 

91809  NOTEBOOK CANVAS A6
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Custom made notes
Create your own custom 

made notebook!

OPTIONS FOR CUSTOM MADE NOTES 
[92505 & 92504]

• Available size: A4 & A5
• 100 sheets - 80 g/m2 - imprint on every sheet possible
• Reading ribbon standard - several colours available  

Optional:
• Elastic band: several colours available
• Full-colour imprint inside the cover
• Full-colour sheets added in the notebook (150 g/m2)
• Pen loop
• Hole punched sheets
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NOTES

NEW

A5
92507

A6
92506

MADE IN EUROPE

A4
92505

A5
92504

100

100

100

100

Notebook A5 with hard cover. The cover includes a custom 
made full colour print. The notebook contains 100 sheets that 
can be also be printed (optional), as well as the inner pages of 
the cover. A reading ribbon is standard. The notebook is 
extendable with an elastic band, pen loop, hole punched sheets 
or a publicity page of 150 g/m² Size: 218x155x15mm. 

92504  NOTEBOOK A5 HARD COVER
Notebook A4 with hard cover. The cover includes a custom 
made full colour print. The notebook contains 100 sheets that 
can be also be printed (optional), as well as the inner pages of 
the cover. A reading ribbon is standard. The notebook is 
extendable with an elastic band, pen loop, Hole punched sheets 
or a publicity page of 150 g/m² Size: 305x217x15mm. 

92505  NOTEBOOK A4 HARD COVER

Notebook A6 with soft cover.The cover includes a custom made 
full colour print. The notebook contains 100 sheets that can be 
also be printed (optional), The notebook has rounded corners 
and is extandable with an elastic band and a pen loop. 
Size: 105x75x10mm. 

92506  NOTEBOOK A6 SOFT COVER
Notebook A5 with soft cover.The cover includes a custom made 
full colour print. The notebook contains 100 sheets that can be 
also be printed (optional), The notebook has rounded corners 
and is extandable with an elastic band and a pen loop. 
Size: 149x105x10mm. 

92507  NOTEBOOK A5 SOFT COVER
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Made in
EUROPE

25

25

+/-100

MADE
Custom

80 80

91753

A5
91066

A6
91065

PU leather notebook with elastic strap and ribbon. White colour 
lined paper, with 80 lined sheets. Paper: 70 g/m². 
Size: 141x90x15mm. 

91065  PU NOTEBOOK A6

PU leather notebook with an elastic strap and a ribbon. 
White lined paper, 80 lined sheets. Paper: 70 g/m². 
Size: 210x141x15mm. 

91066  PU NOTEBOOK A5
Notebook with 100 large adhesive notes (100x75mm) and 25 
small adhesive notes (50x75mm) and 5x25 colourful remark 
strips. Paper: 80 g/m². Size: 106x75mm. 

91753  NOTEBOOK HARDCOVER CUSTOMISED
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91735 91709 NEW

+/-1002550

15

90869 90865

80

Small note book with 100 large adhesive notes (100x75mm) and 
25 small adhesive notes (50x75mm) and 5x25 colourful strips. 
Large print area on the front. Size: 105x80x19mm. 

90865  NOTEBOOK HARDCOVER
A small notebook available in black, white and brown with 
sticky notes. The white and brown version come with yellow 
sticky notes, the black one with white sticky notes (50 sheets of 
100x75mm, 25 sheets of 50x75mm, and 5x25 coloured page 
markers). Size: 80x106x7mm. 

90869  NOTEBOOK ECO + STICKY NOTES

Handy pocket-size booklet with horizontal elastic and lined 
paper. Paper: 70 g/m². Size: 13x130x90mm. 

91709  POCKET BOOK A5
Bookmark with fifteen sticky notes per colour / size. Notes 5 
colours (44X12 mm) and a large set of notes (44X40 mm). 
Size: 205x60mm. 

91735  BOOKMARK SQUARE MEMO
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SUSTAINABLE

80 80

80

80

Cork - A6
90889

Cork - A5
90809

A5
90837

A6
90839

Notebook with cardboard cover in A6 size with elastic strap and 
80 creamed coloured lined pages. Including cardboard stylus 
pen. Paper: 70 g/m². Size: 140x90x14mm. 

90839  CARDBOARD NOTEBOOK A6 + PEN
Notebook in A5 size, with elastic strap and 80 creamed coloured 
lined pages. Paper: 70 g/m². Size: 210x140x14mm. 

90837  CARDBOARD NOTEBOOK A5

Notebook with cork cover in A6 size with elastic strap and 
80 cream coloured lined pages. Paper: 70 g/m². 
Size: 140x90x13mm. 

90889  CORK NOTEBOOK A6
Notebook with cork cover in A5 size, with elastic strap and 
80 cream coloured lined pages. Paper: 70 g/m². 
Size: 210x130x13mm. 

90809  CORK NOTEBOOK A5
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+/-100

+/-96

A5
90894

A5
90848

A6
90849

Back

Digital print possible
91286 NEW

Ball pen not included

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

+/-96

An existing product reinvented. A handy clipboard for all sorts 
of documents. Not in a boring standard design, but a modern 
and innovative Toppoint design. The logo clip is detachable 
which makes it perfect for printing. Size: 435x230mm. 

91286  CLIPBOARD WITH LOGO PLATE
Notebook A5 spiral, contains 100 sheets. Cardboard: 126 g/m². 
Paper: 80 g/m². Size: 210x155x14mm. 

90894  NOTEBOOK SPIRAL A5

Imitation leather A5 Notebook. With strong rubber closure and 
ribbon. Cream paper: 96 pages. Orders from 1.200 pieces have a 
Full colour print available. Paper: 70 g/m². Size: 210x130x15mm. 

90848  NOTE BOOK A5
Imitation leather A6 note booklet. With strong rubber closure 
and ribbon. Cream paper: 96 pages. Orders from 1.200 pieces 
have a Full colour print available. Paper: 70 g/m². 
Size: 148x94x14mm. 

90849  NOTE BOOK A6
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MADE IN EUROPE
Adhesive notes

Adhesive notes. Full colour imprint. 80 g/m².  
Size: 50x72mm.

91938-91940 NOTES FC

Adhesive notes. Full colour print is possible, 
ask for possibilities. 80 g/m². Size: 75x50mm. 

91740-91742 NOTES

Adhesive notes. Full colour imprint. 80 g/m².  
Size: 72x72mm.

91941-91943 NOTES FC

Adhesive notes. Full colour print is possible, 
ask for possibilities. 80 g/m². Size: 75x70mm.

91743-91745 NOTES

91745  NOTES 100 SHEETS

91943  NOTES 100 SHEETS FC

91744  NOTES 50 SHEETS

91942  NOTES 50 SHEETS FC

91743  NOTES 25 SHEETS

91941  NOTES 25 SHEETS FC

91742  NOTES 100 SHEETS

91940  NOTES 100 SHEETS FC

91741  NOTES 50 SHEETS

91939  NOTES 50 SHEETS FC

91740  NOTES 25 SHEETS

91938  NOTES 25 SHEETS FC
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MADE IN EUROPE
Adhesive notes

 

Adhesive notes. Full colour imprint. 80 g/m².  
Size: 100x72mm. 

91944-91946 NOTES FC

Adhesive notes. Full colour print is possible, 
ask for possibilities. 80 g/m². Size: 100x75mm. 

91746-91748 NOTES

Adhesive notes. Full colour imprint. 80 g/m².  
Size: 125x72mm. 

91947-91949 NOTES FC

Adhesive notes. Full colour print is possible, 
ask for possibilities. 80 g/m². Size: 125x75mm. 

91749-91751 NOTES

91751  NOTES 100 SHEETS

91949  NOTES 100 SHEETS FC

91750  NOTES 50 SHEETS

91948  NOTES 50 SHEETS FC

91749  NOTES 25 SHEETS

91947  NOTES 25 SHEETS FC

91748  NOTES 100 SHEETS

91946  NOTES 100 SHEETS FC

91747  NOTES 50 SHEETS

91945  NOTES 50 SHEETS FC

91746  NOTES 25 SHEETS

91944  NOTES 25 SHEETS FC
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Made in
EUROPE

50

FSC Paper

91752

91757

MADE
Custom

Create your own adhesive notes. Over 50 different shapes are 
available for orders from 600 pieces. Imprint on each note 
possible. Pastel colours are available without extra costs, 
intensive colours are possible with extra costs. 

91757  ADHESIVE NOTES SPECIAL SHAPE
Soft cover with adhevise notes (100x75 mm, 50 sheets). 
Size: 100x75mm. 

91752  ADHESIVE NOTES WITH COVER

If we use our forests properly 
we can use wood and paper 

forever. That is why Toppoint 
chooses FSC-paper. In this 

way we contribute to the 
protection of forests worldwide. 

Pastel colours standard Other colours on request
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Made in
EUROPE

+/-840

+/-420+/-530

COMBINE 
TIP!

SEE PAGE 13791805

91845 91815

Cube pad with white paper on wooden Pallet. Ideal for use at 
home or at the office. Printing on each sheet possible. Ca. 420 
wood-free sheets. Each cube is sealed. Paper: 80 g/m². 
Size: 100x100x50mm. 

91815  CUBE PAD WITH PALLET

Cube pad on a pallet. White paper, ca. 530 sheets. Printing on 
each sheet possible. Paper: 80 g/m². Size: 120x80x60mm. 

91845  PALLET BLOCK
Cube pad with white paper on wooden pallet. Ca. 840 wood-free 
sheets. Printing on each sheet possible. Each cube is sealed. 
Paper: 80 g/m². Size: 100x100x100mm. 

91805  CUBE PAD WITH PALLET
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Made in
EUROPE

+/-420 220+/-84091810

91855

91700 91825

MADE
Custom

COMBINE 
TIP!

+/-750 +/-840 Ball pen not included
91801

Lovely designed paper pad. 80 grams of paper. Create an effect 
with this descending paper block. Ca. 220 sheets. 80 g/m². 
Size: 100x135x20mm. 

91825  EFFECT BLOCK

Cube pad with white paper. Ca. 700 wood-free sheets. 
Single sheet printing possible. Each cube sealed. 80 g/m². 
Size: 90x90x90mm. 

91700  CUBE PAD WHITE
Cube pad with white paper. Printing on each sheet possible. 
Ca.420 wood-free sheets. Each cube sealed. 80 g/m². 
Size: 100x100x50mm. 

91810  CUBE PAD WHITE

Cube pad with white paper and a hole for a ball pen. 
Ca. 840 wood-free sheets. Printing on each sheet 
possible. 80 g/m². Size: 100x100x100mm. 

91801  CUBE PAD WITH HOLE
Cube in the shape of a shipping container. White paper, 
ca.750 sheets. Printing on each sheet possible. 80 g/m². 
Size: 150x80x85mm. 

91855  CONTAINER BLOCK
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Made in
EUROPE

+/-840

MADE BOX
Custom

83250

+/-800 +/-800

91800

92010 91910

+/-320

97000

Cube box with white paper. Ca. 800 wood-free sheets. Printing 
on each sheet possible. Each cube is sealed. Paper: 80 g/m². 
Size: 100x100x100mm. 

91910  CUBE BOX
Cube box with three transparent compartments for several 
desk-items. White paper. Ca. 800 wood-free sheets. Each cube is 
sealed. Paper: 80 g/m². Size: 100x100x100mm. 

92010  CUBE BOX

Handy cube box with white paper. Printing on the sides, 
printing on each sheet is also possible. Ca. 320 wood-free 
sheets. Each cube is sealed. Paper: 80 g/m². 
Size: 100x100x45mm. 

97000  CUBE BOX
Cube pad with white paper. Ca. 840 wood-free sheets. Printing 
on each sheet possible. Each cube sealed. 80 g/m². 
Size: 100x100x100mm. 

91800  CUBE PAD WHITE

 



Portfolios by Toppoint

The receipe  
for succes:
think of  
an idea,
take action and
mix it up with a 
bit of passion

OFFICE & BUSINESS78



PORTFOLIOS
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90820

Accessories not included

A4
90917

A5
90909

90942
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Doming or Laser engraving
90943

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Doming or Laser engraving

Luxury A4 Paper Case, imitation leather with golden corners. 
Contains 50 sheets and has a business card holder. Exclusive 
ball pen. Three storage maps inside. Size: 240x320x15mm. 

90820  PORTFOLIO A4

A5 Portfolio with leatherette cover. Laser engraving available 
on metal plate. Inside has pockets for business cards. Also 
includes an elastic pen holder and a writing pad. Custom made 
writing pad possible. Size: 177x235x16mm. 

90942  PORTFOLIO A5 CHAPEAU

PU A4 portfolio from our Buckle collection. Metal part suitable 
for laser engraving. Inside pocket for your tablet and storage of 
your papers. A4 notepad included (50 sheets) and pen loop. Gift 
box included. Size: 15x260x314mm. 

90917  PORTFOLIO BUCKLE A4

A5 Portfolio tablet case with leatherette cover. Laser engraving 
available on metal plate. Inside has a tablet pocket and an 
elastic pen holder. Writing pad on the left side. Custom made 
writing pad possible. Lockable with zipper. With carrying strap. 
Size: 220x260x25mm. 

90943  PORTFOLIO CHAPEAU TABLET A5

PU A5 portfolio from our Buckle collection. Metal part suitable 
for laser engraving. Inside pocket for storage of your papers and 
business cards. A5 notepad included (50 sheets) and pen loop. 
Gift box included. Size: 15x170x230mm. 

90909  PORTFOLIO BUCKLE A5

All portfolio’s will be delivered 
in a luxurious giftbox. 
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Anti skimming
CARD HOLDER

91191 NEW

91242

Digital print
91241

Soft case card holder with RFID protection to prevent skimming. Card 
holder is made of a thin material so it is easy to put the card holder in 
your wallet. Ideal for a debit card and includes indentation to easily 
remove the card from the holder. Size: 92x63x1mm. 

91242  CARD HOLDER ANTI-SKIMMING

With the RFID technology you can make payments by holding your bank 
card next to a payment device designed for this purpose. The downside 
of this technology is criminals can skim your account via your bank 
card, with this aluminium card holder you can protect all your bank 
cards that have RFID. Size: 58x90x5mm. 

91191  RFID CARD HOLDER

Hard case card holder for a debit card. Card holder includes RFID 
protection to prevent skimming. Card holder has indentations to easily 
remove the card from the card holder. Size: 90x60x4mm. 

91241  CARD HOLDER ANTI-SKIMMING (HARD CASE)

Contactless payments are becoming more 
comonplace within many companies. For 

example; debit cards, credit cards and smart 
cards already work with RFID (Radio frequency 

identification). A technology to exchange 
wireless information. The big disadvantage 

from RFID are the privacy risks and undetected 
fraud. With our anti-skimming card holders 

you are protected against skimming. With 
these card holders your cards are safe! 
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91074
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Digital print

90924

Aluminum card holder with 8 compartments. The card holder 
can be closed with a click. The underside has anti-slip ribbing. 
Size: 110x74x22mm. 

90924  ALUMINUM CARD HOLDER
Toppoint has designed a card holder.The cardholder can store 
upto 4 cards and also serves as a powerbank (3000mAh). 
Delivered in a gift box including handy USB / micro-USB cable 
which can double up as a wristband to hold the card holder. 
Size: 71x117x18mm. 

91074  CARD HOLDER POWERBANK

 



WEATHER STATIONS
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91076

Weather
STATIONS

91077 1

Always up to date with the weather with this electronic 
weather station. It can stand on your desk, therefore a great 
gift!. LCD display where a thermometer (C&F), hygrometer, 
barometer, time, moon phase and calander are displayed. Also 
has a timer function included. Operates on one LR1130 battery 
(included). Gift box also included. Size: 52x57x108mm. 

91077  ELECTRIC WEATHER STATION BLACK

Always up to date with the weather with this electronic 
weather station. It can stand or be hung up. LCD display where 
a thermometer (C&F), hygrometer, time and calander are 
displayed. Operates on 2 AAA batteries (excluded). Gift box also 
included. Size: 20x80x140mm. 

91076  ELECTRONIC WEATHER STATION

With our weather stations you can 
keep track of time and also the weather 

forecast. This way you will always be 
well-prepared. Handy for in the office! 



RULERS - MAGNETS
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Digital print
91250

Digital print
91260

Digital print
91270

Digital print

Digital print
90460

Digital print
90462

Digital print
90461

Round plastic magnet. Size: Ø36x7mm. 
90462  MAGNET ROUND

White synthetic 30cm ruler. Size: 310x38x1mm. 
91250  RULER 30 CM

White synthetic 15cm ruler. Large print area Size: 160x38x1mm. 
91270  RULER 15 CM.

Rectangle plastic magnet. Size: 55x22x9mm. 
90461  MAGNET RECTANGLE

Round plastic magnet. Size: Ø30x7mm. 
90460  MAGNET ROUND

White synthetic 20cm ruler. Size: 210x38x1mm. 
91260  RULER 20 CM
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Writing 
Instruments

CONTENT
Toppoint design pens 85
Stylus pens & Laser pointers 116
Budget pens 128
Metal pens 142
Writing sets 152
Highlighters 156

One of the most popular promotional products 
is the ball pen range. Despite the popularity of 
smartphones and tablets, we still use ball pens 
to write. Our collection of ball pens can be found 
under the ‘Writing Instruments’ section, which is 
divided into the categories; Designed by Toppoint 
pens, Stylus & Laser pointers, Budget pens, 
Metal pens, Business sets and Highlighters.
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MADE IN GERMANY

Universe

85

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

NEW

80538 80541

Jumbo refill:80541

Writing length: 4,5 km

A ballpen with metal tip and clip. Made in Germany & designed 
by Toppoint. Jumbo refill for long term writing pleasure. 
Size: Ø12x146mm. 

80538  UNIVERSE METAL TIP BALLPEN
A ballpen with metal tip and clip. Made in Germany & designed 
by Toppoint.Combine the hard colour with transparent parts. 
Jumbo refill for long term writing pleasure. A choice of different 
writing colours to choose from (blue, red, black and green). 
Size: Ø12x146mm. 

80541  UNIVERSE METAL TIP COMBI BALLPEN

Possible with foilprint 
and 360° print. 

 

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 



MADE IN GERMANY

MIDI LINE86

Avalon

87943

87943

87941 87942

Jumbo refill:

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

AVALON

87942

87941

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

Writing length: 4,5 km

87943  BALL PEN AVALON COMBI

87942  BALLPEN AVALON TRANSPARENT

87941  BALLPEN AVALON HARDCOLOUR

Possible with 360° print. 

The basic models in the 
colour combinations 

shown are always 
in stock, reducing 

the production 
and lead times.

AVALON Toppoint ballpen with firm clip. 
Create your own colour combinations. 
Jumbo refill and different writing 
colours to choose from for LT87943 and 
LT87946. Combine hardcolours with 
transparent parts (LT87943 and LT87946) 
or choose a basic hardcolour or 
transparent model (LT87941, LT87942, 
LT87944 or LT87945). The basic models in 
the colour combinations shown are 
always in stock, reducing the production 
and lead times. Size Ø 12X146 mm.

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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MADE IN GERMANY

8794687944 87945

Jumbo refill:

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

87945

87944

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

87946

Writing length: 4,5 km

87946  BALL PEN AVALON COMBI METAL TIP

87945  BALLPEN AVALON TRANSPARENT METAL TIP

87944  BALLPEN AVALON HARDCOLOUR METAL TIP

Possible with foilprint and 360° print. 

The basic models in the 
colour combinations 

shown are always 
in stock, reducing 

the production 
and lead times.

 

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 



MADE IN GERMANY

MIDI LINE88

Wega

8080980807 80808

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

WEGA

80808

80807

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

80809 Jumbo refill:

Writing length: 4,5 km

80809  BALL PEN WEGA COMBI

80808  BALLPEN WEGA TRANSPARENT

80807  BALLPEN WEGA HARDCOLOUR

Possible with 360° print. 

The basic models in the 
colour combinations 

shown are always 
in stock, reducing 

the production 
and lead times.

Toppoint ballpen with firm clip.  
Create your own colour combinations. 
Jumbo refill and different writing colours 
to choose from for LT80809 and LT80812. 
Combine hardcolours with transparent 
parts (LT80809 and LT80812) or choose a 
basic hardcolour or transparent model 
(LT80807, LT80808, LT80810 or LT80811). 
The basic models in the colour 
combinations shown are always in stock, 
reducing the production and lead times. 
Size Ø 12X146 mm. 

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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MADE IN GERMANY

8081280810 80811

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

80811

80810

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

Made in Europe

Jumbo refill:80812

Writing length: 4,5 km

80812  BALL PEN WEGA COMBI METAL TIP

80811  BALLPEN WEGA TRANSPARENT METAL TIP

80810  BALLPEN WEGA HARDCOLOUR METAL TIP

Possible with foilprint and 360° print. 

The basic models in the 
colour combinations 

shown are always 
in stock, reducing 

the production 
and lead times.

‘Made in Europe’ pens. Part of our ‘collection 
pens’ are produced in Europe, which gives us a 
lead compared to our competitors. There is more 
and more attention for human right violation 
and working conditions at production locations. 
In low-wage countries these violations happen 
every day. Besides that, wages increase and 
companies like us have control and audit costs 
in these low-wage countries. Costs we don’t 
have at our own or European locations. In 
addition, producing in Europe reduces CO2 
emission compared to products produced in 
low-wage countries. When all our pens are made 
in China our environmental impact would be 
10% higher. Choosing for a pen from our Made in 
Europe’ collection means you are choosing a 
pen made with respect for human rights.

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 



MADE IN GERMANY

MIDI LINE90

Apollo

8711087100 87105

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

APOLLO

87105

87100

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

87110 Jumbo refill:

Writing length: 4,5 km

87110  BALL PEN APOLLO COMBI

87105  BALLPEN APOLLO FROSTY

87100  BALLPEN APOLLO HARDCOLOUR

Possible with foilprint and 360° print. 

The basic models in the 
colour combinations 

shown are always 
in stock, reducing 

the production 
and lead times.

APOLLO Toppoint ballpen with bow clip 
and rubber grip. Create your own colour 
combinations. Jumbo refill and different 
writing colours to choose from for LT87110. 
Combine hardcolour with frosty parts 
(LT87110) or choose a basic hardcolour 
or frosty model (LT87100 & LT87105).  
The basic models in the colour 
combinations shown are always in 
stock, reducing the production and lead 
times. Size Ø 12X147 mm. 

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 



Cube
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MADE IN GERMANY

CUBE

8798587975 87980

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

87980

87975

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

Jumbo refill:87985

Writing length: 4,5 km

87985  BALL PEN CUBE COMBI

87975  BALLPEN CUBE HARDCOLOUR

87980  BALLPEN CUBE TRANSPARENT

Possible with 360° print. 

The basic models in the 
colour combinations 

shown are always 
in stock, reducing 

the production 
and lead times.

Toppoint ballpen with a wide bow clip. 
Create your own colour combinations. 
Jumbo refill and different writing colours 
to choose from for LT87985. Combine 
hard colour with transparent parts 
(LT87985) or choose a basic hard colour  
or frosty (LT87975 and LT87980).  
The basic models in the colour 
combinations shown are always in stock, 
reducing the production and lead times.
Size Ø 12X147 mm. 

 

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 



92 TOPPOINT DESIGN PENS

Great 
ideas

start on 
paper

For years Volkmar 
Rommel has 

designed pens 
for our 'Designed 

by Toppoint' collection. 
High quality ball pens, 

which are produced 
in our own injection 

molding at GS Plastics in 
Germany. The 'Designed by 

Toppoint' pens are available 
in two barrel thicknesses. 

Midi Line (Ø12 mm) and 
Slim Line (Ø10 mm). 

We are aware of the environmental 
impact that several products have 
after using them. Pens also come 
un-separated at the landfills. 
Efforts to refill pens and let the 
receiver use them longer provides 
environmental benefits. It is also 
beneficial for the giver as he sees 
his brand getting more attention. 
At Toppoint we have pens that are 
refillable and easy to disassemble. 
That's why our pens have a long 
lifetime and can be offered as 
separated return flows. This way 
the raw materials can be recycled. 
This way you contribute to reducing 
CO2 emission and you choose for 
products with a longer lifetime. 

Recycle 
pens
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Made in  
Germany by
GS Plastics

Designed by
Toppoint

In the South of Germany, in a place called 

Gosheim you will find mold construction 

and injection molding GS Plastics. Here we 

produce our ‘Designd by Toppoint’ ball pens. 

More proof of the sustainable direction we 

follow. In this injection molding we produce 

parts of our ball pens. After production we 

send them to Bergentheim  (NL) where 

we assemble them according to your 

requirements.

The Toppoint in-house designed ball pens 

are produced in Germany. Sustainable 

ball pens with a long life and good quality. 

Together with our designers we have 

developed some new models this year. You 

can find them under the chapter Toppoint 

design pens.



MADE IN GERMANY

SLIM LINE94

Nash
TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

8080680804 80805

NASH

80805

80804

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

80806 X20 refill:

Writing length: 2,5 km

80806  BALL PEN NASH METAL TIP COMBI

80805  BALLPEN NASH MT TRANSPARENT

80804  BALLPEN NASH METAL TIP HC

Possible with 360° print. 

The basic models in the 
colour combinations 

shown are always 
in stock, reducing 

the production 
and lead times.

Toppoint ballpen with strong bow clip 
and rubber grip or metal tip. Create your 
own colour combinations. With X-20 
refill and several writing colours for 
LT80803 and LT80806. Combine hard 
colour with transparent parts (LT80803 
and LT80806) or choose a basic hard 
colour or transparent  
model (LT80802, LT80801, LT80804  
or LT80805). The basic models in the 
colour combinations shown are 
always in stock, reducing the 
production and lead times. 
Size Ø 10X145 mm. 

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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MADE IN GERMANY

8080380801 80802

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

80802

80801

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

HC

BARRELS

Writing length: 2,5 km

X20 refill:80803

80803  BALL PEN NASH GRIP COMBI

80802  BALLPEN NASH GRIP TRANSPARENT

80801  BALLPEN NASH GRIP HARDCOLOUR

Possible with foilprint and 360° print. 

The basic models in the 
colour combinations 

shown are always 
in stock, reducing 

the production 
and lead times.

 

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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MADE IN GERMANY

Nash

8081780815 80816

NASH

80816

80815

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

80817 X20 refill:

Writing length: 2,5 km

80817  BALL PEN NASH COMBI

80816  BALLPEN NASH TRANSPARENT

80815  BALLPEN NASH HARDCOLOUR

Possible with 360° print. 

The basic models in the 
colour combinations 

shown are always 
in stock, reducing 

the production 
and lead times.

Toppoint ballpen with strong bow clip. 
Create your own colour combinations. 
With X-20 refill and several writing 
colours for LT80817. Combine hard colour 
with transparent parts (LT80817) or 
choose a basic hard colour or transparent 
model (LT80815 or LT80816). The basic 
models in the colour combinations 
shown are always in stock, reducing the 
production and lead times. 
Size Ø 10X145 mm. 

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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MADE IN GERMANYMADE IN GERMANY

Mercurius
TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

8764987647

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

MERCURIUS

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

X20 refill:

Writing length: 2,5 km

87649  BALL PEN MERCURIUS GRIP COMBI

87647  BALL PEN MERCURIUS COMBI

Possible with foilprint and 360° print. Possible with 360° print. 

 

Toppoint ballpen with ribbed top, metal 
clip and a rubber grip. Create your own 
colour combinations. With X-20 refill 
and different writing colours to choose. 
Combine hardcolour with transparent 
parts. Size Ø 10X145 mm. 

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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SLIM LINE98

Deniro

8795387951 87952

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

DENIRO

87952

87951

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

87953 X20 refill:

Writing length: 2,5 km

87953  BALL PEN DENIRO COMBI

87952  BALLPEN DENIRO FROSTY

87951  BALLPEN DENIRO HARDCOLOUR

Possible with 360° print. 

The basic models in the 
colour combinations 

shown are always 
in stock, reducing 

the production 
and lead times.

Toppoint ballpen with strong bow clip. 
Create your own colour combinations. 
With X-20 refill and several writing 
colours for LT87953 and LT87956. 
Combine hardcolour with frosty parts 
(LT87953 and LT87956) or choose a basic 
hardcolour or frosty model (LT87951, 
LT87952, LT87954 or LT87955). The basic 
models in the colour combinations 
shown are always in stock, reducing the 
production and lead times. 
Size Ø 10X143 mm. 

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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MADE IN GERMANY

8795687954 87955

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

87955

87954

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

HC

BARRELS

X20 refill:87956

Writing length: 2,5 km

87956  BALL PEN DENIRO METAL TIP COMBI

87955  BALLPEN DENIRO METAL TIP FROSTY

87954  BALLPEN DENIRO METAL TIP HC

Possible with 360° print. 

The basic models in the 
colour combinations 

shown are always 
in stock, reducing 

the production 
and lead times.

 

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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SLIM LINE100

Cosmo

8761887612 87616

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

COSMO

87616

87612

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

87618 X20 refill:

Writing length: 2,5 km

87618  BALL PEN COSMO COMBI

87616  BALLPEN COSMO TRANSPARENT

87612  BALLPEN COSMO HARDCOLOUR

Possible with 360° print. 

The basic models in the 
colour combinations 

shown are always 
in stock, reducing 

the production 
and lead times.

Slim Toppoint ballpen with bow clip 
and rubber grip. Create your own 
colour combinations. With X-20 refill 
and different writing colours to choose 
from for LT87618 and LT87628. Combine 
hardcolour with transparent parts 
(LT87618 and LT87628) or choose a 
basic hardcolour or transparent model 
(LT87612, LT87616, LT87622 or LT87626). 
The basic models in the colour 
combinations shown are always in 
stock, reducing the production and 
lead times. Size Ø 10X145 mm. 

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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MADE IN GERMANY

8762887622 87626

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

87626

87622

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

HC

BARRELS

X20 refill:87628

Writing length: 2,5 km

87628  BALL PEN COSMO COMBI

87626  BALLPEN COSMO TRANSPARENT

87622  BALLPEN COSMO GRIP HARDCOLOUR

Possible with foilprint and 360° print. 

The basic models in the 
colour combinations 

shown are always 
in stock, reducing 

the production 
and lead times.

 

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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SLIM LINE102

Cosmo

8761587610 87614

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

COSMO

87614

87610

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

87615 X20 refill:

Writing length: 2,5 km

87615  BALL PEN COSMO COMBI

87614  BALLPEN COSMO TRANSPARENT

87610  BALLPEN COSMO HARDCOLOUR

Possible with 360° print. 

The basic models in the 
colour combinations 

shown are always 
in stock, reducing 

the production 
and lead times.

Slim Toppoint ballpen with an round bow 
clip and rubber grip. Create entirely your 
own colour combinations. With X-20 refill 
and different writing colours to choose 
from for LT87619 and LT87615. Combine 
hardcolour with transparent parts 
(LT87619 and LT87615) or choose a basic 
hardcolour or transparent model 
(LT87610, LT87614, LT87620 or LT87624). 
The basic models in the colour 
combinations shown are always in stock, 
reducing the production and lead times. 
Size Ø 10X145 mm.  

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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MADE IN GERMANY

HC

BARRELS

87614 8761987620 87624

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

87624

87620

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

X20 refill:87619

Writing length: 2,5 km

87619  BALL PEN COSMO GRIP COMBI

87624  BALLPEN COSMO GRIP TRANSPARENT

87620  BALLPEN COSMO GRIP HARDCOLOUR

Possible with foilprint and 360° print. 

The basic models in the 
colour combinations 

shown are always 
in stock, reducing 

the production 
and lead times.

 

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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SLIM LINE104

Covaal

8766187657 87658

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

COVAAL

87658

87657

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

87661 X20 refill:

Writing length: 2,5 km

87661  BALL PEN COVAAL BASIC COMBI

87658  BALLPEN COVAAL BASIC TRANSP

87657  BALLPENN COVAAL BASIC HC

Possible with 360° print. 

The basic models in the 
colour combinations 

shown are always 
in stock, reducing 

the production 
and lead times.

Toppoint ballpen with bow clip and 
eventual rubber grip. Create your own 
colour combinations. With X-20 refill and 
different writing colours to choose from 
for LT87661 & LT87664. Combine hardcolour 
with transparent parts (LT87661 & LT87664) 
or choose a basic hardcolour or transparent 
model (LT87662 & LT87663). The basic 
models in the colour combinations shown 
are always in stock, reducing the 
production and lead times.
Size Ø 10X146 mm.  

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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MADE IN GERMANY

HC

BARRELS

8766487662 87663

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

87663

87662

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

X20 refill:87664

Writing length: 2,5 km

87664  BALL PEN COVAAL BASIC GRIP COMBI

87663  BALLPEN COVAAL BASIC GRIP

87662  BALLPEN COVAAL BASIC GRIP

Possible with foilprint and 360° print. 

The basic models in the 
colour combinations 

shown are always 
in stock, reducing 

the production 
and lead times.

 

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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@-Pen 

SLIM LINE

87671 87674

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

@-PEN

87674

87671

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

87679

87679 X20 refill:

Writing length: 2,5 km

87679  BALL PEN @ PEN COMBI

87674  BALLPEN @-PEN TRANSPARENT

87671  BALLPEN @-PEN SOLID

Possible with 360° print. 

The basic models in the 
colour combinations 

shown are always 
in stock, reducing 

the production 
and lead times.

Slim Toppoint ballpen with idiosyncratic 
@ sign in the bow clip. Create your own 
colour combinations. With X-20 refill and 
different writing colours to choose from 
for LT87679. Combine hardcolour with 
transparent parts (LT87679) or choose a 
basic hardcolour or transparent model 
(LT87674 & LT87671). The basic models in 
the colour combinations shown are 
always in stock, reducing the production 
and lead times. Size Ø 10X145 mm.  

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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MADE IN GERMANY

Futurepoint

8088880886 80887

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

FUTUREPOINT

80887

80886

HC

TR

MIX AND MATCH HARDCOLOUR AND TRANSPARENT PARTS

X20 refill:80888

Writing length: 2,5 km

80888  BALL PEN FUTUREPOINT COMBI

80887  BALLPEN FUTUREPOINT TRANSPARENT

80886  BALLPEN FUTUREPOINT HARDCOLOUR

Possible with 360° print. 

The basic models in the 
colour combinations 

shown are always 
in stock, reducing 

the production 
and lead times.

Toppoint ballpen with flat clip and 
doming. Create your own colour 
combinations. With X-20 refill and 
different writing colours to choose from 
for LT80888. Combine hardcolour with 
transparent parts (LT80888) or choose a 
basic hardcolour or transparent model 
(LT80886 or LT80887). The basic models 
in the colour combinations shown are 
always in stock, reducing the production 
and lead times. Size Ø 10X145 mm. 

 

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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Mix and match hardcolor and transparent parts
More than 1.000 color combinations possible!925 DP

MADE IN GERMANY

TOPPOINT DESIGN PENS

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

802998029080380

Jumbo refill:

X20 refill:

Assembled stock available

X20 refill

Assembled stock available

X20 refill

Assembled stock available

Jumbo refill

Writing length: 2,5 km

Writing length: 4,5 km

A modern, transparent ball pen with metal parts. Several colour 
combinations are possible. Choose your writing colour. With 
synthetic X20 refill. Size: Ø10x134mm. 

80299  BALL PEN 925 DP TRANSPARENT

A modern ball pen with metal parts. Create your own ball pen 
and choose your writing colour. With synthetic X20 refill. 
Size: Ø10x134mm. 

80290  BALL PEN 925 DP
A ball pen with metal parts. Create your own ball pen and 
choose your writing colour. Same model as 80290 with 
synthetic jumbo refill. Size: Ø10x134mm. 

80380  BALL PEN 925

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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Offset

87554

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

Digital print 
in clip

NEW

87026

Also 
available:
California 

Stylus!
[see page 118]

This designed by Toppoint ballpen is a pen with a solid clip 
with a special emphasis on the coloured rings at the bottom of 
the pen. The pen has blue writing ink. Size: Ø12x145mm. 

87026  BALLPEN OFFSET
Designed by Toppoint ball pen California with metalised tip. 
The barrel is rubberised and available in multiple modern 
colours. Robust pen with twist mechanism. The transparent 
clip is suitable for digital imprint. The pen has blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø11x146mm. 

87554  CALIFORNIA METALISED TIP TWIST
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TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

87267
Jumbo refill

Rubberised  
Soft Touch

Softtouch

Designed by Toppoint Slash ball pen. Due to the matt finish and 
metal tip a tough giveaway. With twist mechanism and a firm 
clip. Jumbo refill with blue writing ink. Available in hip colours. 
Size: Ø12x145mm. 

87267  BALL PEN SLASH TWIST

Let your company logo shine on one of these 

beautifully rubberised soft touch pens from 

Toppoint. Your logo will stand out positively 

by the user and bystander due to the unique 

rubberised look of the pen. The special 

designs give the pens a unique twist and 

feels extremely comfortably in your hand. 
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87025

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

X20 refill

NEW

Softtouch

A designed by Toppoint ballpen, this is very elegant due to the 
soft-touch finish. This pen has a solid clip and a Jumbo filling 
with blue writing ink. Size: Ø13x143mm. 

87025  BALLPEN CLICKSHADOW
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Flatboy

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

87568

Safety clip

Flatboy A designed by Toppoint flat ball pen with a twist mechanism 
and blue writing ink. When the ingenious clip construction is 
activated enabling you to clip it onto your shirt, jacket or in 
your bag, the pen is then closed therefore unable to ‘leak’. The 
ball pen can be digital imprinted on the barrel. 
Size: 145x14x9mm. 

87568  BALL PEN FLAT BOY

A special Designed by Toppoint advertiser; 
the Flatboy. A lot of imprint positions 
and possibility to do a full colour all-
over imprint on the barrel. Due to the 
ingenious clip construction, the clip 
is integrated in the design when you 
are writing and easy to take with you 
without ink stains in your clothes. 
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TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

87268 87269 87268

87269

X20 refill X20 refill

Designed by Toppoint ball pen Speedy transparent. A slim ball 
pen with modern clip and twist mechanism. The ball pen with 
metal tip is available in different transparent modern colours. 
Blue writing ink. Size: Ø11x143mm. 

87269  BALL PEN SPEEDY TRANSPARENT
Designed by Toppoint ball pen with metal tip and twist 
mechanism. A slim pen with a modern clip. Available in 
multiple modern colours. Blue writing ink. Size: Ø11x143mm. 

87268  BALL PEN SPEEDY METAL TIP TWIST
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Zorro
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87935 87937 87938 87936

87938

87935 87937

87936

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

A Toppoint modern ball pen! Unique design with hardcolour 
shaft and black grip. With a matt, metal tip and a silver clip. 
Size: Ø11x145mm. 

87936  BALL PEN ZORRO SPECIAL
A Toppoint modern ball pen! Unique design with silver parts 
and matt, metal tip. Coloured grip and spacer. Size: Ø11x145mm. 

87938  BALL PEN ZORRO SILVER

A Toppoint modern ball pen! Unique design with transparent 
parts and metal tip. Size: Ø11x145mm. 

87937  BALL PEN ZORRO TRANSPARENT
Toppoint modern ball pen! Unique design with hardcolour shaft 
and metal parts. Size: Ø11x145mm. 

87935  BALL PEN ZORRO HARDCOLOUR
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80508

80506 80507

80509

80506 80507 80508 80509

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

A plastic transparent Toppoint designed ball pen with blue 
Jumbo refill, metal clip and metallised tip and pusher. 
Size: Ø14x147mm. 

80509  BALL PEN TEXAS METAL CLIP
A plastic, hardcolour Toppoint designed ball pen with blue 
Jumbo refill, metal clip and metallised tip and pusher. 
Size: Ø14x147mm. 

80508  BALL PEN TEXAS METAL CLIP HC

A plastic transparent Toppoint designed ball pen with blue 
Jumbo refill and metallised tip and pusher. Size: Ø14x147mm. 

80507  BALL PEN TEXAS TRANSPARENT
Plastic hardcolour Toppoint designed ball pen with blue jumbo 
refill and metallised tip and pusher. Size: Ø14x147mm. 

80506  BALL PEN TEXAS HARDCOLOUR
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Stylus
PENS

NEW
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

87023
Rubberised finish

An Aluminium ballpen with a stylus tip. This designed by 
Toppoint pen with a touchscreen tip has a solid metal clip and 
is available in many colours. Blue writing ink. Size: Ø10x140mm. 

87023  BALLPEN LIMA

Our collection of touchscreen pens have 
been expanded. In a world where almost 
everybody has a touchscreen our pens are 
becoming more commonplace. Some pens are 
provided with laser pointers. Write and shine 
with one product. Useful for presentations. 
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DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

87694 87703

Plastic stylus ball pen designed by Toppoint with a twist 
mechanism and blue ink X-20 refill. Size: Ø11x145mm. 

87703  STYLUS BALL PEN TOUCHY WHITE
Plastic stylus ball pen designed by Toppoint with a twist 
mechanism and blue ink X-20 refill. Size: Ø11x145mm. 

87694  STYLUS BALL PEN TOUCHY
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DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

CALIFORNIA TWIST [87554] page 109

87566
Digital print on clip

80494

Plastic, Toppoint designed touchscreen pen with a metal clip 
and rubber grip. Twist mechanism. Blue refill. Size: Ø9x137mm. 

80494  BALL PEN MERCURIUS STYLUS
Designed by Toppoint styluspen California with metalised tip. 
The barrel is white, the clip and stylus are available in multiple 
modern colours. Robust pen with twist mechanism. The clip is 
suitable for digital imprint. Size: Ø11x146mm. 

87566  BALL PEN CALIFORNIA TWIST TOUCH
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87695 87655

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

80493

Slim, plastic touchscreen pen with a twist function. Blue refill. 
Size: Ø7x136mm. 

80493  STYLUS TOUCH SLIM

Plastic, Toppoint designed ball pen with a bow clip and touch 
function. Twist mechanism. Blue refill. Size: Ø10x142mm. 

87655  BALL PEN COSMO STYLUS
Plastic, Toppoint designed ball pen with a bow clip, rubber grip 
and touch function. Twist mechanism. Blue refill. 
Size: Ø10x142mm. 

87695  BALL PEN COSMO STYLUS GRIP
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DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

USB memory 4GB

POWERBANK BALL PEN [87847]
POWERBANK BALL PEN + 4GB MEMORY [87849]

87847 + 87849
Available with and
without 4GB memory

Powerbank, stylus, ball pen and USB flash drive in one. This 
stylus ball pen features a intern powerbank 550mAh, 4GB flash 
drive memory, micro USB input and USB output. Designed by 
Toppoint. Small model with a twist mechanism. Individually 
packed in a transparent zip bag including USB and micro-USB 
charger. Size: Ø13x152mm. 

87849  BALL PEN POWERBANK 4GB

A designed by Toppoint powerbank (550mAh) and stylus pen in 
one. Slim model with twist mechanism. Features a micro-USB 
entrance port and a USB exit port. Delivered individually 
packed in a transparent zip bag including cables. 
Size: Ø13x152mm. 

87847  BALL PEN POWERBANK
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80429 80433 80532
3 writing colours

4-in-1 ball pen available in different colours. 3 writing colours 
and a stylus function. All in one pen. Size: Ø13x148mm. 

80532  BALL PEN 3 COLOURS - STYLUS

Ball pen with a touchscreen tip, twist mechanism, metal tip, 
ring and clip. Blue ink X20 refill. Size: Ø13x135mm. 

80433  BALL PEN HAWAI STYLUS WHITE
Plastic ball pen with a touchscreen cap and twist function. Blue 
writing ink. Size: Ø13x135mm. 

80429  BALL PEN HAWAI TOUCHSCREEN
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81105
Cap can be placed on both sides

80534
Stylus ball pen with
screen cleaner

3-in-1 stylus ball pen with twist mechanism. You can use the 
clip to clean your screen. Size: Ø13x136mm. 

80534  STYLUS BALL PEN CLEAN
Metal stylus ball pen with metal clip at the shell. European 
metal giant refill. Available in multiple hip colours. standard: 
blue ink. Size: Ø10x149mm. 

81105  STYLUS BALL PEN METAL
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87558 87557
Laser engraving possible Laser engraving possible With light!

87758 NEW

Plastic pen with three functions! Not only a pen function, it is 
also a stylus and has a handy light as well. The beautiful shiny 
finish gives it an exclusive feeling. Size: Ø13x135mm. 

87758  PEN 3-IN-1

Modern aluminum pen with a touchscreen top. The pen has a 
twist mechanism. Size: Ø7x136mm. 

87557  TOUCHSCREEN BALL PEN TABLET
Small, aluminum pen with touchscreen top. Ideal for use with a 
Tablet or Smartphone. The pen has a twist mechanism. 
Size: Ø10x110mm. 

87558  TOUCHSCREEN BALL PEN
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87796 87794
Stylus ball pen with LED light

87799
Stylus ball pen 
with LED light

Touchscreen pen with a LED light and ball pen.The ball pen can 
be used by removing the cap. standard: blue ink. 
Size: Ø13x124mm. 

87794  STYLUS PEN SHINE

Metal touchscreen pen with a LED light and ball pen. The ball 
pen can be used by removing the cap. standard: blue ink. 
Size: Ø13x125mm. 

87799  TOUCH PEN KNIGHT
A metal pen with a coloured cap and stylus function. Blue 
plastic liquid refill. Laser engraving possible. Size: Ø14x125mm. 

87796  BALL PEN KNIGHT STYLUS
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TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

8791887859 87914

Swiss made refill87859

COLOUR
NEW

Elegant, aluminum ball pen with a stylus function. Two rings in 
the body of the pen to give it that touch of elegance. Standard: 
blue ink. Size: Ø12x134mm. 

87918  BALL PEN ALICANTE STYLUS

A metal twist stylus ball pen with a black ink long lasting refill. 
Size: Ø13x143mm. 

87914  METAL STYLUS PEN BOLD
Touchscreen ball pen out of the metal Sienna series. Designed 
by Toppoint! A twist mechanism and standard: blue ink. 
Size: Ø10x147mm. 

87859  BALL PEN SIENNA TOUCH
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87949 87287 80539

Ball pen, stylus and highlighter in 1 with metallic look and soft 
touch top. Push mechanism and metallised point. The 
highlighter can be hidden under the plastic shell. 
Size: Ø12x145mm. 

80539  BALL PEN 3-IN-1

A ball pen made from a bamboo material with a metalised 
pusher, tip and metal clip, standard: blue ink. Size: Ø11x137mm. 

87287  BALL PEN ANTARTICA BAMBOO TOUCH
A stylus pen made from recycled paper. Blue ink refill. 
Size: Ø10x112mm. 

87949  PAPER STYLUS PEN
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• Stylus
• Ball pen
• Laser pointer
• LED light

80500 NEW

SMARTPHONE 
STAND

87876 3

A metal 4 in 1 ball pen which includes a laser pointer, stylus 
and LED light. You can use the ball pen by taking off the cap. 
Will be supplied in a giftbox including 3 batteries. Standard: 
blue ink. Size: Ø10x120mm. 

87876  BALL PEN LASER 4 IN 1
A modern 3 in 1 ball pen with a stylus and phonestand. A very 
hip give away with a smooth design. Blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø18x146mm. 

80500  3 IN 1 TOUCH PEN
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87933

Budget
PENS

80533

Ball pen in a sleek design. It has a metalised, standard: blue ink. 
Size: Ø11x140mm. 

87933  BALL PEN BASIC X

Ball pen with rubber grip and push mechanism, standard: blue 
ink. Size: Ø11x147mm. 

80533  BALL PEN MEXICO

The Toppoint budget pens are a good quality 
gift for a competitive price. In our collection 
you will find a wide range of budget pens. You 
can always create one in your own style as a 
giveaway, with of course your own imprint. 
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8793487932
Digital print on clip possibleDigital print on clip possible

Ball pen with push mechanism, metalised tip, standard: blue 
ink. Size: Ø11x139mm. 

87934  BALL PEN ILLUSION
Ball pen with graceful design on the top of the pen. Twist 
mechanism and metalised tip, X20 standard: blue ink. 
Size: Ø11x144mm. 

87932  BALL PEN ZED
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Transparent Hardcolour

8043280435 87575

White ball pen with metal clip, push button, ring and tip, 
standard: blue ink. Size: Ø13x140mm. 

80432  BALL PEN HAWAI WHITE

Blue writing ball pen with rubber grip. Comes with synthetic 
X-20 refill. Size: Ø10x143mm. 

87575  BALLPEN MEMPHIS
Transparent, plastic ball pen with metal clip. Blue writing ink. 
X-20 refill. Size: Ø10x135mm. 

80435  BALL PEN ANTARTICA
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HAWAI STYLUS
Page 121

8042380421 80422

Silver coloured ball pen with metal clip, standard: blue ink. 
Size: Ø13x140mm. 

80422  BALL PEN HAWAI SILVER

Transparent ball pen with metal clip, standard: blue ink. For 
orders from 10.000 pieces, other writing colours are available. 
Size: Ø13x140mm. 

80423  BALL PEN HAWAI
A stylish, hardcolour ball pen with an original metal clip, 
standard: blue ink, with a comfortable grip. From orders of 
10.000 pieces, you can choose your own colour combination. 
Size: Ø13x140mm. 

80421  BALL PEN HAWAI HC
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80388 80390

Frosted ball pen. Full colour printing on both sides of the 
banner. Also possible with imprint on the body. 
Size: Ø13x147mm. 

80390  BALL PEN BANNER FROSTY
Transparent ball pen with rubber grip. Full colour printing on 
both sides of the banner, X20 standard: blue ink. Also possible 
with imprint on the body or clip. Size: Ø12x147mm. 

80388  BALL PEN BANNER TRANSPARENT
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87590 87596 87587

Hardcolour ball pen with twist mechanism, X20 standard: blue 
ink. For orders from 25.000 pieces, other writing colours are 
available. Size: Ø8x134mm. 

87587  BALL PEN TWISTY

Frosted ball pen with rotary mechanism. Blue writing ink with 
synthetic X20 refill. For orders from 25.000 pieces, other writing 
colours are available. Size: Ø8x134mm. 

87596  BALL PEN TWISTY FROSTY
Frosted ball pen with silver parts, standard: blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø12x134mm. 

87590  BALL PEN SUNSHINE
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875418090080902

A hardcolour, biodegradable and environmentally friendly ball 
pen, standard: blue ink. From orders of 5.000 pieces, you can 
choose your own colour combination. Writing colour can be 
chosen. With X20 refill. Size: Ø11x137mm. 

87541  BALL PEN VEGETAL PEN

Baron ball pen with synthetic jumbo refill, standard: blue ink. 
From orders of 5.000 pieces, you can choose your own colour 
combination. . Size: Ø10x133mm. 

80900  BALL PEN BARON
Frosted ball pen with wide clip. Plastic junbo refill (standard: 
blue ink). From orders of 5.000 pieces, you can choose your own 
colour combination. Size: Ø10x133mm. 

80902  BALL PEN BARON ICE
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Check  
the website  

for the  
complete  
Stilolinea  
collection

87226 8046387540

Novelty plastic pen with football and transparent parts. Football 
can turn around. Blue ink. Size: Ø11x145mm. 

80463  FOOTBALL PEN

4 in 1 Pen. White, hardcolour ball pen with coloured grip and 4 
writing colours to choose from: blue, red, black and green. 
Size: Ø11x137mm. 

87226  BALL PEN 4 COLOURS
A frosted, biodegradable and environmentally friendly ball pen, 
standard: blue ink. From orders of 5.000 pieces, you can choose 
your own colour combination and other writing colours are also 
available. Size: Ø11x137mm. 

87540  BALL PEN VEGETAL PEN CLEAR
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872948751887227

Bio-paper ball pen with coloured parts, produced out of 
biological recycled plastic, X20 standard: blue ink. 
Size: Ø9x138mm. 

87294  PAPER PEN

Ecological bamboo ball pen with clip in the shape of a leaf. 
Coloured pusher and underpart, X20 standard: black ink. 
Printing on the clip possible. . Size: Ø11x141mm. 

87518  ECO LEAF BALL PEN
Transparent injection pen available in multiple colours. The 
pen is designed as an injection. Size: Ø13x134mm. 

87227  INJECTION PEN TRANSPARENT
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SUSTAINABLE

87290 87289 8728787288

A ball pen made from a bamboo material with a metalised 
pusher, tip and metal clip, standard: blue ink. Size: Ø11x137mm. 

87287  BALL PEN ANTARTICA BAMBOO TOUCH
Ball pen made of bamboo with a metal clip and metalised tip, 
standard: black ink. Size: Ø11x140mm. 

87288  BALL PEN ALICANTE BAMBOO

Ball pen made of bamboo with a metal clip and metalised tip, 
standard: black ink Size: Ø11x134mm. 

87289  BALL PEN BAMBOO
Ecological wooden ball pen with metal parts. The writing colour 
of the pen is blue. Size: Ø10x141mm. 

87290  BALL PEN ECO
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BUDGET PENS

8925191592 89260 91582 91583

Black round pencil with eraser, sharpened. FSC wood. 
Size: Ø7x188mm. 

91583  PENCIL WITH ERASER

A mechanical propelling pencil with push mechanism and 
eraser. Available in multiple colours. Easy to refill. 
Size: Ø8x155mm. 

89260  PENCIL MECHANICAL

Wide Carpenter pencil, unsharpened. With large print area. 
FSC wood. Size: 247x15x8mm. 

91592  CARPENTER PENCIL BIG

Black round pencil. Sharpened. Size: Ø7x175mm. 
91582  PENCIL

Transparent mechanical pencil (0,5 mm) with eraser. Easy to 
refill. Size: Ø8x155mm. 

89251  PENCIL ILLOC
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BUDGET PENS

91580 9158591669 91564 91596 91588

Wooden round pencil. HB, 100% Biological, sharpened. Made of 
FSC-certified wood. Size: Ø7x175mm. 

91596  WOODEN PENCIL

Round pencil, unsharpened. Made of FSC-certified wood. 
Size: Ø7x180mm. 

91580  PENCIL

Round HB pencil with eraser and black wood available in 
different fluor colours. Sharpened. Made of FSC-certified wood. 
Size: Ø7x189mm. 

91669  FLUOR PENCIL ERASER

Mini Pencil, sharpened. FSC wood. Size: Ø7x85mm. 
91588  MINI PENCIL

Round pencil with eraser, unsharpened. Made of FSC-certified 
wood. Size: Ø7x186mm. 

91585  PENCIL WITH ERASER

Round HB pencil with black wood available in different fluor 
colours. Sharpened. Made of FSC-certified wood. 
Size: Ø7x175mm. 

91564  FLUOR PENCIL

 

Every minute, a forest 
the size of approximately 

36 football fields dissapears 
worldwide. For this reason 

Toppoint selects pencils 
from 100% FSC wood. 

This is an international 
orginasation which 

stimulates responsible 
management of the worlds 
forests. The FSC sets global 

standards, coupled with 
the FSC label. The FSC 

makes sure that our forests, 
tropical and non tropical, 

are managed properly.

No forest
NO LIFE!
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BUDGET PENS

83013 83119 83107

83001 83112 83006

Metal gift box for 2 ball pens without window. Printing on the 
box is possible. Size: 177x52x24mm. 

83119  PACKAGING PEN

Frosted, oval gift box for 2 ball pens. With transparent lid. 
Printing on lid is possible. Size: 175x45x22mm. 

83006  PACKAGING PEN

Black velvet pouch for 1 ball pen. Supplied plain only. 
Size: 160x29mm. 

83001  PACKAGING PEN

Oval transparent gift box for 1 ball pen. Printing on the box is 
possible. Size: 165x32x23mm. 

83107  PACKAGING PEN

Rectangle black carton gift box for 1 ball pen, has a window and 
sliding lid. Printing on the box is possible. Size: 182x43x21mm. 

83013  PACKAGING PEN

Transparent box which can be imprinted. Size: Ø20x150mm. 
83112  PACKAGING PEN
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BUDGET PENS

83016 83017 83142

83140 83141 83258

MADE BOX
Custom

Transparent 
sleeve

Transparent packaging for 2 ball pens. Size: 160x48x22mm. 
83017  PACKAGING PEN

Cardboard gift box with custom made full colour printing. 
Suitable for any type of pen. Size: 20x20x150mm. 

83258  CUSTOMIZED BOX BALL PEN

Black gift box for one pen with transparent sleeve. 
Size: 186x25x20mm. 

83140  GIFT BOX SLEEVE

PU wallet for two writing instruments with magnetic closure. 
Size: 160x43x23mm. 

83142  PENS WALLET

Transparent packaging for 1 ball pen. Size: 160x48x22mm. 
83016  PACKAGING PEN

A paper pen box for 1 or 2 writing instruments. 
Size: 170x50x29mm. 

83141  PAPER PEN BOX
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DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Metal
PENS

87024 NEW

Rubberised finish

An Aluminium ballpen. This designed by Toppoint pen has a 
solid metal clip and is available in many colours. Blue writing 
ink. Size: Ø10x142mm. 

87024  BALLPEN SANTIAGO

Business gifts from the upper segment. 
These are the metal pens. A very special 
giveaway. Laser engraving takes care of 
the fine tuning of a product that can be 
proudly presented to your customer. 
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DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

87022 87021NEW NEW

An Aluminium ballpen with a metal clip, designed by Toppoint 
Size: Ø11x140mm. 

87021  BALLPEN BUENOS AIRES
An Aluminium ballpen with a metal clip and push button 
mechanism. A designed by Toppoint with twisted rings for an 
attractive design. Blue writing ink. Size: Ø9x142mm. 

87022  BALLPEN HAVANA
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Evolution
Rollerball, Ball pen & Fountain pen

> 153

8786581153
Ball penRollerball

Writing
SETS

A Toppoint designed metal ball pen with a wave clip and twist 
mechanism. Including European metal ink holder (standard: 
blue ink). Size: Ø11x142mm. 

87865  METAL BALL PEN EVOLUTION

A Toppoint designed metal rollerball with a wave clip. Including 
European rollerball (standard: blue ink). Size: Ø11x142mm. 

81153  METAL ROLLERBALL EVOLUTION
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DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

81159 87659 + 8775981158
Fountain pen Available in

4GB and 8GB
Ink cartridge roller

4GB 87659
8GB 87759

Swiss made refill

Swiss made refill87865

81153

87659 87759

A Toppoint designed metal ball pen with integrated USB 2.0 
flash drive which is positioned in the holder of the ball pen. 
Including European metal ink holder (standard: blue ink). 
Size: Ø14x149mm. 

87759  METAL USB PEN 8GB

A Toppoint designed metal ball pen with integrated USB 2.0 
flash drive which is positioned in the holder of the ball pen. 
Including European metal ink holder (standard: blue ink). 
Size: Ø14x149mm. 

87659  METAL USB BALL PEN 4GB

Metal, refillable rollerball pen designed by Toppoint. Supplied 
with 1 DIN blue ink cartridge. A new technique in writing! 
Size: Ø11x142mm. 

81158  METAL INK ROLLERBALL EVOLUTION
Metal refillable fountain pen designed by Toppoint. Supplied 
with 1 DIN blue ink cartridge. Size: Ø11x142mm. 

81159  METAL FOUNTAIN PEN EVOLUTION

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

8786787023
With stylus - Rubberised finish

NEW

Swiss made refill81156

Swiss made refill87867 87856 87859

A Toppoint design metal ball pen with a bow clip and superiour 
twist mechanism. Including European metal ink holder 
(standard: blue ink). Size: Ø12x140mm. 

87867  METAL BALL PEN SEATTLE
An Aluminium ballpen with a stylus tip. This designed by 
Toppoint pen with a touchscreen tip has a solid metal clip and 
is available in many colours. Blue writing ink. Size: Ø10x140mm. 

87023  BALLPEN LIMA

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

87856 89056 81156 87859
Ball pen Pencil Rollerball Stylus

Touchscreen ball pen out of the metal Sienna series. Designed 
by Toppoint! A twist mechanism and standard: blue ink. 
Size: Ø10x147mm. 

87859  BALL PEN SIENNA TOUCH
A Toppoint design metal rollerball (standard: blue ink). Provided 
with a cap, and a silver coloured clip. With a Rollerball refill. 
Laser engraving possible. Size: Ø10x140mm. 

81156  ROLLERBALL SIENNA

Toppoint design mechanical pencil with metal tip. Silver 
coloured clip. Pencil can be used by means of a twist 
mechanism. Laser engraving possible. Size: Ø10x140mm. 

89056  SIENNA PENCIL
A Toppoint design metal pen, provided with a metal ink holder 
(standard: blue ink). Twist mechanism and metal tip. Laser 
engraving possible. Size: Ø10x140mm. 

87856  BALL PEN SIENNA
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Business
SETS -> 155

803408786381155

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

Swiss made refill80340

Metal ball coloured pen with chromed parts. Provided with a 
metal ink holder (standard: blue ink). Also possible with laser 
engraving (gray). Size: Ø9x140mm. 

80340  BALL PEN TOPPER

Aluminum ball pen with two stripes. Laser engraving possible. 
Blue refill. Size: Ø11x138mm. 

87863  BALL PEN TWO STRIPES
Aluminum rollerball with cap and two stripes. Laser engraving 
possible. Blue refill. Size: Ø11x138mm. 

81155  ROLLERBAL PEN TWO STRIPES

CHOOSE YOUR WRITING COLOUR. 
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87836 87882 8792687060

Aluminum ball pen with 5 rings with silver finish. Single name 
engraving available from orders of minimal 50 pieces. Provided 
with a plastic ink holder (standard: black ink). Size: Ø10x139mm. 

87926  BALL PEN TALAGANTE
Thin metal ball pen. Matt colour with golden parts. Provided 
with a metal ink holder (standard: blue ink). Laser (Gold) 
engraving possible. Size: Ø8x134mm. 

87060  METAL BALL PEN SLIM

Metal ball pen. Glossy, with gold coloured parts and a rubber 
grip. Provided with a metal ink holder (standard: blue ink). 
Laser engraving possible. Single name engraving available 
from orders of minimal 50 pieces. Size: Ø12x135mm. 

87882  BALL PEN MARATHON
Robust metal ball pen. Glossy with chromed parts. Blue writing 
ink with metal longlasting refill. Laser engraving (silver) 
possible. Size: Ø12x138mm. 

87836  BALL PEN NAUTILUS
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GLOSSY MATT

80537 NEW87915 89216
Ball pen Pencil

Rubberised matt metal ball pen in hip colours with a soft touch. 
The rubberised look makes this a hip business gift. Suitable for 
laser engraving. Size: Ø10x138mm. 

80537  RUBBERISED ALICANTE BALL PEN

Stylish aluminum mechanical pencil (0.7 mm) With 2 rings in 
the body of the pen. Single name engraving available from 
orders of minimal 50 pieces. Size: Ø10x135mm. 

89216  ALICANTE PENCIL
Elegant aluminum pen. With two rings in the body of the pen as 
remarkable detail. Blue ink refill plastic. Size: Ø10x135mm. 

87915  BALL PEN ALICANTE SPECIAL
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Also available:  
TOUCH PEN KNIGHT AND 

TOUCH PEN KNIGHT  
WITH LED  

LIGHT  
-> 124

81182 8780087842

Metal ball pen with coloured cap and chromed parts. Blue 
writing ink with plastic liquid refill. Laser engraving possible. 
Size: Ø11x134mm. 

87800  METALEN BALL PEN KNIGHT

Lacquered metal ball pen with chromed parts and rubbergrip in 
black or blue. Blue writing ink with metal longlasting refill. 
Laser engraving possible. Size: Ø10x137mm. 

87842  BALL PEN ATLANTA
Lacquered metal rollerball with chromed parts. Provided with a 
plastic rollerball ink holder (standard: blue ink). Employees 
name laser engraved available from orders of minimal 
50 pieces. Size: Ø11x138mm. 

81182  METAL ROLLERBALL ATLANTA
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Writing
SETS
Luxury gift packaging gives the metal pen 
extra style. The business sets from the 
Toppoint collection are a balanced match 
between metal pens and the gift box. 
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Evolution DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

82385
Rollerball & ball pen

82386
Ink cartridge roller & ball pen

82387
Fountain pen & ball pen

Luxurious metal pen set consisting of a ball pen (LT87865) and 
an ink cartridge fountain pen (LT81159) from the ‘Evolution’ 
series. Size: 170x50x29mm. 

82387  METAL WRITING SET EVOLUTION
Luxurious metal pen set consisting of a ball pen (LT87865) and 
an ink cartridge rollerball (LT81158) from the ‘Evolution’ series. 
Size: 170x50x29mm. 

82386  METAL WRITING SET EVOLUTION

Luxurious metalen pen set consisting of a ball pen and a 
rollerball from the ‘Evolution’ series. Size: 170x50x29mm. 

82385  METAL PEN SET EVOLUTION
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82156
Rollerball & ball pen

82256
Ball pen & pencil

82221

Writing set with a metal Sienna pen (LT87856) and metal 
Sienna rollerball pen (LT81156) in transparent packaging 
(LT83017). Size: 160x48x22mm. 

82156  WRITING SET SIENNA

Writing set with a metal Sienna pen (LT87856) in transparent 
packaging (LT83016). Size: 160x48x22mm. 

82256  WRITING SET SIENNA
Writing set with Alicante ball pen (87915) and pencil (89216) in 
oval transparent gift box. Printing is standard on the giftbox. 
Size: 175x45x22mm. 

82221  WRITING SET ALICANTE PLUS
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82365
Rollerball & ball pen

80536
Ball pen

Metal writing set with ball pen and rollerball. Ball pen with 
twist function. Rollerball with cap. Blue refill. Stylish top of the 
pens and two silver coloured rings. Size: 170x50x29mm. 

82365  WRITING SET TWO STRIPES
Aluminum ball pen with 3 chromed rings. The ball pen is 
packed in an aluminum tube. A true business gift. 
Size: Ø23x147mm. 

80536  BALL PEN IN A TUBE
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81252 81416

Highlighters

Stylish metal ball pen with cap (blue ink) and highlighter. For 
orders from 5.500 pieces, other writing colours are available 
(Delivery time approx 12 weeks). Size: Ø10x138mm. 

81416  BALL PEN WITH TEXTMARKER 2-IN-1

Highlighter and ball pen, silver colour with black parts. With 
pad printing. Size: Ø15x140mm. 

81252  HIGHLIGHTER AND BALL PEN

Give your customers the ability to colour the 
world. The highlighters from our collection 
are bright with rich colours. Perfect to 
highlight important issues. The distinctive 
models are good for all types of giveaways. 
Digital imprint gives a finishing touch.
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81486 NEW
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Digital print

81409
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Digital print
81421

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Digital print

81487 NEW
Digital print

Toppoint designed highlighter with 5 different writing colours. 
Print on the body. Size: 92x88x13mm. 

81409  DROP HIGHLIGHTER
Round Toppoint designed highlighter with 3 writing colours. 
Large printing surface on the white body. Printing also possible 
with digital print or with a doming. Size: Ø69x14mm. 

81421  PUCK HIGHLIGHTER

Highlighter in the well-known ‘like’ shape. Every finger has a 
different colour. The highlighters can help by indicating 
important tekst. Size: 15x75x90mm. 

81486  HIGH-LIKER
Man shaped figure with fluorescent coloured highlighters. The 
legs, hands and head are highlighters and can be removed from 
the figure. Size: 95x75x16mm. 

81487  HIGHLIGHTER MAN
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MADE BOX
Custom
83251

81401
Digital print

MADE BOX
Custom

83252

81515
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

81505
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

81527
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Frosted round highlighter with 5 writing colours. Big print area. 
ABS material. Size: Ø99x20mm. 

81401  HIGHLIGHTER FLOWER
A fish highlighter, 4 pieces in a giftbox, several colour 
highligters to choose from. Printing on the fish. From orders of 
10.000 pieces you can choose your own pantone colours. 
Size: 34x71x24mm. 

81527  HIGHLIGHTER FISH CATCH 4 PIECES

A fish highlighter. Printing on the fish. From orders of 10.000 
pieces you can choose your own pantone colours. 
Size: 34x71x24mm. 

81505  HIGHLIGHTER FISH
A fish highlighter with coloured keycord. Printing on the body. 
From orders of 10.000 pieces you can choose your own pantone 
colours. Size: 34x71x24mm. 

81515  HIGHLIGHTER FISH KEYCORD
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81458 80539

81485
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Digital print

81423
Digital print

Triangle highlighter with 3 writing colours. Large printing 
surface on both sides. Ideal for digital printing in full colour or 
with a doming. Size: 78x78x12mm. 

81423  HIGHLIGHTER TRIANGLE
Highlighter in the shape of a hand with 5 writing colours. 
Digital imprint is possible. Material is PS/PP. Size: 75x96x19mm. 

81485  HAND HIGHLIGHTER

Ball pen, stylus and highlighter in 1 with metallic look and soft 
touch top. Push mechanism and metallised point. The 
highlighter can be hidden under the plastic shell. 
Size: Ø12x145mm. 

80539  BALL PEN 3-IN-1
Transparent injection highlighter. Colour indicates writing 
colour. Size: Ø16x136mm. 

81458  INJECTION-HIGHLIGHTER
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It doesn’t matter where you are! At home, 

in the office, on your way, sporting, 

lunching or at a party. In our 'Drinking 

& Eating' collection you will find an 

article for every event! Most of our new 

products are designed in-house and 

are produced in Europe. This ensures 

a higher quality and colour fastness. 
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HEALTHY DRINKS

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

WITH INTERACTIVE
LED LIGHT!

The wireless speaker bottle is a uniquely designed drinking 
bottle which can be used to play music. A unique combination 
between a drinking bottle and a speaker, the Speaker bottle is 
easy to take with you. Size: Ø75x272mm. Content: 73 cl.

91184  SPEAKER BOTTLE
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98791 HG

HG98792 NEW

COLOURS
NEW

With storage
compartment

Plastic shaker for all your healthy drinks. The shake ball 
included prevents lumps. The shaker has a lid that can be 
closed. Ideal to take with you during sports. A great gift for 
everybody who wants to stay fit or who is on the road a lot. 
Size: Ø85x213mm. Content: 60 cl.

98791  SHAKER 600 ML.

This shaker with a 500ml volume has everything you need 
during and after exercising. The shaker offers a storage box for 
sport supplements, such as powders, tablets and capsules that 
are used by many fanatical athletes. The Snap-On screen will 
shake all of your powdery contents. Size: Ø90x220mm. 
Content: 50 cl.

98792  SHAKER 500 ML WITH COMPARTMENT

Prevents 
lumps 
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MADE
Custom

98773 HG 98774 HG 98789 HG

98790 90519

Cup with straw. Suitable for cold drinks, for example smoothies  
or soda. The beaker offers a large imprint space which makes  
it a perfect promotional item. BPA free. Size: Ø100x158mm. 
Content: 50 cl.

98789  CUP WITH STRAW

Transparent drink bottle (tritan material). Due to the silicon top the 
bottle is 100% leak free. Suitable for cold drinks. The product has a 
large imprint space which makes it the ultimate promotional gift. 
Delivered in giftbox. Size: Ø65x230mm. Content: 58 cl.

98773  DRINK BOTTLE TRANSPARENT

Water bottle with a lemon squeezer in the bottom. Suitable for cold 
drinks. By putting half a lemon in the bottom and by filling the 
bottle with water you will get lemon water. This item is not only a 
good advertisement product, but also a healthy giveaway. 
Size: Ø71x190mm. Content: 27 cl.

98790  LEMON WATER BOTTLE

Water bottle, suitable for cold drinks. Incuding detachable 
compartment where fruit or mint can be put in which gives your 
water some flavour. Very suitable to offer this item as a healthy 
giveaway. Size: Ø70x220mm. Content: 65 cl.

98774  FRUIT BOTTLE

Plastic drink bottle made from PE. Carabiner to attach to a belt. 
When the bottle is empty it's easy to fold, so takes up little space. 
Size: 118x264x32mm. Content: 50 cl.

90519  DRINK BOTTLE WITH CARABINER
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SPORTS BOTTLES
Full colour
PRINT POSSIBLE

98771 98770HG HG
Made in Europe Made in Europe

91684

transparent transparent

This high quality sports bottle is 100% leak free. The sports 
bottle has a large imprint space which makes it the perfect 
premium. Available in 7 standard colours, you to mix & match 
untill you have found the perfect colour combination between 
bottle and lid (incl. nipple). Orders of 5.000 pieces or more can 
choose their own pantone colours. Ask for the possibilities. 
Size: Ø73x171mm. Content: 50 cl.

98770  SPORTS BOTTLE 500 ML
Plastic sports bottle crate for ten bottles, with 2 intergrated 
handles these are stackable and good quality. 
Size: 195x395x268mm. 

91684  SPORTS BOTTLE TRAY

This high quality sports bottle is 100% leak free. The sports 
bottle has a large imprint space which makes it the perfect 
premium. Available in 7 standard colours, you to mix & match 
untill you have found the perfect colour combination between 
bottle and lid (incl. nipple). Orders of 5.000 pieces or more can 
choose their own pantone colours. Ask for the possibilities. 
Size: Ø73x239mm. Content: 75 cl.

98771  SPORTS BOTTLE 750 ML

High quality models made in Europe, available 
in vibrant colours, in large and small!
 
DID YOU KNOW THAT OUR  
SPORTSBOTTLES ARE:
• Produced in Europe 
• Are made of materials which meet the  
 most recent EU laws and regulations. 
• Are 100% food safe 
• Are 100% leak free 
• Are made from flexible material,  
 which makes them easy to use 
• A nice promotional item as it can be  
 imprinted 360 degree in 4 colours 
• Available in many colour combinations 
• For 5000 pieces or more you can 
 personalise your PMS colour 
• Can also be combined with many trendy 
 and useful accessories from our collection 
• Made from 100% recycable material
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SPORTS BOTTLES

9879698795 HGHG 98798 HG

Full colour
PRINT POSSIBLE

98797 HG

MIX & MATCH
Endless colour combinations!

DESIGNED BY
TOPPOINT
MADE IN 
GERMANY

A designed by Toppoint high quality 500ml bidon. Can be 
delivered in multiple colours. Mix & Match untill you have 
found the perfect colour combination between bottle and lid. 
The sport bottle has an ergonomically shaped lid that makes 
drinking even easier. 100% leak free and can be printed all over. 
This makes it the ideal giveaway. BPA free. Size: Ø73x178mm. 
Content: 50 cl.

98796  TOPPOINT SPORT BOTTLE 500DESIGN
A designed by Toppoint high quality 750ml bidon. Can be 
delivered in multiple colours. Mix & Match untill you have 
found the perfect colour combination between bottle and lid. 
The sport bottle has an ergonomically shaped lid that makes 
drinking even easier. 100% leakfree and can be printed all over. 
This makes it the ideal giveaway. BPA free. Size: Ø73x248mm. 
Content: 75 cl.

98798  TOPPOINT SPORT BOTTLE750 DESIGN

A designed by Toppoint high quality 500ml bidon. Can be 
delivered in multiple colours. Mix & Match untill you have 
found the perfect colour combination between bottle and lid. 
The sport bottle is 100% leakfree and can be printed all over. 
This makes it the ideal giveaway. BPA free. Size: Ø73x178mm. 
Content: 50 cl.

98795  TOPPOINT SPORT BOTTLE 500 BASIC
A designed by Toppoint high quality 750ml bidon. Can be 
delivered in multiple colours. Mix & Match untill you have 
found the perfect colour combination between bottle and lid. 
The sport bottle is 100% leakfree and can be printed all over. 
This makes it the ideal giveaway. BPA free. Size: Ø73x248mm. 
Content: 75 cl.

98797  TOPPOINT SPORT BOTTLE 750 BASIC

• Ergonomic sportbottles 
• All-over imprint 
• Available in 8 colours 
• Mix & Match 
• From 5000 pieces personalise 
 your own PMS colour 
• Designed by Toppoint 
• Made in Germany

Go the extra mile!
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TRAVEL MUGS

Top view lid

A

B

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINTFlavour
DOUBLE WALL

91714 HG
Plastic

91721 HG
Porcelain

91711 HG
Glass

Double wall coffee to go mug from the designed by Toppoint 
'Flavour' series with a hard plastic cap. It is very convenient to 
drink out of this mug due to the drinking hole in the middle of 
the lid and the mug doesn't even feel hot, due the double wall. 
This mug has a large imprint space, which makes this a perfect 
promotional item. Size: Ø79x160mm. Content: 27 cl.

91714  COFFEE TO GO FLAVOUR MUG
Double wall coffee to go porcelain mug from the designed by 
Toppoint 'Flavour' series with a hard plastic cap. It is very 
convenient to drink out of this mug due to the drinking hole in 
the middle of the lid and the mug doesn't even feel hot, due the 
double wall. This mug has a large imprint space, which makes 
this a perfect promotional item. Size: Ø79x160mm. 
Content: 27 cl.

91721  COFFEE TO GO FLAVOUR MUG

Double wall coffee to go glass from the designed by Toppoint 
'Flavour' series with a hard plastic cap. It is very convenient to 
drink out of this mug due to the drinking hole in the middle of 
the lid and the glass doesn't even feel hot, due the double glass 
wall. This glass has a large imprint space, which makes this a 
perfect promotional item. Size: Ø79x160mm. Content: 27 cl.

91711  COFFEE TO GO FLAVOUR GLASS

FLAVOUR COFFEE TO GO:
A. Double wall quality for good insulation  
 and the perfect touch
B. Unique lid design: easy and  
 comfortable drinking
• 3 Different materials for the body &  
 the lid is available in 6 different colours
• High quality
• All-over imprint possible
• Sustainable
• Designed and patented by Toppoint
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TRAVEL MUGS

NEW

98819 HG
Laser engraving 
possible

98817 HG
Laser engraving 
possible

98816 HG
Laser engraving 
possible

91215 HG 91213 HG

To keep your drinks hot and cold. With a transparent cap and a 
drinking gap. The whole design is made to keep the liquid at 
temperature. Size: Ø88x175mm. Content: 55 cl.

98816  ISO MUG 550ML

Design vacuum bottle with 1000ml content. Keeps your drinks 
hot and cold and is perfect to take with you whilst travelling. 
Size: Ø95x290mm. Content: 100 cl.

98819  ISO BOTTLE 1000ML

Leak free thermos drinking bottle with a beautiful shape. The 
thermos bottle keeps hot drinks hot and cold drinks cold. A 
suitable mug for in the car, the office or whilst travelling. 
Size: Ø90x220mm. Content: 50 cl.

91215  THERMOS VASE 500ML

To keep your drinks hot and cold. With a transparent cap and a 
drinking gap. The whole design is made to keep the liquid at 
temperature. Size: Ø100x200mm. Content: 85 cl.

98817  ISO MUG 850ML

Leak free double-walled thermos bottle with a unique diamond 
pattern. The thermos bottle keeps liquids at temperature. 
Suitable for in the car, the office or whilst travelling. 
Size: Ø80x180mm. Content: 45 cl.

91213  BOTTLE DIAMOND PATTERN 450ML
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PAPER
INLAY

Laser engraving
possible

98755 HG

DESIGNED BY
TOPPOINT

98750 HG
Laser engraving 
possible

98815 HG
Laser engraving 
possible

NEW90496

Plastic travel mug with custom made paper inlay. Provided 
with a drink opening and re-closable lid. Open via a turning 
mechanism. Size: Ø83x177mm. Content: 40 cl.

90496  TRAVEL MUG CUSTOM MADE

Thermo mug suitable for hot drinks. Metal Inside and out. 
Bottom has an anti slip pad. This mug is suitable for travelling, 
in the car or in the office. Keep the mug upright as it is not 100% 
leak free. An unique design. Delivered in a giftbox. 
Size: Ø70x153mm. Content: 30 cl.

98750  TAKE AWAY THERMO MUG 30 CL
Thermo mug suitbale for hot drinks. Metal Inside and out. 
Bottom has an anti slip pad. Handle can be used as a carabiner 
to fix to your back pack. This is a very nice item to use for 
travelling. Keep the mug upright as it is not 100% leak free. 
Delivered in a giftbox. Size: Ø69x130mm. Content: 24 cl.

98755  TAKE AWAY THERMO MUG CARABINER

100% leak-proof vacuum mug with a safety button. With this 
vacuum flask all the stuff in your bag is safe. The vacuum flask 
can only be opened by a click and a push on the button. A nice 
promotional product through the flat and plain printing surface. 
Size: Ø70x177mm. Content: 33 cl.

98815  CLICK-TO-OPEN TRAVEL CUP
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DESIGNED BY
TOPPOINT

DESIGNED BY
TOPPOINT

98818 HG
Laser engraving 
possible

NEW

Laser engraving
possible

Laser engraving
possible

98761 98759HG HG

COLOURS
NEW

COLOURS
NEW

98772 HG
Laser engraving 
possible

Metal thermo car mug, suitable for hot drinks. Outside metal, 
inside plastic. Keep the mug upright as it is not 100% leak free. 
Delivered in a giftbox. Size: Ø75x176mm. Content: 35 cl.

98759  CAR MUG METAL 350 ML
Thermo mug suitable for hot drinks. Metal Inside and out. 
Bottom has an anti slip pad. This mug is suitable for travelling, 
in your car, in the train or just in the office. Keep the mug 
upright as it is not 100% leak free. Delivered in a giftbox. 
Size: Ø73x219mm. Content: 45 cl.

98761  TAKE AWAY THERMO MUG 45 CL

100% leak free travel mug. Very useful to store in your bag 
without the contents leaking out. This mug is a very nice 
promotional item as it has a large imprint space. 
Size: Ø70x175mm. Content: 35 cl.

98772  LEAK FREE TRAVEL MUG
100% leak-proof vacuum mug in a super useful format for on 
the go! This vacuum cup is 100% leak-proof, so this is no 
problem to carry this mug with content in your bag. A nice 
promotional product through the flat and plain printing surface. 
Size: Ø70x120mm. Content: 20 cl.

98818  LEAK FREE TRAVEL MUG MEDIUM 200ML
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TRAVEL MUGS
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HOT

WHEREVER 
YOU GO  

GO WITH  
THEFlow

YOUR DRINK WILL STAY HOT FOR A 
LONG TIME WITH THIS DOUBLE WALL 

VACUUM ISOLATED QUALITY

Every year, worldwide, approx. 2.7 million tons plastic is produced for water bottles. From 
all bottles that are used 80% goes directly into the bin, only 20% is partially recycled. Also; 

producing, packaging and transportation of packed drinking water provides a giant CO2 emission. 
The Toppoint collection contains a variety of drinking bottles and travel mugs. These are extremely 

suitable for re-use. You can fill the bottles with tap water and some bottles you can even add your own 
fruit. This way you don't only have a healthy thirst quencher, you also contribute to a better world.

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT FLOW  
THERMO AND DRINKING BOTTLE LINE
• Designed & patented by Toppoint
• Sustainable
• 100% leak free
• All-over print with max. 4 colours.
• Double-walled vacuum insulated stainless steel,  
 the liquid inside the cups remain longer at 
 temperature compared with other cups on  
 the market.
• Available with different capacities, with or without 
 a grip and with different caps. Individually packed  
 in a gift box. 

IN 4 COLOURS AND UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES
From our own design studio, the 'Flow' line. Travel mugs, coffee to go 
cups, thermo mugs and a cool on-the-go bottle for cold drinks.  
The line for warm drinks are brilliant red, deep black, bright white and 
a tough stainless steel look, the on-the-go bottle for cold drinks are 
transparent. The line for warm drinks are made from a double-walled 
vacuum insulated stainless steel. We have only 1 word: WOW!!

The components are mutually changeable, this way you can compose 
your own cup or mugs. The composition and the type of material make 
sure your drinks will remain longer at temperature than you are used to 
with regular travel mugs!

Responsible thirst quencher
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TRAVEL MUGS

Laser engraving
possible

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

98775 HG
Laser engraving
possible

98780 HG

Laser engraving
possible

Laser engraving
possible

9878298777 HGHG

98777
.......

PMS Cool gray 3 C / PMS 485 C / BlackPMS Cool gray 3 C / PMS 485 C / Black

PMS Cool gray 2 C / White / BlackPMS Cool gray 3 C / PMS 485 C / White

360º IMPRINT

Double wall vacuum bottle from the designed by Toppoint 
'Flow' series. The flip lid is 100% leak-free so, it is easy to carry. 
The inner and outer wall are made of stainless steel. Beside the 
sleek design, the mug is developed and produced under high 
quality conditions, which helps to keep your drink at the 
desired temperature for longer. Size: Ø70x132mm. Content: 25 
cl.

98782  BOTTLE FLOW 250ML
Double wall vacuum isolated bottle from the designed by 
Toppoint 'Flow' series. The flip lid is 100% leak-free, so it is easy 
to carry. The inner and outer wall are made of stainless steel. 
Beside the sleek design, the mug is developed and produced 
under high quality conditions, which helps to keep your drink 
at the desired temperature for longer. Size: Ø70x132mm. 
Content: 25 cl.

98777  BOTTLE FLOW 250ML

Double wall vacuum bottle from the designed by Toppoint 
'Flow' series. The mug is 100% leak-free, which makes it easy to 
carry. The inner and outer wall are both made of stainless steel. 
Beside the sleek design, the mug is developed and produced 
under high quality conditions which helps to keep your drink at 
the desired temperature for longer. Size: Ø70x132mm. 
Content: 25 cl.

98780  BOTTLE FLOW 250ML
Double wall vacuum isolated bottle from the designed by 
Toppoint 'Flow' series. The mug is 100% leak-free, which makes 
it easy to carry. The inner and outer wall are both made of 
stainless steel. Beside the sleek design, the mug is developed 
and produced under high quality conditions, which helps to 
keep your drink at the desired temperature for longer. 
Size: Ø70x132mm. Content: 25 cl.

98775  BOTTLE FLOW 250ML
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SUSTAINABLE

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Laser engraving
possible

Laser engraving
possible

9878398778 HGHG

Laser engraving
possible

98776 HG
Laser engraving
possible

98781 HG

Double wall vacuum bottle from the designed by Toppoint 
'Flow' series. The flip lid is 100% leak-free so, it is easy to carry. 
The inner and outer wall are made of stainless steel. Beside the 
sleek design, the mug is developed and produced under high 
quality conditions, which helps to keep your drink at the 
desired temperature for longer. Size: Ø70x200mm. Content: 40 
cl.

98783  BOTTLE FLOW 400ML
Double wall vacuum bottle from the designed by Toppoint 
'Flow' series. The flip lid is 100% leak-free so, it is easy to carry. 
The inner and outer wall are made of stainless steel. Beside the 
sleek design, the mug is developed and produced under high 
quality conditions, which helps to keep your drink at the 
desired temperature for longer. Size: Ø70x200mm. Content: 40 
cl.

98778  BOTTLE FLOW 400ML

Double wall vacuum bottle from the designed by Toppoint 
'Flow' series. The mug is 100% leak-free which makes it easy to 
carry. The inner and outer wall are both made of stainless steel. 
Beside the sleek design, the mug is developed and produced 
under high quality conditions, which helps to keep your drink 
at the desired temperature for longer. Size: Ø70x200mm. 
Content: 40 cl.

98781  BOTTLE FLOW 400ML
Double wall vacuum bottle from the designed by Toppoint 
'Flow' series. The mug is 100% leak-free which makes it easy to 
carry. The inner and outer wall are both made of stainless steel. 
Beside the sleek design, the mug is developed and produced 
under high quality conditions, which helps to keep your drink 
at the desired temperature for longer. Size: Ø70x200mm. 
Content: 40 cl.

98776  BOTTLE FLOW 400ML
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SUSTAINABLE

98787 HG98788 HG

Laser engraving
possible

98779 HG
Laser engraving
possible

98784 HG

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Drinking flask made of a tritan material from the designed by 
Toppoint 'Flow' series. The flask is 100% leak-free and BPA free. 
This flask can be used for cold drinks. Size: Ø70x200mm. 
Content: 50 cl.

98787  DRINKING FLASK FLOW
Drinking flask from the designed by Toppoint 'Flow' series. The 
flask with spout and straw is 100% leak-free and BPA free. This 
flask can also be used for cold drinks. Size: Ø70x200mm. 
Content: 50 cl.

98788  DRINKING FLASK FLOW

Double wall vacuum isolated bottle from the designed by 
Toppoint 'Flow' series. The flask with mug lid is 100% leak-free, 
which makes it easy to carry. The inner and outer wall are 
made of stainless steel. Beside the sleek design, the mug is 
developed and under high quality conditions, which helps to 
keep your drink at the desired temperature for longer. 
Size: Ø70x250mm. Content: 50 cl.

98784  FLASK FLOW 500ML
Double wall vacuum isolated car mug from the designed by 
Toppoint 'Flow' series. The flip lid is 100% leak-free so, it is easy 
to carry. The inner and outer wall are made of stainless steel. 
Beside the sleek design, the mug is developed and produced 
under high quality conditions, which helps to keep your drink 
at the desired temperature for longer. Size: Ø70x157mm. 
Content: 30 cl.

98779  CAR MUG FLOW 300ML
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PRODUCED IN EUROPE

51301 CE HG 51291 CE HG

Satellite
SERIES

51571 CE51561 CE51511 CE

Cup made of high quality porcelain from the 'Satellite' series. 
The cup is produced in Europe. A big advantage of this cup is 
that it's stackable. The cup offers a large imprint space. 
Size: Ø77x70mm. Content: 18 cl.

51291  SMALL CUP SATELLITE

Cup and saucer from the 'Satellite' series made of high quality 
porcelain. The cup has a special model and runs out upwards. 
Square sacuer. The cup offers a large imprint space and the 
saucer can also be imprinted. Made in Europe. 
Size: Ø82x101mm. Content: 25 cl.

51571  CUP & SAUCER SATELLITE SQUARE

Mug from the 'Satellite' series made of high quality porselain. 
The mug has a special model and runs out upwards. Made in 
Europe. Size: Ø82x101mm. Content: 25 cl.

51511  MUG SATELLITE

Mug made of high quality porcelain from the 'Satellite' series. A 
big advantage of this mug is that it's stackable. The mug offers 
a large imprint space. Size: Ø77x97mm. Content: 27 cl.

51301  STACKABLE MUG SATELLITE

Cup and saucer from the 'Satellite' series made of high quality 
porselain . The cup has a special model and runs out upwards. 
Triangle saucer. The cup offers a large imprint space and the 
saucer can also be imprinted. Made in Europe. 
Size: Ø82x101mm. Content: 25 cl.

51561  CUP & SAUCER SATELLITE TRIANGLE

•  Timeless design  
•  Suitable for all coffee machines 
•  Dishwasher proof 
•  Stackable 
•  Designed by Toppoint 
•  Produced in Europe 
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DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

51351 CE 51491 CE HG 51481 CE HG

51391 CE HG51311 CE 51381 CE HG

High quality porcelain cup and saucer from our 'Satellite' series. 
The cup is stackable. The cup offers a large imprint area and 
the saucer can be printed too. Size: Ø77x97mm. Content: 27 cl.

51391  STACKABLE CUP & SAUCER SATELLITE TRIANGLE

High quality porcelain cup and saucer from our 'Satellite' series. 
The cup is stackable. The cup offers a large imprint area and 
the saucer can be printed too. Size: Ø77x70mm. Content: 18 cl.

51481  STACKABLE SMALL CUP & SAUCER SQUARE

Saucer from the 'Satellite' series. The saucer is produced in 
Europe and is made from a high quality porcelain. A big 
advantage of this saucer is that it offers a nice imprint space. 
Size: 150x150x19mm. 

51351  SAUCER SATELLITE SQUARE

High quality porcelain cup and saucer from our 'Satellite' series. 
The cup is stackable. The cup offers a large imprint space and 
the saucer can be printed too. Size: Ø77x71mm. Content: 18 cl.

51381  SMALL STACKABLE CUP & SAUCER SATELLITE TRIANGLE

Saucer from the 'Satellite' series. The saucer is produced in 
Europe and is made from a high quality porcelain. A big 
advantage of this saucer is that it offers a nice imprint space. 
Size: 150x144x19mm. 

51311  SAUCER SATELLITE TRIANGLE

High quality porcelain cup and saucer from our 'Satellite' series. 
The cup is stackable. The cup offers a large print area and the 
saucer can be printed too. Size: Ø77x97mm. Content: 27 cl.

51491  STACKABLE CUP & SAUCER SATELLITE SQUARE
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98011 CE HG98061 CE HG

50211 CE51201 CE

White mug made from porcelain. Conical model with a large 
handle. Size: Ø81x98mm. Content: 30 cl.

50211  MUG CYPRUS
Porcelain mug. Suitable for coffee pads machine. Conical model 
with fine ear. Also Stackable. Size: Ø75x83mm. Content: 22 cl.

51201  MUG SENSI

White porcelain mug, One of the more popular selling mugs. 
Size: Ø80x95mm. Content: 30 cl.

98011  MUG AMSTERDAM
Stackable white porcelain mug. Popular item. Orders from 
8.000  pieces you can choose your own pantone colours. Ask 
about the possibilities. Traditional item. Size: Ø65x90mm. 
Content: 20 cl.

98061  MUG LUXEMBURG
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GIFT PACKAGING 
AVAILABLE: 83200

50511 HG

MADE BOX
Custom

83259

98181 CE HG 50131 CE

50531 HG

Porcelain white mug. High and elegant model with a large 
handle. Size: Ø73x106mm. Content: 25 cl.

98181  MUG MARSEILLE

Firm tea glass with a large handle. Strong and thick glass. 
Keeps the tea warm for longer. Size: Ø75x95mm. Content: 20 cl.

50511  TEA GLASS NEW DELHI
Fresh tea with the tea glass Tea-time. Tea glass including tea 
strainer, plus a glass lid that you can also use as a drip tray. A 
wonderful business gift due to the chic appearance. 
Size: Ø80x112mm. Content: 30 cl.

50531  TEA GLASS TEA-TIME

A high quality porcelain mug in a conical shape. Suitable for 
coffee pads and other coffee machines. Size: Ø74x87mm. 
Content: 18 cl.

50131  MUG GENEVE
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GIFT PACKAGING 
AVAILABLE: 83201

51461 CE EU quality50191 CE EU quality

51451 CE HG EU quality 51441 CE HG EU quality 51471 CE HG EU quality

A high quality porcelain white mug which is made in Europe. 
An elegant model with a large handle. Size: Ø70x103mm. 
Content: 25 cl.

51471  MUG MARSEILLE EU

A white high quality porcelain mug. The original version of the 
Nice. Made in Europe. Conical model with a large print area. 
Size: Ø80x98mm. Content: 25 cl.

51451  MUG NICE EU

White mug made from porcelain. Conical and modern model. 
Size: Ø76x96mm. Content: 25 cl.

50191  MUG LUGANO

A white mug made from a high quality porcelain which is made 
in Europe. Large print area possible. Size: Ø80x93mm. 
Content: 30 cl.

51441  MUG OSLO EU

A white mug made from high quality porcelain. Made in 
Europe. Conical model with a large handle. . Size: Ø81x98mm. 
Content: 30 cl.

51461  MUG CYPRUS EU
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MADE BOX
Custom

83260

98091 CE HG 98261 HG51421 HG

98001 CE HG 50421 HG51431 HG

Bright red mug. Conical model with a large imprint area. 
Size: Ø80x98mm. Content: 25 cl.

51431  MUG NICE BRIGHT RED

Coloured stoneware mug. Large print area. Size: Ø80x93mm. 
Content: 30 cl.

98261  MUG OSLO

White porcelain mug. Large print area available. 
Size: Ø80x93mm. Content: 30 cl.

98091  MUG OSLO

Conical coloured stoneware mug with a large imprint area. 
Size: Ø80x98mm. Content: 25 cl.

50421  MUG NICE

White porcelain mug. The original version of the Nice. Conical 
model with large print area. Size: Ø80x98mm. Content: 25 cl.

98001  MUG NICE WHITE

Bright red stoneware mug white on the inside. Large imprint 
area. Size: Ø80x93mm. Content: 30 cl.

51421  MUG OSLO BRIGHT RED
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ALL-OVER
PRINT

IMPRINT
Sublimation
SU

HG

GLOSS
UV High
Since 2013 it is possible to print with 
a UV printing technique. Light PMS 
colours will be printed to high quality 
images, in an environmentally friendly 
way, with a perfect result. The print is 
dishwasher proof for up to 500 washes.
 

We can print on several round and square 
articles, for example mugs, glasses, travel 
mugs.

ADVANTAGES OF UV HIGH GLOSS
• Bright brilliant colours
• High quality printing
• Wide range of Pantone colours feasible
 (e.g. cyan and magenta)
• Dishwasher proof (according to 
 DIN 12875)
• Environmentally friendly by using 
 UV ink (e.g. cadmium free) 

Your promotion in high quality 
photographs printed on special mugs. 
Brilliant colours and with a unique 
printing technique. With a minimum 
of 36 pieces this is possible. Ideal for 
full colour graphics. A true quality 
advertising medium. A free sample 
will be sent for approval before we 
start mass production. Not dishwasher 
proof, hand wash recommended.
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GIFT PACKAGING 
AVAILABLE: 83200

51501 SU51191 SU

Matt outside
surface

51551 SU
Shiny outside
surface

51161 SU

Oslo mug. Only possible with sublimation printing. Excellent 
photo-quality. Size: Ø82x97mm. Content: 30 cl.

51161  SUBLI MUG OSLO

Stoneware sublimation mug type Marseille. Straight model 
with a modern round ear. Ideal for full colour pictures. 
Size: Ø73x106mm. Content: 25 cl.

51501  SUBLI MUG MARSEILLE
Sublimation mug. Size: Ø85x100mm. Content: 35 cl.
51191  SUBLI MUG MELBOURNE

Special Oslo mug with a matt finish. Suitable for all-over 
sublimation imprint. Realistic photo quality. Size: Ø80x93mm. 
Content: 30 cl.

51551  SUBLI MUG OSLO MATT
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Ceramics by Toppoint

Everything
gets
better
with
coffee

Square or  
Triangular?
Our Satellite 

series on  
page 174-175

A tableware  
that should 
be seen!
The high quality tableware from Toppoint is 

the perfect advertising tool for your logo. The 

tableware is not only designed with a nice 

appearance, but is also developed in a way 

to fit perfectly together and stand steadily 

by setting and clearing. Perfect to use at 

meetings or large conferences & conventions. 
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98611 CE HG

98631 CE
EU quality

50171 CE

EU quality
50161 CE

EU quality
50221 CE

EU quality
98601 CE HG

White cup and saucer made from porcelain. Ideal size for an 
espresso. Printing usually on the cup, but also possible on the 
saucer. Size: Ø61x53mm. Content: 9 cl.

50161  CUP & SAUCER GARDA

Cup and saucer, porcelain. Printing on saucer also possible. 
Perfect quality. Made in Europe. Size: Ø80x65mm. Content: 18 cl.

98601  CUP & SAUCER MILANO

Stackable porcelain cup and saucer, strong and solid. Round 
Model. Printing on the saucer also possible. Size: Ø74x65mm. 
Content: 16 cl.

98631  CUP & SAUCER ROMA

Cup and saucer, high porcelain quality. Espresso model. Made 
in Europe. Size: Ø65x56mm. Content: 10 cl.

50221  CUP & SAUCER FIRENZE

Stackable porcelain cup and saucer. Strong and solid. Slim 
model. Printing on the saucer possible. Size: Ø63x68mm. 
Content: 13 cl.

98611  CUP & SAUCER MADRID

White cup and saucer made from porcelain. Ideal size for a 
cappuccino. Printing usually on the cup, but also possible on 
the saucer. Size: Ø92x66mm. Content: 20 cl.

50171  CUP & SAUCER MAGGIORE
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CANDY JARS & BUSINESS SETS

50201 CE

EU quality
98681 CE

Sticker
51221

Sticker
51261

Laser engraving 
on lid possible

(contents not 
included)

92 porcelain piece tableware. Consists of 30 mugs (LT98001), 30 
cups and saucers (L98601), 30 plates (LT98721), 1 set of cream 
pots. Every article has the same printing area. 

50201  BUSINESS SET MILANO
Medium glass jar with a matt metal twist lid. Various printing 
options. Size: Ø115x120mm. Content: 70 cl.

51261  CANDY JAR SALERNO

Large glass jar with a matt metal twist lid. Horizontal as well as 
a vertical model. Size: 125x185x180mm. Content: 200 cl.

51221  CANDY JAR BERGAMO
Cream set of two porcelian pieces, a cream and sugar pot. Only 
available in combination with another ceramic order(s). Size 
Cream pot: 60x90mm, Content 15cl. Sugar pot: 80x55mm, 
Content 20cl. 

98681  CREAM SET
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EU quality
98721 CE

EU quality
98711 CE

EU quality
98731 CE

Porcelain plate. Standard print is on the rim of the plate 
(45x25mm). Ask our sales team for more (printing) possibilities. 
Size: Ø240x32mm. 

98731  PLATE ROTTERDAM 240
Porcelain plate. Standard print is on the rim of the plate 
(40x22mm). Ask our sales team for more (printing) possibilities. 
Size: Ø210x25mm. 

98721  PLATE ROTTERDAM 210

 

Porcelain plate. Traditional hotel quality. Standard print is on 
the rim of the plate (40x21mm). Size: Ø170x21mm. 

98711  PLATE ROTTERDAM 170
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Glassware by Toppoint

May 
your 
glass  
always  
be half full

Double walled travel mug and glasses
Hot drinks, Cold touch
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51321 HG 51331 HG 51341 HG

DESIGNED BY
TOPPOINT

98769 HG

Set of two frosty double wall glasses in a gift box. Besides the 
trendy design this item is also functional. Despite the hot 
content you will not even feel the heat on the outside of the 
glass. Size: Ø88x97mm. Content: 28 cl.

51341  DOUBLE WALL GLASS FROSTY SET
Set of two double wall glasses in a gift box. Beside the trendy 
design this item is also functional. Despite the hot content you 
will not even feel the heat on the outside of the glass. 
Size: Ø75x120mm. Content: 35 cl.

51331  MED. SIZE DOUBLE WALL GLASS SET

Set of two double wall glasses in a gift box. Beside the trendy 
design this item is also functional. Despite the hot content you 
will not even feel the heat on the outside of the glass. 
Size: Ø65x100mm. Content: 20 cl.

51321  SMALL DOUBLE WALL GLASS SET
A designed by Toppoint transparent coffee or tea glass with a 
plastic lid which has a hole for drinking from. Due to the double 
walled glass the mug doesn't even feel hot. All-over imprint is 
possible. Easy for at the office, at home or on the move. 
Size: Ø75x155mm. Content: 30 cl.

98769  HOT-TO-GO MUG
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98321 GL HG 98311 GL

98581 GL 50521 GL

Universal glass for water, wine or any other type of soft drink. 
Size: Ø60x100mm. Content: 30 cl.

50521  GLASS UNIVERSAL
Waterglass. Perfect in combination with the watercarafe. 
Size: Ø73x121mm. Content: 22 cl.

98581  GLASS SHETLAND

Beer flute. An extremely popular choice. Size: Ø56x133mm. 
Content: 19 cl.

98311  BEER FLUTE
Long drinking glass. An extremely popular choice. 
Size: Ø60x134mm. Content: 27 cl.

98321  GLASS CUBA
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98431 GL 51401 GL

82801 GL 82851 GL

Glass carafe set with a round cork stopper. Comes with 
4 glasses. Nice promotional gift for water, juice or wine. 
Content carafe: 200cl. - Content glass: 30cl. Deliverd in a gift 
box (22x22x26cm). 

82851  GLASS CARAFE SET CURVY
Water carafe (LT98431) with 4 glasses (LT98581). Packed in a gift 
box. Content carafe: 100 cl, content glasses 22 cl. Size carafe: 
100x256 mm, size glass: 73x121mm. Size: Ø73x121mm. 
Content: 22 cl.

82801  CARAFE AND GLASSES AQUA PLUS

Glass carafe with a round cork stopper. Nice promotional gift 
for water, juice or wine. Size: Ø190x290mm. Content: 200 cl.

51401  GLASS CARAFE CURVY
Glass water carafe. Size: Ø100x256mm. Content: 100 cl.
98431  CARAFE AQUA
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90387
Digital print possible

91257
Made in EU

Digital print possible
90483

Useful lunchox with detachable cooler compartment, cooler is 
located in the lid of the lunchbox. Handy for keeping your lunch 
cool whilst travelling. Size: 147x140x64mm. 

90483  LUNCHBOX WITH COOLER COMPARTMENT

Foldable silicone lunchbox with 2 compartments includes a 
fork and spoon. When the lunchbox is empty it can easily be 
folded, therefore requiring less storage space. 
Size: 205x150x27mm. 

90387  FOLDABLE SILICONE LUNCHBOX
Lunchbox with 1 main compartment that can be closed with 
the flexible clip. Made in Germany. Ideal for on the road. A great 
business gift due to the big imprint space. Size: 135x190x65mm. 

91257  LUNCHBOX ONE
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LUNCH BOXES WITH A DIGITAL 
PRINT CAN BE HAND  
WASHED ONLY

90416

90407

Plastic lunch box with 3 compartments, includes a knife and 
fork, hardcolour lid and transparent underside. 
Size: 233x156x61mm. 

90407  LUNCH BOX WITH CUTLERY
Jumbo lunchbox. Large printing space is possible on the top. 
Keeps your lunch fresh. Size: 215x142x52mm. 

90416  LUNCHBOX
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DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Gel cooler
COMPARTMENTS

INCL.

Digital print possible
90466

Digital print on lid possible
90467 HG

Imprint prices on request
91695

Lunch set Fresh, consisting of a lunchbox, drink beaker and a 
cool bag with removeable gel pads. The designed by Toppoint 
drink beaker can be put into the lunchbox after consumption, 
so it takes up less space during transportation. 
Size: 245x220x110mm. 

91695  LUNCH SET FRESH
Yoghurt cup, yoghurt can be put in the beaker and you can put 
muesli or fruit in the lid for example. This useful and healthy 
giveaway is also ideal due to the big imprint space on the item. 
Size: Ø72x152mm. Content: 36 cl.

90467  DRINKING BEAKER FRESH

A solid and elegant lunchbox. Made from a sturdy material. The 
lid of the lunchbox provides a large imprint space, which 
makes the lunchbox a very suitable giveaway. 
Size: 178x132x72mm. 

90466  LUNCHBOX FRESH
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91689

91694

Set of 2 cheese knives, suitable for different types of cheese, a 
cheese cutting board made of beech wood, and a waiters knife 
with a beech wooden handle. The set is packed in ecological 
packaging in the style of a book. On the inside of the cover you 
will find an inforgraphic about cheese and wine combinations. 
Size: 316x227x40mm. 

91694  CHEESE/WINE SET
Set of 4 cheese knifes with beech wood handles, suitable for 
different types of cheese. The knifes are packed in ecological 
packaging in the style of a book. On the inside of the cover you 
will find an infographic with interesting facts about different 
types of cheese. Size: 255x167x28mm. 

91689  CHEESE SET
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Bookstyle
CHEESE, WINE AND SUSHI

91690

91691

Sushi set with accessories to be able to make home made sushi. 
Packed in ecological packaging in the style of a book. The set 
includes a set of 2 chopsticks. 2 ceramic chopstick rests, 
2 small ceramic sauce dishes, a sushi mat and a small wooden 
rice spoon. On the inside of the cover you will find an 
infographic with interesting facts about sushi. 
Size: 345x225x28mm. 

91691  SUSHI SET
Wine set, 4 wine accessories in ecological packaging in the 
style of a book. The set includes a wine stopper, wine pourer, 
thermometer and a waiters knife. On the inside of the cover 
you will find an infographic with interesting facts about wine. 
Size: 255x167x28mm. 

91690  WINE SET
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91114  

9169291304

91113

Transfer print possible

Oven mitt is made of neoprene. Heat resistant and with a 
handy loop to hang the mitt up. Size: 245x170x10mm. 

91692  NEOPRENE OVEN MITT
Make your own water ice lollies with this icemaker. Ideal for 
the summer. You can make 4 lollies at a time with joyfull and 
colourful sticks. Size: 147x86x140mm. 

91304  ICEMAKER

Electronic salt & pepper mill made with metal, transparent 
plastic and a soft touch underside. With its tough design it is a 
great gift receive. The salt & pepper mill is boxed individually. 
Ideal for every kitchen. Stainless steel: 18/0. Size: Ø63x185mm. 

91114  ELECTRONIC SALT & PEPPER MILL
Salt & Pepper mill with a cool design, made with metal in 
combination with transparent plastic. Can be manually 
operated. Ideal for every kitchen. Boxed individually. Stainless 
steel: 18/0. Size: Ø50x188mm. 

91113  SALT & PEPPER MILL
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93090 95303 NEW

91259 NEW 91262 NEW

DESIGNED BY
TOPPOINT

DESIGNED BY
TOPPOINT

91199 NEW

Compact dishwashing brush with imprint space on the handle. Dish 
soap can be poured into the transparent handle. Ideal for the camping 
site as well as in the kitchen. Size: Ø60x100mm. 

95303  DISHWASHING BRUSH COMPACT

All your BBQ tools within a handy handle. Brush the meat, prick your 
steak, flip your burger and open a bottle of wine. All with just 1 tool. 
Size: 225x85x18mm. 

91199  3-IN-1 BBQ SET

A stylish Toppoint designed corkscrew. No more plain corkscrews in the 
back of the drawer. This product makes the corkscrew a true kitchen 
accessory. The removable spiral has a nice and smooth print area. 
Size: Ø45x180x70mm. 

91259  CORKSCREW DIAMOND

Aluminum bottle opener. Traditional design. Printing on the 
handle. Size: 125x20x14mm. 

93090  BOTTLEOPENER ALUMINUM

A professional looking corkscrew with an eye-catching 
Toppoint design. The diamond 3d print transfers into a 
beautiful and remarkable print area. Size: 120x30x15mm. 

91262  CORKSCREW WAITER
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ADJUSTABLE

91683 91682

Kitchen apron with front pocket. Cotton with polyester. Quality 
35% cotton and 65% polyester. 110 g/m2. Size: 600x800mm. 

91682  KITCHEN APRON BASIC
Kitchen apron with front pocket. Easily adjustable. Quality 35% 
cotton and 65% polyester. 210 g/m2. Size: 700x900mm. 

91683  KITCHEN APRON PREMIUM
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91688

91733

Italian set with 4 accessories for preparing Italian food, packed 
in a pizzabox style packaging. The set includes a cheese grater, 
spaghetti measure, pasta tongs and a pizza cutter. 
Size: 280x315x40mm. 

91688  ITALIAN SET
Cup cake set that consists of 1 large cake form, 8 small cupcake 
forms, 1 spatula, 1 brush and 1 decoration injection. Cheerfull 
and colourful silicon material. Everything you need to make the 
perfect cup cakes, packed in a giftbox. Size: Ø230x42mm. 

91733  CUP CAKE SET
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SU

CE

HG

PRINTING TECHNIQUES

CERAMIC IMPRINT

SUBLIMATION IMPRINT

GLASS

UV HIGH GLOSS

- Limited Pantone accuracy  
- Original cyan or magenta  
 colour not possible 

- Not scratch resistant  
- Limited dishwasher safety,  
 hand wash recommended 

- Limited Pantone accuracy  
- Original cyan or magenta  
 colour not possible 

- Not applicable to all  
 specific models  
- Not applicable to each  
 position (for example  
 bottom and/or inside) 
- Gradient not possible

- Scratch resistant decoration 
- Dishwasher proof 

- Available from 36 pcs  
- High photo quality imprint  
- Brilliant colours - 100% cyan  
 and magenta colour possible 

- Reasonable dishwasher and  
 scratch resistance; hand  
 wash is recommended  
 however 

- Bright brilliant colours  
- High quality printing  
- Wide range of Pantone  
 colours feasible (e.g. cyan  
 and magenta)  
- Dishwasher-proof  
 (according to DIN 12875)  
- Environmentally friendly by  
 using UV ink (e.g. cadmium  
 free) 

- On all ceramic and  
 porcelain products 

- Only available on the  
 collection of special coated  
 items 

- All glass products 

Applicable to almost all glass, 
porcelain, metal coffee to go 
and ceramics products 
(imprint possible on straight 
and straight conical models) 

- Direct silk screen print  
- Transfer imprint up to 140 Lpi 

- Digital full colour imprint  
 in photo quality 

- Direct silk screen print  
- Transfer imprint up to  
 140 Lpi 

Direct screen printing with 
UV inks 

LIMITATIONS

LIMITATIONS

LIMITATIONS

LIMITATIONS

ADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES

MATERIALS

MATERIALS

MATERIALS

MATERIALS

IMPRINT TECHNIQUE

IMPRINT TECHNIQUE

IMPRINT TECHNIQUE

IMPRINT TECHNIQUE

High temperature ceramic decoration (approx. 800 °C)

Low temperature sublimation ink decoration

High temperature glass decoration (approx. 600 °C)
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83200 83206

83201 8320583199

Blue gift box for 4 mugs. Size: 210x205x115mm. 
83205  PACKAGING 4 MUGS

Blue (standard) or white gift box for 2 mugs, with a window. 
Size: 210x105x110mm. 

83201  PACKAGING 2 MUGS WITH WINDOW

Blue (standard) or white gift box for 1 mug, with a window. 
Size: 110x100x100mm. 

83200  PACKAGING MUG WITH WINDOW

Blue gift box for 1 small mug. Size: 98x80x98mm. 
83199  PACKAGING MUG

White gift box for 6 mugs. Size: 320x210x110mm. 
83206  PACKAGING 6 MUGS
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Bags

CONTENT
Leisure & Sports bags 203
Shopping bags 211
Custom made bags 222
Cool bags 224

Shopping, visiting an event, travelling or a 
short break. For years we are leading with our 
‘Bags’ collection. This year we’ve extended 
our collection. We have added multiple new 
models in trendy colours to our collection. 
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LEISURE & SPORTS BAGS
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DESIGNED BY TOPPOINTNEW

Transfer print possible
91298

Polyester

Transfer print possible
91297

Polyester

Transfer print possible
91296

Polyester

Ideal for a weekend away. The Brixton travel bag is designed 
by Toppoint and uses all of the latest trends. The bag has 
several pockets, making it easier to organise your stuff. 
Made from 300d polyester. With a reinforced bottom, 
2 compartments at the front with magnetic snap closure 
and the main compartment with zip closing also with an 
adjustable shoulder strap. 300D. Size: 230x600x200mm. 

91298  BRIXTON WEEKEND BAG
The Brixton briefcase is a unique laptop bag that is designed by 
Toppoint. This hip bag offers enough space & protection for 
multiple devices & paperwork. Made from 300d polyester. Main 
compartment with a zip closing and multiple compartments 
including a tablet compartment (Size 268x210mm). With a 
reinforced bottom and an adjustable shoulder strap. 300D. 
Size: 300x390x100mm. 

91297  BRIXTON BRIEFCASE / LAPTOP BAG

This Toppoint designed Brixton backpack focuses on the trends 
at the moment. The unique hip design provides enough space 
for all your stuff. Made from 300d polyester. Main compartment 
with magnetic snap closure. There are also multiple 
compartments inside the bag including a tablet compartment 
(Size 272x210mm). With a reinforced bottom. 300D. 
Size: 500x300x160mm. 

91296  BACKPACK BRIXTON
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Material

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Sport, 
Leisure & 

Backpack

Polyester
95114

 possible on white part 
price on request

Transfer print

Tough! A designed by Toppoint polyester travelbag with zipper 
puller. A main compartment, 2 side pockets and a front pocket 
which can be closed. Available in trendy colour combinations. 
Adjustable shoulder strap and padded velcro handles. With a 
reinforced bottom. Bag: 600D. Lining: 190T. 
Size: 550x340x330mm. 

95114  TRAVELBAG MATTHEW

Travel the world or play high-level 
sports. Our Matthew bags ensure that 

you always travel in style. They are 
available in the following colours; blue, 

green, black and red. The bags have 
several different compartments. An 
ideal promotion with a high quality. 
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DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Polyester
95112

Polyester
95113

 possible on white part 
price on request

Transfer print

Tough! A designed by Toppoint polyester sportbag with zipper 
puller. Main compartment features an inside pocket. In addition 
the bag has a side pocket suitable for shoes and a front pocket 
that can be closed. Available in trendy colour combinations. 
Adjustable shoulder strap and padded velcro handles. With a 
reinforced bottom. Bag: 600D. Lining: 190T. 
Size: 540x300x320mm. 

95113  SPORTBAG MATTHEW
Tough! A designed by Toppoint polyester rucksack. Main 
compartment features 2 inside pockets. In addition the bag has 
different pockets including a side pocket and front pocket that 
can be closed. On the side there is an extra open side pocket. 
Available in trendy colour combinations. Easy to wear with 
adjustable straps. Bag: 600D. Lining: 190T. 
Size: 290x390x200mm. 

95112  RUCKSACK MATTHEW
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PVC
91097

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

PEVA
95115

Only transfer print
95117

Polyester

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

3 in 1
91098

The travel organiser for all your technical accessories. Cables, 
adapters, earbuds, chargers, powerbanks: everything is easily 
stored and well organised in this pouch. Including 2 foam cable 
organisers. Material: Polyester with semi-transparent PEVA. 
The organiser can be closed with a zipper. 420D. 
Size: 215x150x20mm. 

95117  TECH ACCESSORIES POUCH
Always be well organised on holiday or business trip with these 
transparent and splashproof travel organisers. Set of 3 pieces 
which fit into each other (small 120x160mm, medium 
150x210mm, large 220x280mm). Suitable for clothes, toiletries, 
electronics and travel documents. Size: 280x220mm. 

95115  TRAVEL ORGANIZER

Transparent toilet bag with an easy to carry loop and zipper 
closure. Suitable for storing toilet articles and cosmetics. A nice 
give-away for a holiday and/or business trip. PVC: 0,2mm. 
Size: 160x110x40mm. 

91097  TRANSPARENT TOILET BAG
A set of 3 toilet bags packed in a transparent storage bag. All 
3 sizes are closable with a zipper and suitable for toilet articles 
and cosmetics. The storage bag has a handle. With the 3-in-1 
toilet bag you always have the right size. Sizes: small: 
185x50x70, medium: 185x85x70, large 185x80x130. PVC: 0,3mm. 
Size: 270x210x85mm. 

91098  3-IN-1 TOILET BAG
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NEW

PVC tarpaulin
95121

PVC tarpaulin
95122

KEEP YOUR 
BELONGINGS  

DRY!

Waterproof duffle bag with a content of 10L. Perfect to keep 
your travel documents, smartphone and camera in. This bag is 
perfect during water sports or for travelling. Splash water proof 
and resistant to brief immerse. 250D, thickness 0,36mm. 
Size: 480x320mm. Content: 1000 cl.

95122  WATERPROOF DUFFLE BAG 10L
Waterproof duffle bag with a content of 5,8L. Perfect to keep 
your travel documents, smartphone and camera in. This bag is 
perfect during water sports or for travelling. Splash water proof 
and resistant to brief immerse. 250D, thickness 0,36mm. 
Size: 370x275mm. Content: 580 cl.

95121  WATERPROOF DUFFLE BAG 5,8L
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Stand out  
with Toppoint

To
reflect
is better
than to
shine

More safe  
and visible
articles on  
pages 268  
and 269!

Safe and Visible
Fluorescent and Luminous 
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Polyester
Only transfer print

91496
Polyester

91398

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

NEW
Polyester
Only transfer print

91202

Polyester Rucksack with reflective strip and cord closure. 
Printed 1 colour by silkscreen or multicolour print with transfer 
print. 190T. Size: 420x340mm. 

91398  REFLECTION RUCKSACK

Safe on the streets in the dark with this reflective backpack 
cover. Polyester. Easy to attach to your backpack. 210D. 
Size: 480x360mm. 

91496  RUCKSACK COVER REFLECTOR
Rucksack in fluorescent yellow or black with reflecting 
patterns and adjustable shoulder straps. EN13356 certified. The 
rucksack has 1 head compartement and a lockable pocket. In 
addition the bag has a closable frontpocket and 2 side pockets. 
Due to the fluorescent collor and reflecting patterns visible 
during day- and nighttime. 210D. Size: 400x360x170mm. 

91202  SAFETY RUCKSACK
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PP Non Woven
91355

White rucksack possible with
Sublimation print

Polyester
91397

PP Non Woven
91602

Only Transfer print
91474

Polyester

Lightweight backpack made from a non woven material. Bag 
has black handles. 75 g/m2. Size: 410x370mm. 

91602  RUCKSACK NON WOVEN
Polyester Rucksack with drawstring handles. 1 colour print by 
silkscreen or multicolour print with transfer print. 210D. 
Size: 455x340mm. 

91397  PREMIUM RUCKSACK

Non woven, modern shoulder bag available in stylish colours. 
It has a black strap and storage for 4 ball pens. 
Handle: 1.200x56mm. 100 g/m2. Size: 65x360x300mm. 

91355  NON WOVEN CONGRESSBAG
Picnic basket. Quick and easily to fold. Strong, high quality 
nylon. Printing possible by transfer print. 600D. 
Size: 390x270x240mm. 

91474  FOLDABLE PICNIC BASKET
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NEW

Jute + Cotton
95109

Transfer print possible
95012

Jute

Transfer print possible
95103

Canvas

Juco is developed to create the best of both jute (75%), and 
cotton (25%) into one bag. This bag is very sustainable because 
jute only takes 4 months to grow into an adult plant and only 
needs little irrigation. In addition, this bag also is finely woven 
and as strong as cotton. Size: 415x370mm. 

95109  JUCO BAG
This bag provides enough space for all your beach items on a 
nice summer day! The ideal promotional gift that is endurable 
for a long time which is made from durable jute. 
Size: 345x415mm. 

95012  JUTE BAG

A stylish bag with countless opportunities. Take it to the beach, 
city, on holiday or use it for shopping. Because of the stylish 
and fresh design you will stand out with this bag! 300 g/m2. 
Size: 360x500mm. 

95103  CANVAS BAG
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PP NON WOVEN MATT LAMINATED

951109172395111

Non woven bag in trendy colours. Matt laminated. The handles 
are made of non woven material. Ideal for your groceries or a 
day at the beach. Also appropriate for business conferences. 
105 g/m2. Size: 110x240x300mm. 

95110  NON WOVEN BAG LAMINATED SMALL

Non woven bag in trendy colours. Matt laminated. The handles 
are made of non woven material. Ideal for your groceries or a 
day at the beach. Also appropriate for business conferences. 
105 g/m2. Size: 120x300x400mm. 

91723  NON WOVEN BAG LAMINATED MIDDLE
Non woven bag in trendy colours. Matt laminated. The handles 
are made of non woven material. Ideal for your groceries or a 
day at the beach. Also appropriate for business conferences. 
105 g/m2. Size: 160x400x350mm. 

95111  NON WOVEN BAG LAMINATED BIG
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Easy to fold!

PP Non Woven
91419

PP Non Woven
91625

PP Non Woven
91479

Back

COLOURS
NEW

NEW
PP Non Woven

91706

Elegant non woven bag with long handles (70cm). 75 g/m2. 
Size: 475x300x200mm. 

91625  ELEGANT NON WOVEN BAG
Non Woven Shoulder bag. Long, wide straps. Length of strap: 
1.250mm, width: 80mm. 75 g/m2. Size: 80x300x370mm. 

91419  SHOULDERBAG

Non woven carrier bag. With long handles (800x25mm). Can 
also be used as a shoulder bag. Large print area. 75 g/m2. 
Size: 380x90x420mm. 

91479  NON WOVEN CARRIER BAG
Non-woven foldable shoulder bag with long handles. Very 
suitable for full colour imprint with the sublimation imprint 
technique. Unfolded the bag dimensions are: 440x110x360mm. 
75 g/m2. Size: 45x185x110mm. 

91706  FOLDABLE SHOPPING BAG NON-WOVEN
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PP Non Woven
91378

PP Non Woven
91376

PP Non Woven
91377

PET Non Woven Laminated
91478

PP Non Woven
91379

Rugged big bag out of PETquality. Made of 80% recycled PET 
material. Large print area. Different dimensions available with 
orders from 10.000 pieces. 110 g/m2. Size: 450x150x330mm. 

91478  PET BAG

Non woven white carrier bag with short handles made of light 
fiber. Different dimensions available with orders from 
10.000 pieces. 75 g/m2. Size: 420x380mm. 

91376  NON WOVEN CARRIER BAG

Coloured non woven carrier bag with short handles. Large print 
area. 75 g/m2. Size: 420x380mm. 

91378  NON WOVEN CARRIER BAG

Non woven white carrier bag with long handles made of light 
fiber. Different dimensions available with orders from 
10.000 pieces. 75 g/m2. Size: 420x380mm. 

91377  NON WOVEN SHOULDER BAG

Coloured non woven carrier bag with long handles. Large print 
area. 75 g/m2. Size: 420x380mm. 

91379  NON WOVEN SHOULDERBAG
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PP Woven Laminated
91728

PP Woven Laminated
91724

PP Non Woven
91387

PP Non Woven Laminated
91644

PP Woven Laminated
91483

Big shiny shopping bag made of PP Woven material. Large print 
area. 160 g/m2. Size: 450x180x450mm. 

91483  PP WOVEN BAG

Large shopping bag made of PP non woven material with 
lamination effect. White sides. 120 g/m2. Size: 400x160x350mm. 

91644  SHOPPING BAG BIG

Hip transparent PP woven carrierbag with transparent PP 
woven handles. Suitable for groceries and to take to the beach. 
110 g/m2. Size: 160x450x450mm. 

91724  TRANSPARENT BAG BIG

Large non woven shopping bag. Large print area. 75 g/m2. 
Size: 450x450x180mm. 

91387  SHOPPING BAG BIG

Hip transparent PP woven carrierbag with transparent PP 
woven handles. Suitable for groceries and to take to the beach. 
110 g/m2. Size: 150x420x310mm. 

91728  TRANSPARENT BAG SMALL
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DESIGNED BY TOPPOINTOne Bag
TWO OPTIONS

PP Non Woven
91606

Big non woven bag which can be worn in different ways. The 
bag can be transported by the plastic handles or the long 
handles, by folding the top of the bag. The bag includes a front 
pocket, only the front side can be imprinted. 75 g/m2. 
Size: 420x330x200mm. 

91606  BAG DOUBLE HANDLES

A carrier bag and shoulder bag in one. This line is 
recognised by it’s fresh and joyful designs. The top side 
is easy to fold over so you can use the bag as a shoulder 
bag. Fold it back and you have an useful carrier bag. These 
bags are available in different colours and designs. 
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Cotton
91487

Cotton
91713

Polyester
95101

Sublimation print possible on white bag

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Rectangular heavyweight cotton canvas carrier bag. Different 
dimensions available with orders from 5.500 pieces. 250 g/m2. 
Size: 430x415x120mm. 

91487  COTTON BAG

Rectangular cotton canvas bag in high quality. Long handles. 
250 g/m2. Size: 430x415x120mm. 

91713  COTTON BAG LONG
Polyester bag with eye-cathing, colourful woven handles. 
Reinforced at the bottom of the handles with metal buttons. 
Suitable for shopping and easy to carry with you to a 
conference. 210D. Size: 380x340mm. 

95101  BIBA BAG
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91480

91696

91364

91697

91366 91482 91370

91372

Cotton
91383

Cotton
91364 - 91697

Cotton
91350

Cotton
91360

100% cotton sailor bag with adjustable cord. 200 g/m2. 
Size: Ø250x450mm. 

91383  SAILOR BAG COTTON
100% cotton shoulder bag with long handles. 105 g/m2. 
Size: 380x420mm. 

91364 - 91482  COTTON SHOULDER BAG

100% cotton ecru shoulder bag with long handles. Cost effective 
and excellent branding possibilities. 105 g/m2. 
Size: 380x420mm. 

91360  COTTON SHOULDER BAG
100% aatural cotton carrier bag with short handles. Cost 
effective and excellent branding possibilities. 105 g/m2. 
Size: 380x420mm. 

91350  COTTON CARRIERBAG
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Polyester
91659

Jute
95108

Jute
91322

Transfer print possible Transfer print possible

Polyester beach bag with cotton handles. A perfect giveaway 
during the summer period. Your logo comes out perfectly due to 
the big imprint space which is possible on this beach bag. 600D. 
Size: 355x450x140mm. 

91659  BEACH BAG

Shopping bag made out of jute material with cotton rope 
handles. An ecological giveaway. Size: 385x320x125mm. 

91322  JUTE SHOPPING BAG
Shoulder bag made of jute with canvas handles. A sustainable 
business gift. Very appropriate for shopping or to take to the 
beach. Size: 380x420x100mm. 

95108  JUTE BAG
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Paper
91718

Paper
91717

Paper
91716

Woven Paper
95119

Woven Paper
95120

PAPER BAGS CUSTOM MADE FROM 3000 PIECES

Carrier bag made of woven paper (extra strong) with long 
handles. The bag is made of sustainable recycled material. 
100 g/m2. Size: 320x420x160mm. 

95120  PAPER WOVEN CARRIEBAG

Large sized matt paper carrier bag with handles which are 
made of turned paper. The bag has an Eco look. Suitable as 
giftbag or a bag for presents. 120 g/m2. Size: 300x400x120mm. 

91718  PAPER BAG BIG ECO LOOK

Small sized matt paper carrier bag with handles which are 
made of turned paper. The bag has an Eco look. Suitable as 
giftbag or a bag for presents. 120 g/m2. Size: 180x240x80mm. 

91716  PAPER BAG SMALL ECO LOOK

Carrier bag made of woven paper (extra strong) with long 
handles. The bag is made of recycled sustainable material. 
100 g/m2. Size: 420x380mm. 

95119  PAPER WOVEN CARRIERBAG

Middle sized matt paper carrier bag with handles which are 
made of turned paper. The bag has an Eco look. Suitable as 
giftbag or a bag for presents. 120 g/m2. Size: 240x300x120mm. 

91717  PAPER BAG MIDDLE ECO LOOK
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CUSTOM MADE
FROM 3000 PIECES

PP
91409

PP
91410

Paper
91511

Paper
91512

Paper
91513

Medium Plastic PP carrier bag with rope handles. Translucent 
colours. Ideal packaging for perfume and related articles. 
Maximum 1 colour print per side. Multicolour print and custom 
dimensions of this bag are possible with orders from 
10.000 pieces. Size: 230x280x95mm. 

91410  PP BAG MEDIUM

Small paper bag with rope handles. Available in black & white. 
Strong and suitable for small articles. Glossy lamination.  
200 g/m2. Size: 180x240x80mm. 

91511  PAPER BAG SMALL

Large paper bag with rope handles. Available in black & white. 
Large print area on both sides. Strong bag. Glossy lamination. 
200 g/m2. Size: 300x400x120mm. 

91513  PAPER BAG LARGE

Plastic PP carrier bag (thickness 0.18mm). Translucent colours. 
Large bag. Maximum 1 colour print per side. Multicolour print 
and custom dimensions of this bag are possible with orders 
from 10.000 pieces (Delivery time approx 12 weeks). 
Size: 280x380x110mm. 

91409  PP BAG BIG

Medium large paper bag with rope handles. Available in black & 
white. Large print area on both sides. Strong bag. Glossy 
lamination. 200 g/m2. Size: 240x300x100mm. 

91512  PAPER BAG MEDIUM
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and good for 
the environment

Custom made

36cm12cm

16 cm

8 cm

32 cm

45 cm

35 cm
42 cm

38 cm

Shopping bag 38x42x8cm, full colour 
custom made design possible, 
handles and piping in body material, 
handles 2.5x50cm.  

Shopping bag 45x35x16cm, full colour 
custom made design possible, 
handles and piping in body material, 
handles 2.5x50cm. 

Shopping bag 36x32x12cm, full colour 
custom made design possible, 
handles and piping in body material, 
handles 2.5x50cm. 

Toppoint custom made laminated bags are  
strong and re-usable. The PP woven and  

non woven material are recycable and the  
PET non woven bags are made of 80%  

recycled PET bottles. This makes the custom 
made bags a very eco-friendly and  

durable item. The finishing of our  
bags is very good: handles are  

finished with X-stitching which is extra  
strong and the piping is sewn back  

which avoids the bags to tear easily.
 

TT60020 
PP woven bag 36 x 32 x 12 cm, 140 gsm
TT60220 
PP woven bag 36 x 32 x 12 cm, 160 gsm
TT60420 
PP non woven bag 36 x 32 x 12 cm, 120 gsm
TT60620
PET non woven bag 36 x 32 x 12 cm, 140 gsm

TT60030
PP woven bag 45 x 35 x 16cm, 140 gsm
TT60230
PP woven bag 45 x 35 x 16cm, 160 gsm
TT60430
PP non woven bag 45 x 35 x 16cm, 120 gsm
TT60630
PET non woven bag 45 x 35 x 16cm, 140 gsm

TT60040
PP woven bag 38 x 42 x 8cm, 140 gsm
TT60240
PP woven bag 38 x 42 x 8cm, 160 gsm
TT60440
PP non woven bag 38 x 42 x 8cm, 120 gsm
TT60640
PET non woven bag 38 x 42 x 8 cm, 140 gsm
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D

PP Woven 140 gsm
PP Woven 160 gsm
PP Non Woven 120 gsm
PET Non Woven 140 gsm

18 cm

12 cm

45 cm

45 cm

24 cm

30 cm

12 cm

40 cm

30 cm

A

B C

Our custom made bags normally have handles in 

the same material as the bag (2.5x50cm), you can 

also choose longer handles or handles in stronger 

PP webbing material. You can also add a velcro or 

push button closure, add cardboard or pp board 

inside to make the bag stronger. 

Shopping bag 30 x 40 x 12 cm, full 
colour custom made design possible, 
handles and piping in body material, 
handles 2.5x50cm. 

Shopping bag 24 x 30 x 12 cm, full 
colour custom made design possible, 
handles and piping in body material, 
handles 2.5x50cm. 

Shopping bag 45x45x18cm, full colour 
custom made design possible, 
handles and piping in body material, 
handles 2.5x50cm. 

Available in 
4 qualities

6 SIZES, 4 QUALITIES

EXTRA OPTIONS
A. Long handles 
 2.5 x 80 cm

B. PP webbing handles
 2.5 x 50 cm or 2.5 x 80 cm

C. Velcro or push 
 button closure 

D. PP board or 
 cardboard inside

TT60050
PP woven bag 45 x 45 x 18 cm, 140 gsm
TT60250
PP woven bag 45 x 45 x 18 cm, 160 gsm
TT60450
PP non woven bag 45 x 45 x 18 cm, 120 gsm
TT60650
PET non woven bag 45 x 45 x 18 cm, 140 gsm

TT60060
PP woven bag 24 x 30 x 12 cm, 140 gsm
TT60260
PP woven bag 24 x 30 x 12 cm, 160 gsm
TT60460
PP non woven bag 24 x 30 x 12 cm, 120 gsm
TT60660
PET non woven bag 24 x 30 x 12 cm, 140 gsm

TT60070
PP woven bag 30 x 40 x 12 cm, 140 gsm
TT60270
PP woven bag 30 x 40 x 12 cm, 160 gsm
TT60470
PP non woven bag 30 x 40 x 12 cm, 120 gsm
TT60670
PET non woven bag 30 x 40 x 12 cm, 140 gsm

Available 
from 
3000 

pieces
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COOL BAGS

22,5 cm

11,4 cm

Polyester
91533

PP Non Woven
91408

Polyester
Only Transfer print

95105

Non woven large cool bag with zipper and a firm handle. A large 
print area. 1 colour print by silkscreen, multicolour by transfer 
print. 100 g/m2. Size: 325x390x195mm. 

91408  COOLBAG

Foldable portable cool bag. Bag can be folded into a small 
pouch. Zipper closure. Additional compartment on the side. 
210D. Size: 410x440x140mm. 

91533  COOLBAG FOLDABLE
Polyester cool bag which can be worn as a rucksak. Big cooler 
compartment and a storage compartment on the side. With 
adjustable straps. Also with 2 short handles the cool bag is 
easily transportable. Handy for on the move!. The rucksack can 
carry a maximum of 5kg. 420D. Size: 310x360x190mm. 

95105  COOLER RUCKSACK
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Polyester
Only Transfer print

91547

Polyester
Only Transfer print

91514

Polyester
Only Transfer print

95104

Polyester
Only Transfer print

91498

Cool bag with removable gel pads in a compartment on the 
inside of the bag. An easy way to keep your lunch cool. You can 
put the whole bag in the freezer, however, if you don’t have the 
space to store it completely, you are also able to just put the gel 
pads in the freezer. The cool bag will be delivered with 2 gel 
pads. 420D. Size: 220x245x110mm. 

91514  COOLBAG ICE
Trendy foldable cool bag. Quick and easy to fold. Available in 
three colours. Printing is possible with transferprint. 600D. 
Size: 390x270x240mm. 

91498  FOLDABLE COOLBAG

Polyester cool bag with belt for transportation. Compact and 
suitable for 6 cans (33cl.) With zipper to close the bag. A perfect 
cool bag for a summer day. 420D. Size: 200x130x125mm. 

95104  COOLBAG 6 CANS
Polyester cool bag with adjustable handle (120x3cm). One big 
cool part and a small pocket on the front. Both zipper closing. 
420D. Size: 313x180x170mm. Content: 80 cl.

91547  COOLBAG SHOULDER MODEL
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On the following pages you can find our 
comprehensive collection ‘Health, Lifestyle & 
Events’ articles. Products that contribute to a 
healthier lifestyle including many new care 
products. Our event collection has also expanded 
with a lot of summer articles. Happy colours, good 
quality and for a good price!. Enjoy the fun! 
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Step counter
91168

Activity
TRACKERS

NEW

Activity Tracker Deluxe
91170

91169 & 91170 
works with app:

GetFit2.0 

Activity Tracker
91169

The activity tracker heartbeat can record all of your daily 
activities. Setting new goals via a special app. Easy to connect 
to your phone, letting you know when you receive messages 
(call reminder, sleep monitor, calorie counter, distance 
calculator, anti-lost alarm, selfie shutter & heartrate monitor). 
Accuracy is up to 95% due to a specially developed algorithm. 
Size: 240x20x12mm. 

91170  ACTIVITY TRACKER HEARTBEAT
With this sport activity tracker you can record all of your daily 
activities. Setting new goals via a special app. Easy to connect 
with your phone, also letting you know when you receive 
messages (call reminder, sleep monitor, calorie counter, 
distance calculator, anti-lost alarm, selfie shutter). The 
accuracy of this product is up to 95% due to a specially 
developed algorithm. Size: 12x20x245mm. 

91169  ACTIVITY TRACKER

Step counter with four functions: time, steps, distance and 
calories are displayed in this elegant model. 
Size: 250x27x15mm. 

91168  STEP COUNTER
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90907

Transfer  
print possible

91312

91214 NEW

Microfiber sports towel, packed in a polyester pouch (7x15cm). 
This towel can be used for sports, but it's also very suitable for 
traveling. A useful and sporty giveaway. Towel: 190 g/m2. Pouch: 
210D. Size: 800x400mm. 

91312  MICROFIBER SPORT TOWEL
LED sports bracelet which can be attached to your arm by 
velcro. A must-have for outdoor sporters, or when walking with 
the dog! The bracelet can be worn with constant or flashing 
light. Size: 383x37x13mm. 

90907  LED SPORT BRACELET

A workout towel. This towel has a size of 30x90cm dries very 
quickly and easy to remove sweat and dirt from your body or 
fitness equipment. Very suitable for in the gym due to the size. 
Nicely packed in a bottle. Size: Ø65x190mm. 

91214  FITNESS TOWEL
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Digital print
91698

Digital print
90389

Digital print
90548

Digital print
90723

Small plastic container for multipule toothpicks with a small 
opening in the corner for easy access. Toothpicks are packed 
per two in a small tube. Easy to take with you. The plastic 
container has a big imprint space. Size: 75x48x5mm. 

90389  TOOTHPICKS TWO-IN-ONE
Nail file with a trendy zebra pattern, packed in a plastic box to 
make it easier to take with you wherever you go. Handy for 
every womans handbag. Size: 110x28x10mm. 

91698  NAIL FILE ZEBRA

A flat mirror with 2 mirrors on the inside. 1 normal and 1 
magnifying mirror. Easy to take with you. Digital imprint 
possible, big imprint space. Size: Ø68x10mm. 

90723  MIRROR FLAT
Nice duo pocket mirror with a normal and a magnifying mirror. 
Printing on the outside possible. From orders of 5.500 pieces 
other colours are available with a delivery time of 10-12 weeks. 
Size: Ø68x14mm. 

90548  POCKET MIRROR
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90345

NEW
Digital print

91209

CPNP

NEW91295

Easy bottle with 62% alcohol based cleaning gel for your hands . 
The bottle fits into bags, backpacks, suitcases and also in your 
pocket. A good promotional gift that is used by several people. 
Size: 23x36x70mm. 

91295  CLEANING HAND GEL BOTTLE

Cleaning spray with 62%) alcohol in a handy size, perfect for 
digital print. Size: 15x44x90mm. 

91209  CLEANING SPRAY FOR HANDS
Refreshing travel hand sanitiser spray. A useful and compact 
item. Containing alcohol, Aloe vera and Vitamin E. 
Size: Ø18x125mm. 

90345  CLEANING HAND GEL TUBE

 

Since 11th July 2013 the European 
Cosmetics regulation (1223/2009/EG) has 
been in force. It strengthens the safety 
of cosmetic products and streamlines 
the framework for all operators in this 
sector. Our Lip balms, cleaning gels 
and facepaints comply with these 
regulations. Also our products have 
been notified at the CPNP in Brussel 
(Belgium) and are guaranteed that 
they are not tested on animals. 
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Digital print
91719

90476

90478

Transparent plastic round pot with lip balm. Box can be opened 
by a turning the screw lid. Easy to take with you and easy to 
use. Very suitable for full colour digital imprint. 
Size: Ø39x22mm. 

91719  LIP BALM ROUND

Lip Balm in a round stick. The bottom of the stick has a twist 
mechanism for turning up the balm. Available in transparent 
colours and hardcolour black or white. Size: Ø18x70mm. 

90476  LIP BALM STICK
Multiple hard colour lip balm ball. Ball can be opened by turning 
the screw lid. The ball has a flat bottom so it does not roll away. 
Size: Ø38mm. 

90478  LIP BALM BALL
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Digital print
91314

Digital print
90397

Digital print
90381

Round plastic medicine box with three separate compartments. 
A handy item to help store medication. Size: 74x74x17mm. 

90381  MEDICINE BOX

Shoe buffer. Available in black or white packaging. Black 
sponge. Size: Ø60x18mm. 

91314  SHOE BUFFER
Transparent plaster box with a handy sliding lid. Includes 5 
plasters. Size: 100x40x10mm. 

90397  PLASTER BOX
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Sunglasses pouch
Transfer print

86707

86703 8670086704

86708 NEW

Contemporary sunglasses for a fashionable look. 
Size: 145x145x48mm. 

86700  SUNGLASSES JUSTIN

Modern sunglasses with coloured temples. Excellent choice for 
a budget giveaway! Size: 145x145x48mm. 

86703  SUNGLASSES NEON

Pouch for glasses or sunglasses. This pouch is made of 
microfiber material. Not only a pouch to put your glasses in, you 
can also clean your glasses with this microfiber pouch. 
Size: 180x90mm. 

86707  SUNGLASSES POUCH

Trendy sunglasses with a wooden look. A fashionable gift to 
promote your brand name. Size: 145x145x48mm. 

86704  SUNGLASSES MALOU

Trendy sunglasses with frosty coloured arms and frame. 
Size: 150x150x50mm. 

86708  SUNGLASSES BRADLEY
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DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Digital print
91100

CUSTOMISE YOUR CLOCK!
Wall Clock

CLOCKS...
Watches & A designed by Toppoint wall clock with a transparent front. The 

dial can be printed all-over due to full colour digital imprint. 
Each clock will be deliverd in a giftbox. A notable business gift. 
Size: Ø304x47mm. 

91100  WALL CLOCK

Always on time with our watches & clocks. In 

our collection you can find multiple watches, 

how they can be imprinted and / or engraved. 

The wall clock is designed in-house. The clock 

dial can be printed all-over due to full colour 

digital imprint. An outstanding business gift!
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DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

All the silicone 
watches will be 

delivered in a  
luxurious  

gift box

POSSIBLE ON 
BACK 

Laser engraving

A B

C D E

Choose
YOUR DIAL

91051

Special production
91053

Silicone, a designed by Toppoint gift boxed fashion watch 
'Flash'. Laser engraving possible on the back side of the watch. 
1ATM, Chinese movement. From orders of 100 pieces it is 
possible to produce with your logo on the dial face. Ask about 
the possibilities. Chinese Movement AD988. 
Size: Ø42x258x23mm. 

91051  SILICONE WATCH FLASH

Modern, a designed by Toppoint silicone watch 'Flash'. 1 ATM, 
Chinese movement, including print with 1, 2 or 3 colours on the 
dail face. Approval sample 2 weeks, delivery time AFTER 
approval 6 weeks by airfreight. Orders from 1.200 pieces you 
can choose your own pantone colours. Ask about the 
possibilities. Delivered in white gift packaging. Chinese 
Movement AD988. Size: Ø42x258x23mm. 

91053  SILICONE WATCH FLASH

 

OPTIMAL PERSONALISATION OF YOUR WATCH 
You can choose from 5 different dials (A till E), in 10 different colours. 
Give the watch your own personal touch!
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91080

POSSIBLE ON BACK
Laser engraving

Special production
91082

Optional
PACKAGING

44mm, 1 ATM, Chinese movement, including imprint in 1, 2 or 3 
colours on the dail face. Approval sample 2 weeks, delivery 
time AFTER apporval 6 weeks by airfreight. Orders from 1.200 
pieces you can choose your own pantone colours. Ask about 
the possibilities. Packaged individually in a tin box. Chinese 
Movement Z618. Size: Ø44x250x21mm. 

91082  SILICON FASHION WATCH

Silicon, fashion watch in transparent gift box. Diameter of the 
watch is 44mm. Print on the box possible in two positions: one 
position is standard. Laser engraving possible on back side of 
watch. 1ATM . From orders of 100 pieces it is possible to produce 
with your logo on the dial face. Ask about the possibilities. 
Chinese Movement Z618. Size: Ø44x250x21mm. 

91080  SILICON WATCH MODERN
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EU Mint
Digital print

91727
Sugar free mint

91807

Sugar free mint 
Digital print

91725

TOPPOINT
DESIGNED BY

European
MINT

Sugar free

Sugar free mint 
Digital print

91726

Keychain with peppermints. A fun and fresh way to promote 
your logo. Ca. 7 grams of sugerfree peppermints. 
Size: Ø44x4mm. 

91807  MINT KEYCHAIN
Designed by Toppoint a mint dispenser with mirror on the 
inside. Filled with 12 grams of dutch peppermints. Not 
sugarfree. With a keyring. A fresh and fun way to present your 
business. Size: Ø45x14mm. 

91727  MINT DISPENSER WITH MIRROR

Peppermint dispenser in the shape of a T-shirt. Opening of the 
box at the bottom of the T-shirt. Ca. 7 grams of sugerfree 
peppermints. Suitable for full colour digital imprint. 
Size: 73x73x6mm. 

91726  MINT DISPENSER T-SHIRT
Peppermint dispenser in the shape of a thumb. Opening of the 
dispenser at the wrist. Ca. 5 grams of sugerfree peppermints. 
Suitable for full colour digital imprint. Thumbs up! 
Size: 83x58x7mm. 

91725  MINT DISPENSER THUMB

Most of our 
peppermints don’t 
contain sugar? 

Did you know? 

Our peppermints are 
always produced by a 
BRC certified company. 
This gives us the control 
on the origin and source 
of the raw materials. 
The peppermints are 
packed in a HACCP 
environment in the 
Netherlands. That’s why 
our mints are preservable 
for up to 36 months. 
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SUGAR CANDIES WITH STRONG MINT FLAVOUR
Ingredients: 
Anti-caking agent(0.79%; Magnesiumstearate), Flavours(0.44%; Peppermint Oil).
Nutrition values per 100g: Energy 1676 kJ, 394 kcal; Carbohydrate 98,58 
of which sugars 95,70 of which farina 2,88
Not suitable for children under 3 years old.  
Excessive consumption can have a laxative effect.
Nett. Weight: 7g; Made in Europe; Best before 00/0000.
Manufactured for Lensen Toppoint BV – PO Box 2,  
NL-7690 AA Bergentheim – www.toppoint.com – PO200115

35mm.

18mm.

38mm. diameter

Ingredients: Dextrose, Modi�ed Starch, Magnesium 
Stearate, Natural Peppermint Oil, Sucralose, Colours: 

E171, Glazing Agent: Carnauba Wax, Gum Arabic.

Net Weight 12g    Made in Europe
Best Before: 00 / 0000

Not suitable for children under 3 years old. 
Excessive consumption can have a 

laxative e�ect.

SUGAR CANDIES
WITH SWEETENER

STRONG MINT FLAVOR

Nutritional Information: Average Values Per 100g, 
Energy 1586KJ, 379 Kcal, Protein 0g, Carbohydrate 92g, 

Sugars 65g, Polyols 92g, Starch 0g, Fat 0g, 
Saturates 0g, Fibre 0g, Sodium 2mg.

Manufactured
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 PO Box 2,  NL-7690 AA Bergentheim
 - www.toppoint.com - PO100823

SUGAR FREE MINTS WITH SWEETENER STRONG MINT FLAVOR

Manufactured for Lensen Toppoint BV-PO Box 2,  
NL-7690 AA Bergentheim - www.toppoint.com - PO100823

Ingredients: Sorbitol, Magnesium Stearate, Peppermint Oil, Menthol, 
Acesulfame K, Aspartame. Phenylketonurics: Contains Phenylalanine.

Nutritional Information: Average Values Per 100g Energy 1697KJ, 
406 Kcal, Protein 0g, Carbohydrate 98g, Sugars 0g, Polyols 98g, Starch 
0g, Fat 0g, Saturates 0g, Fibre 0g, Sodium 2mg. 
Not suitable for children under 3 years old - Excessive consumption 
can have a laxative e�ect.  

Net Weight: 7g          Made in China          Best Before: 00 / 0000.

-

 
 
 

SUGAR CANDIES  
WITH STRONG MINT FLAVOUR

Ingredients: 
Sugar(95.45%), Glycose syrup(2.18%),  

 
Magnesiumstearate), Flavours(0.44%; Peppermint  Oil),  

Glazing agent(0.04%; Beeswax, Carnauba wax, Shellac), 
Colours: E171.

Nutrition values per 100g: 
Energy 1675 kJ, 694 kcal; Carbohydrate 98,53 of  

which sugars 95,65 of which farina 2,88.
Not suitable for children under 3 years old.  

Excessive consumption can have a  
laxative effect.

Nett. Weight: 12g; Made in Europe;  
Best before 00/0000.
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EU mint
91784

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

EU Mint
91795

EU mint
91794

Digital print

EU mint
91798

Digital print

With one click you can open this peppermint box and, with a 
simple hand movement you can close it again. Includes 
12 grams of dutch peppermints. Not sugarfree Size: Ø45x15mm. 

91794  CLICK PEPPERMINT BOX
Round pot which includes 12 grams of dutch peppermints. Not 
sugarfree. Box has a swivel lid. Transparent coloured lids or 
hard cover in black or white. PS. Size: Ø44x27mm. 

91798  ROUND BOX PEPPERMINT

Peppermint dispenser with plastic screw cap. Includes 7 grams 
of dutch peppermints. Not sugarfree Size: Ø18x74mm. 

91784  MINT TWIST-CLICK
Square peppermint tin. Filled with 23 grams of dutch 
peppermints. Not sugarfree. Size: 62x48x15mm. 

91795  SQUARE MINT TIN
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35mm.

18mm.

38mm. diameter

Ingredients: Dextrose, Modi�ed Starch, Magnesium 
Stearate, Natural Peppermint Oil, Sucralose, Colours: 

E171, Glazing Agent: Carnauba Wax, Gum Arabic.

Net Weight 12g    Made in China
Best Before: 00 / 0000

Not suitable for children under 3 years old. 
Excessive consumption can have a 

laxative e�ect.

SUGAR CANDIES
WITH SWEETENER

STRONG MINT FLAVOR

Nutritional Information: Average Values Per 100g, 
Energy 1586KJ, 379 Kcal, Protein 0g, Carbohydrate 92g, 

Sugars 65g, Polyols 92g, Starch 0g, Fat 0g, 
Saturates 0g, Fibre 0g, Sodium 2mg.
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 PO Box 2,  NL-7690 AA Bergentheim
 - www.toppoint.com - PO100823

SUGAR FREE MINTS WITH SWEETENER STRONG MINT FLAVOR

Manufactured for Lensen Toppoint BV-PO Box 2,  
NL-7690 AA Bergentheim - www.toppoint.com - PO100823

Ingredients: Sorbitol, Magnesium Stearate, Peppermint Oil, Menthol, 
Acesulfame K, Aspartame. Phenylketonurics: Contains Phenylalanine.

Nutritional Information: Average Values Per 100g Energy 1697KJ, 
406 Kcal, Protein 0g, Carbohydrate 98g, Sugars 0g, Polyols 98g, Starch 
0g, Fat 0g, Saturates 0g, Fibre 0g, Sodium 2mg. 
Not suitable for children under 3 years old - Excessive consumption 
can have a laxative e�ect.  

Net Weight: 7g          Made in China          Best Before: 00 / 0000.
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Sugar free mint
91793

Digital print

Sugar free mint
91799

Digital print

Sugar free mint
91778

Digital print

Sugar free mint
91779

Digital print

Sugar free mint
91773

Digital print

Peppermint box in the shape of a heart. In transparent red or 
white hardcolour. Ca. 7 grams of sugerfree peppermints. PP. 
Size: 72x65x7mm. 

91773  MINT DISPENSER HEART

Peppermint box in the shape of a truck. Opening of the box is at 
the back of the truck. Ca. 7 grams of sugerfree peppermints. PP. 
Size: 90x55x7mm. 

91778  MINT DISPENSER TRUCK

Rectangle peppermint box with dispenser. Ca. 7 grams of 
sugerfree peppermints. Size: 79x48x6mm. 

91793  PEPPERMINT DISPENSER

Cute white peppermint box in the shape of a house. Opening of 
the box in the chimney. Ca. 7 grams of sugerfree peppermints. 
PP. Size: 73x65x7mm. 

91779  MINT DISPENSER HOUSE

Flat round box of peppermints. In a transparent or hardcolour 
white. Ca. 6.5 grams of sugerfree peppermints. Size: Ø62mm. 

91799  PEPPERMINT BOX
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Beach Slippers
for Men & Women
Available colours...

For women. One size fits all.
91722

For men. One size fits all.
91712

91212 NEW91256

IMPRINT ON STRAP

Beach slippers with a transparent strap. One size fits all (which 
covers sizes 42-46). Multiple fresh summer colours available. 
PVC: 6P free. Size: 293x106x13mm. 

91712  BEACH SLIPPERS MAN
Beach slippers with a transparent strap. One size fits all (which 
covers sizes 37-41). Multiple fresh summer colours available. 
PVC: 6P free.. Size: 260x96x13mm. 

91722  BEACH SLIPPERS WOMAN

Large event hand with a significant print area. The unique size 
of this hand ensures that it will be noticed. Strong promotional 
tool to use for events or parties. Size: 4x300x406mm. 

91212  EVENT HAND
Hip sun visor made of EVA material. Available in multiple hip 
colours and adjustable in size with the push buttons. The 
perfect business gift for the summer and at every event. Also 
suitable for kids. Size: 3x225x235mm. 

91256  SUN VISOR
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90489

91119

90449

91075

Plastic rain poncho. One size fits all. Printing possible with a 
sticker. PE: 0,02mm. Size: 135x95x4mm. 

90489  RAIN PONCHO

Bracelet with bling lights. With three different positions this 
bracelet is a real eye catcher at every event. 
Size: Ø55x230x23mm. 

91119  BRACELET BLING
Fan with water atomiser. Transparent bottle with a plastic top, 
available in different summer colours. A delightfull cooler and 
the perfect giveaway for summer events. The water misting fan 
operates on 2xAA batteries (not included). Size: Ø80x220mm. 
Content: 33 cl.

91075  WATER MISTING FAN

Rain poncho packed in a ball. Always handy especially for 
travelling. Has a useful keyring for attaching it to something. 
Size: Ø60mm. 

90449  RAIN PONCHO
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16203 17203

18203 19203

Facepaint
16203  FACEPAINT HOLLAND
17203  FACEPAINT GERMANY
18203  FACEPAINT BELGIUM
19203  FACEPAINT FRANCE

Cheer together with family, friends and/or 
your neighbours! Our facepaint is available 
in multiple colours, complies to the cosmetic 
regulations and is CPNP registrated. 

Face paint stick. Ideal for national (sporting) events or just to 
cheer for the national team. Can be imprinted with your logo!  
Size: 17x38x74mm.
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91225 91229

91567 91231

Beer tray in the shape of a tambourine. Suitable for five glasses. 
Size: Ø199x36mm. 

91231  TAMBOURINE BEER TRAY
A tray for six beakers or glasses, suitable for almost all events 
Size: 225x208x12mm. 

91567  COFFEE / BEER TRAY

Set of two inflatable plastic sticks. Ideal for festivals, events and 
sport games. Size: Ø80x600mm. 

91229  INFLATABLE STICK
Hand clapper available in several colours Size: 185x90x19mm. 
91225  NOVELTY HAND CLAPPER
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QUALITIES:
A:	Polyester	
	 Flat	
B:	 Polyester	
	 Sublimation	
C:	 Polyester	
	 Woven	
D:	Polyester	
	 Reflective	
E:	Polyester	
	 Satin

Conference?

Custom made!

Keycords 
& bags!

91087 91088

A B C D E

At conferences, 
keycords are essetial. 
At Toppoint we have 
a comprehensive 
collection of custom 
made keycords. 
Personalise your own! 
Choosing from different 
qualities, colours 
and accessories. 

From 1000 pieces you have custom made keycords. There are 
several possibilities to personalise the keycords, for example 
with your own pantone colour or a woven quality. We can also 
take care of sublimation print, full colour, all-over or silkscreen. 
Different sizes available. Ask us for the different possibilities.
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95300
Jeans

95301

Special keycord made of denim with a metal clip. The keycord 
has a plastic safety connection and a large imprint space. 
Size: 490x25mm. 

95301  KEYCORD JEANS
Polyester keycord with a satin surface. Luxury metal clip. The 
beautifull buckle is removable. The keycord has a plastic safety 
connection and offers a big imprint space. Size: 605x25mm. 

95300  KEYCORD POLYESTER / SATIN
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Front Back

90877 90879 91087 91088

A transparent badge holder to attach to your keycord. Ideal for 
conferences, festivals and client days. Size: 80x100mm. 

91088  BADGE HOLDER HORIZONTAL
A transparent badge holder to attach to your keycord. Ideal for 
conferences, festivals and client days. Size: 75x125mm. 

91087  BADGE HOLDER VERTICAL

Polyester keycord with a detachable plastic buckle, a metal clip 
and a safety connection. Size: 520x20mm. 

90879  KEYCORD POLYESTER
Polyester keycord with metal clip, reflective stitching and a 
safety connection. Size: 500x25mm. 

90877  KEYCORD REFLECTIVE
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Reflective
95302

Doming
95304

Polyester keycord with reflecting surface conformity EN13356 
standard. Metal clip, removable plastic buckle and a plastic 
safety connection. Ideal for sports and events. Large imprint 
space. Size: 550x25mm. 

95302  KEYCORD REFLECTIVE
Keycord made from paracord with plastic safety connection 
and a metal clip. The keycord is adjustable with the plastic slide 
that can be provided with a doming sticker. Size: Ø5x500mm. 

95304  PARACORD KEYCORD
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Giveaway is a broad concept; that’s why you 
will find a very diverse collection of gifts in 
this chapter. Products that will help to increase 
the visibility of your brand at events etc. This 
year we have added some striking articles. 
Stand out with these colourful giveaways! 
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DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

More 
powerbanks 
on page 5-22

NEW

90726 9173191732

91091

Adventure set!
Powerbank & multi tool

Functional and beautiful? Something that doesn’t usually go 
together. This designed by Toppoint pocket-knife has 
11 functions and is useful with a futuristic design. Let your gift 
stand out to give an existing product a new design. Includes 
knife, saw, scissors, bottle opener, screwdrivers, piercer, nail file, 
sewing awl, corkscrew, can opener, and eyelet. 
Size: 76x21x18mm. 

91731  ADVENTURE POCKET-KNIFE WITH 11 FUNCTIONS
A designed by Toppoint 9 function Multi Tool is a reliable tool 
within its class, During designing extra attention was given to 
the design as well as usage. The Multi Tool comes in an EVA 
packaging. Includes pliers, saw, bottle opener, knife, 
screwdrivers, can opener, piercer and nail file.
Size: 69x29x20mm. 

91732  ADVENTURE MULTI-TOOL WITH 9 FUNCTIONS

A designed by Toppoint Adventure Pocket-knife with 
7 functions including a knife, scissors, can opener, bottle 
opener, corkscrew, screwdrivers and a nail file. Packed in a 
gift box. Size: 76x21x15mm. 

90726  ADVENTURE POCKET-KNIFE WITH 7 FUNCTIONS
The set for every outdoors person. This complete set, composed 
and designed by Toppoint, includes a Powerbank Flashlight 
5000mAh and the Adventure Multi-Tool with 9 functions. 
Size: 192x40x145mm. 

91091  ADVENTURE SET
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NEW

91192

91217

91197

A window wiper with a built in sprayer! Handy! Clean dirty 
surfaces with a spray and a wipe. It also has a handy hanger on 
the handle, so you can store it away easily. N.B. You will need to 
fill the sprayer. Size: 250x225x65mm. 

91197  WIPER WITH SPRAY

Have you ever removed a screw with a knife or a way too small 
screwdriver? This handy repair set is perfect to repair 
sunglasses, small electronics i.e. remote controls, small clocks 
or even to replace your iPhone screen! Size: 28x105x155mm. 

91192  MOBILE/ HANDY REPAIR SET
25 piece toolset in the shape of a tire and with a handy handle. 
The outside of the case has a profile-shaped pattern so it looks 
even more like a tire. Size: Ø260x35mm. 

91217  TOOLSET TIRE SHAPE
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NEW

Back with 
magnet

NEW TECHNOLOGY
COB LIGHT

NEW TECHNOLOGY
COB LIGHT

91233 2

COB light
91216 3

COB light
91246 1

91247 3

Flashlight in the shape of a light bulb. Size: Ø50x110mm. 
91247  FLASHLIGHT EDISON

Flashlight in a handy size. The stylish colours and the easy size 
make this flashlight a nice and handy accessory. 
Size: Ø33x91mm. 

91233  POCKET FLASHLIGHT LED

Keychain with innovative COB technology where multiple LED 
lights are combined to one bright light. Thanks to the magnet 
on the back you can also hang the keychain up. 
Size: 70x35x20mm. 

91246  COB LIGHT WITH CARABINER
Handy flashlight with a torch design. With innovating COB 
technology, where multiple LED lights are combined into one 
bright light. Thanks to the magnet in the clip its easy to hang. 
Size: 155x16x32mm. 

91216  COB TORCH
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See and be seen with the flashlights 
and multi tools from Toppoint.  
Our collection of handy tools  
and flashlights can be found  
on the following pages. 
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NEW

Red lightWhite light

91283 2

91238 2

93300

Wireless desk lamp with battery and micro USB input. The 
lamp can be controlled with a touch function and is easy to 
adjust. Size: 520x15mm. 

93300  LUXO LAMP
A light that is easy to attach onto clothes and bags. Can also be 
used as a front or backlight. Practical when you want to be seen 
whilst sporting at night. Size: 18x30x62mm. 

91238  CLIP-ON LIGHT

A magnifying glass with a unique shape and a handy printing 
space is possible. This magnifier has a unique style and 
includes a useful light. Size: 5x35x140mm. 

91283  MAGNIFIER LIGHT MODERN
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90960 3 90957 3

90956 390958 3

Metal keychain with a hook, bottle opener and a flashlight. 
Batteries included. Size: Ø14x91x16mm. 

90956  CARABINER LIGHT
Keychain with large, round plastic pendant. Pendant has a push 
button for the light. Transparent sides. Batteries included. 
Size: Ø50x16mm. 

90958  KEYRING ROUND WITH LIGHT

Metal keychain with pen light. Three small LED lights provide 
enough light to find a keyhole. Batteries included. 
Size: Ø18x68mm. 

90957  MINI LIGHT LED
Aluminum flashlight in case. LED lighting. Batteries included. 
Gift box included Size: Ø26x89mm. 

90960  FLASHLIGHT IN BOX
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Back with clip

91104
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Digital print
2

91072
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Digital print
2

WITH FLASHLIGHT!

Back

A Designed by Toppoint flashlight in a credit card format. 
Extremely flat flashlight with 4 LED lights. Very suitable for 
digital imprint due to the big imprint space. 2 batteries 
included. Size: 91x59x11mm. 

91072  FLASHLIGHT CREDIT
A Designed by Toppoint booklight with LED. Suitable for digital 
imprint. The light can be attached via a clip. 2 batteries 
included. Handy for traveling when reading a book or magazine 
in the dark. Big imprint space. Size: 86x55x6mm. 

91104  BOOKLIGHT LED
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90951 3

90999
Back with 
2 magnets

3 90997 2
Back with 
magnet

90990
Possible with doming

1

Small, plastic keyring with light. Doming sticker possible. 
Size: 43x23x8mm. 

90990  MINI KEYRING LIGHT
Plastic keychain with bottle opener and LED light. Light can be 
operated by a push button. Batteries included. 
Size: 74x39x11mm. 

90951  KEYCHAIN LIGHT - OPENER

Aluminum LED torch with light on the front and top side. Flash 
and static light possible. Back side has magnets, always 
functional. Will be delivered with a wristband and batteries 
included. Gift box included. Size: Ø30x140mm. 

90997  TORCH ALU MAGNET
Small torch with 3 LED lights. Flash and static light possible 
with magnets on the back. Handy to attach to the car bonnet. 
Batteries included. Size: 160x22x15mm. 

90999  CAR TORCH MAGNET
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Laser engraving
91078

9051490493 3

Scissors with soft touch plastic handles. Useful in the kitchen 
or at work. Laser engraving possible to present this as a perfect 
business gift. Size: 245x80mm. 

91078  SCISSORS

Functional dispenser with 15 disposable bags, including 
carabiner. Size: Ø41x105mm. 

90514  DISPOSABLE BAGS DISPENCER
Plastic bag dispencer includes 20 disposable bags, including a 
torch. Ideal for cleaning up dog poop. Carabiner also included. 
Size: Ø40x111mm. 

90493  BAG DISPENCER WITH FLASHLIGHT
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Digital print
90444

Digital print
90440

Doming
90443

Digital print
90442

Digital print
90445

5 meter tape measure. Large print area. Size: Ø93x35mm. 
90444  TAPE MEASURE 5 METER

2 meter tape measure. Large print area. Size: Ø83x30mm. 
90440  TAPE MEASURE 2 METER

1 meter tape measure in black or white. Can also be used as a 
keyring. Size: 40x10x40mm. 

90445  TAPE MEASURE KEYRING

3 meter tape measure. Easy to use. Print available by Doming. 
Size: Ø83x30mm. 

90443  TAPE MEASURE 3 METER DOMING

3 meter tape measure. Large print area Size: Ø83x30mm. 
90442  TAPE MEASURE 3 METER
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NEW

Doming possible
91819

Doming possible
91818

Doming possible
91816

Doming possible
91821

Doming possible
91817

Doming possible
91814

Back Back

BackBack

Back Back

The tape measure fix has a measuring range of 300cm and a 
white tape measure. Easy to attach to your trousers and 
accurate by the hook at the beginning of the tape measure. 
A fun and practical gift. Size: 80x35x70mm. 

91819  TAPE MEASURE FIX 3M

Easy to carry because of the belt clip. Features a 300cm long 
white measuring tape. This measuring tape guarantees a long 
service life thanks to its sturdy casing with profile. A nice and 
practical promotional gift. Size: 70x30x70mm. 

91817  MEASURE TAPE ASSIST 3M

The giant tape measure is a measuring greatness. Due to its 
range of 300cm and a white measuring tape the tape measure 
is a very useful gift. Easy to carry with the belt clip and 
accurate due the hook at the beginning of the tape. 
Size: 58x35x57mm. 

91814  MEASURE TAPE GIANT 3M

The tape measure fix has a measuring range of 500cm and a 
white tape measure. Easy to attach to your trousers and 
accurate by the hook at the beginning of the tape measure. 
A fun and practical gift. Size: 90x40x75mm. 

91821  MEASURE TAPE FIX 5M

Easy to carry because of the belt clip. Features a 500cm long 
white measuring tape. This measuring tape guarantees a long 
service life thanks to its sturdy casing with profile. A nice and 
practical promotional gift. Size: 70x80x35mm. 

91818  MEASURE TAPE ASSIST 5M

The giant tape measure is a measuring greatness. Due to its 
range of 500cm and a white measuring tape the tape measure 
is a very useful gift. Easy to carry with the belt clip and 
accurate due the hook at the beginning of the tape. 
Size: 65x37x65mm. 

91816  MEASURE TAPE GIANT 5M
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90720 90729

90727

Digital print
91220

Digital print
90730

Digital print
91210

Hobby Knife. With 12 snap off blades. Clip attachment. 
Size: 140x20x7mm. 

90720  HOBBY KNIFE.

Hobby knife with 14 snap off blades. The XXL-version. 
Size: 155x40x12mm. 

90730  HOBBY KNIFE XXL

1 meter flexible PVC ruler. Size: 130x13x25mm. 
91210  FLEXIBLE RULER

Hobby knife in an elegant design with a safety stop. 
Size: 137x15x9mm. 

90729  HOBBY KNIFE CURVE

Transparent hobby Knife. Modern design in fresh colours. 
Loop for attachment to keyring. Size: 131x24x12mm. 

90727  SAFETY KNIFE

2 meter flexible PVC ruler Size: 235x31x15mm. 
91220  FLEXIBLE RULER
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91200
Laser engraving

99791

Imprint on  
back

Back

Key finder

Laser engraving
93200 NEW 1

Key finder
93201 NEW 1

Panic alarm
91234 NEW 2

works with app:
i Anti-lost 

works with app:
i Anti-lost 

Luxury key finder for iPhone, Android and Windows phones. Never 
need to search for long for your keys. With a click on the button on the 
app of this key finder you will hear an alarm from the key finder and 
you will find your keys in no time. Of course you can use this key 
finder for hand bags, luggage and even your wallet as well. 
Size: 37x37x4mm. 

93201  KEY FINDER

Luxury key finder for iPhone, Android and Windows phones. 
Never need to search for long for your keys. With a click on the 
button on the app of this key finder you will hear an alarm from 
the key finder and you will find your keys in no time. Of course 
you can use this key finder for hand bags, luggage and even 
your wallet as well. Size: 72x30x9mm. 

93200  KEY FINDER DELUXE

Metal trolley coin on a carabiner with keychain. Easy to attach 
to your keys. Suitable for trolleys with €1,00 and 50ct coin 
deposits. Size: Ø23x78mm. 

99791  KEYCHAIN TROLLEY COIN

Powerful alarm if you get in trouble. Pull the pin out of the 
alarm and it will produce a powerful sound that will alarm 
bystanders. Size: Ø12x112mm. 

91234  PANIC ALARM

White, mini, flexible, plastic ruler on a keyring. Foldable 0.5m 
ruler. Size: 66x24x13mm. 

91200  KEYRING MINI RULER
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Doming
99610

Digital print
91568

Doming
99652

COIN SIZE: 
1 Euro coin 

50 Eurocent coin 
10 DKR coin 
10 SKR coin 
10 NOK coin

99758
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

99710

Doming
99618

Metal round keyring with double sided doming. 
Size: 90x36x6mm. 

99618  KEYRING METAL

Metal rectangle keyring with double sided doming. 
Size: 108x25x5mm. 

99610  METAL KEYRING

Keyring with bottle opener. Size: 9x55x12mm. 
99710  KEYRING WITH BOTTLE OPENER

Metal oval keyring with double sided doming. 
Size: 103x35x6mm. 

99652  KEYRING METAL

Floatable keyring. Printing available by using tampo pad print. 
Size: Ø25x95mm. 

99758  FLOATING KEYRING

A keychain with a transparent colour trolley coin. Handy when 
shopping. Size: Ø41mm. 

91568  COIN KEYCHAIN
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Doming
99711

Doming
99709

Doming
99703

Doming
99662

Doming
99693

Doming
99681

A metal rectangular keyring with a single sided doming. 
Size: 107x28x8mm. 

99693  KEYRING METAL

Metal keyring with doming and plastic detail at the bottom. 
Size: 74x22mm. 

99711  METAL KEYRING DOMING

Keyring with a leather strap and rectangular doming. 
Size: 122x18mm. 

99703  KEYRING DOMING RECTANGLE

A metal rectangular keyring made from real leather with a 
single sided doming. Size: 107x34x8mm. 

99662  KEYRING METAL

A metal, rectangular keyring with a single sided doming. 
Size: 114x28x8mm. 

99681  KEYRING METAL

Metal keyring with round doming and bottle opener. 
Size: 52x32mm. 

99709  KEYRING METAL DOMING

 



DOMING
ENDLESS 

POSSIBILITIES
WITH

GIVEAWAYS264

ADVANTAGES OF DOMING:
• Outstanding due to the 3D effect
• Resistant against all weather conditions
• Protects against damaging
• Durable and self-healing power
• Available in almost every size and shape
• Short delivery time
• UV resistant 

Doming is the most luxurious self adhesive sticker available. The printed 
and punched labels are coated with a special transparant epoxy resin 

layer, doming. The result is a brilliant Dome! For more than 10 years 
Toppoint has been developing the Doming process, which continues 

to result in a very effective and competent production facility. 
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An oval pin with doming. Butterfly closure. 
Size: 20x12x10mm. 

99739  METAL PIN

Round pin with doming. Butterfly closure. 
Size: Ø20x10mm. 

99735  METAL PIN

A rectangle pin with doming. Butterfly 
closure. Size: 30x10x10mm. 

99742  METAL PIN

A rectangular pin with doming. Butterfly 
closure. Size: 19x13x11mm. 

99737  METAL PIN

Name badge with a magnet and doming. 
Each name personalised. 
Size: 50x30x8mm. 

99891  NAME BADGE

A square pin with doming. Butterfly 
closure. Size: 15x15x11mm. 

99744  METAL PIN

A rectangle pin with doming. Butterfly 
closure. Size: 26x14x10mm. 

99743  METAL PIN

Name badge with a magnet and doming. 
The business card for your company. 
Size: 50x30x8mm. 

99892  NAME BADGE
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50
cm

Doming
90766

Digital print
90411

Digital print
90768

99609

TSA
APPROVED

91293 NEW

Useful luggage tag. Pad printed, From orders of 5000 pieces you 
can print in full colour. PVC Material. Size: 110x59x1mm. 

90411  LUGGAGE TAG

Transparent card holder with drawstring and clip. Print on the 
holder by doming. Length of drawstring: 50 cm. 
Size: 85x32x15mm. 

90766  CARD HOLDER

Handy combination lock in pocket format with the official TSA 
certification. This American label stands for Transportation 
Security Administration. Ensures that security officials don’t 
have to break open your suitcase at security checks in airports. 
Size: 10x30x59mm. 

91293  COMBINATION LOCKTSA

Aluminum, rectangular luggage label with steel wire and twist 
lock. Provided with paper for writing down information, 
protected by a plastic sheet. Size: 80x40mm. 

99609  ALU LUGGAGE TAG RECTANGLE

Frosty card holder with drawstring. Clip can be attached to 
items such as belts. Length of drawstring: 60 cm. Pad print 
possible on the holder. Size: 87x36x12mm. 

90768  CARD HOLDER
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90459

91037 91036

91035

Luggage tag in the shape of a slipper. With this luggage tag you 
can already visualise your holiday destination. Another 
advantage of this luggage tag! your luggage is easily visible due 
to the unique shape of the tag. Size: 112x48mm. 

91036  LUGGAGE TAG SLIPPER
Sunglasses shape luggage tags. You already feel the sunshine 
from your holiday destination. Another advantage of this 
luggage tag! your luggage is easily visible due to the unique 
shape of the tag. Size: 130x47mm. 

91037  LUGGAGE TAG SUNGLASES

Aeroplane shape luggage tags. Your luggage is easily visible 
due to the unique shape of the tag. Size: 255x90mm. 

91035  LUGGAGE TAG PLANE
Suitcase shape luggage tags. Only your name is visible to 
protect your privacy. With black closure. Size: 92x54x4mm. 

90459  LUGGAGE TAG SUITCASE
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NEW

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Available sizes:
Women: S - M - L
Men: M - L - XL

Transfer print
EN1150

91201

Transfer print
9120291203

Rucksack in fluorescent yellow or black with reflecting 
patterns and adjustable shoulder straps. The rucksack has 
1 head compartement and a lockable pocket. In addition the bag 
has a closable frontpocket and 2 side pockets. Due to the 
fluorescent collor and reflecting patterns visible during day- 
and nighttime. 210D. Size: 400x360x170mm. 

91202  SAFETY RUCKSACK
Waterproof waistbag that can be closed with a zipper. 
Adjustable and attachable with the plastic buckle. Fluorescent 
yellow with reflecting patterns. Size: Ø1x285x100mm. 

91203  WAISTBAG

Windbreaker in fluorescent yellow fabric with reflecting 
patterns. EN1150 certified. The jacket is windproof and water 
repellent. Easy to close with the zipper on the front side. The 
hood keeps your hair dry. Available in 1 ladies and 1 gentleman 
model. Size: 950x540mm. 

91201  WINDBREAKER JACKET
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NEW

DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Transfer print
91208

EN13356
91205

EN13356
91206

90901

Transfer print
on side possible

Cap made from reflective material. No more difficult straps to 
attach to your arms or legs just a cap for your head. This way 
you will be seen during your night jog or evening walk. 
Size: 290x180x115mm. 

91208  SAFETY CAP

Fluorescent, elastic braceling with imprint possiblities at the 
attached clip. Bracelent has reflecting patterns and is 
adjustable. EN13356 certified. Suitable for runners, hikers, bikers 
and childeren in traffic. Visible during the day and at night, 
which makes the bracelet extra safe. Size: 40x170x30mm. 

91206  BRACELET FLUOR

Sport bracelet for running. Suitable for almost every 
smartphone. Due to the reflecting material and fluor colours 
you are visible during day- and nighttime. Adjustable through 
the velcro and therefore suitable for men and woman. The 
smartphone is easy to operate due to the transparent PVC, 
including opening for earbuds. Size: 160x130mm. 

90901  SPORT BRACELET

A fluorescent slapwrap with imprint possibilities. Ideal for 
runners, hikers, bikers and childeren in the traffic. Well visible 
during both day and night. EN13356 certified. You wear the 
slapwrap on you wrist. Size: 40x170x30mm. 

91205  SLAPWRAP
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210D Polyester
Only Transfer print

91496
Digital print

90500

Digital print
90342

Earplugs with a cord. Suitable to protect your ears during 
several activities, for example on an aeroplane, in work or 
during events. With the handy cord you can easily hang the ear 
plugs around your neck when you’re not using them. 
Size: Ø41x19mm. 

90342  EAR PLUGS ON CORD
Safe on the streets in the dark with this reflective backpack 
cover. Polyester. Easy to attach to your backpack. 210D. 
Size: 480x360mm. 

91496  RUCKSACK COVER REFLECTOR

Two soft earplugs, packed in transparent box. Can be printed 
with a tampo pad print on the box. Earplugs are packed in 
polybag. Size: 38x36x18mm. 

90500  EAR PLUGS
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VELCRO
ADJUSTABLE

TRANSFER PRINT POSSIBLE
PRICES ON REQUEST

Pouch for safety vest
90934

One size fits all
90921

Children safety vest
90922

Safety vest for children with two reflective stripes. According to 
the European regulations EN1150. Size: 500x450mm. 

90922  SAFETY VEST KIDS

Safety vest for adults with two reflective stripes and a velcro 
closure. According to regulation EN20471 Class 2/2. One size fits 
all. Obligated in most European countries. Size: 650x650mm. 

90921  SAFETY VEST XL
Pouch for safety vest. Size: 198x159mm. 
90934  POUCH FOR SAFETY VEST
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90473
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Digital print

91281
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

NEW

Foldable Toppoint designed funnel to refill the windscreen 
wiper fluid. Plastic box with foldable silicon funnel. Imprint on 
the box. Size: Ø90x15mm. Content: 20 cl.

90473  FOLDABLE FUNNEL

The everlasting search for a coin to use in your shopping trolley 
is now over. With the Park-n-Shop the coin for the shopping 
trolley is always in the same place. Thanks to this unique 
Toppoint design you never have to look for your parking ticket 
either, this also fits into the Park-n-Shop. Beautiful and big 
printing space. Size: 65x75x30mm. 

91281  PARK-N-SHOP
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90923

90721
DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Digital print

BACK

90719

A paper parking disc which complies with the laws of France. 
There is a big print area on the back of the parking disc. 
Size: 150x150mm. 

90719  PARKING DISC FRANCE

A parking disc and ice scraper which is designed by Toppoint. 
The parking disc complies with the european laws (except 
France). Large print area on the back of the ice scraper. 
Size: 154x110x6mm. 

90721  PARKING DISC ICE SCRAPER EUROPE
Transparent parking ticket holder. Ensures that the parking 
ticket does not fall off your dashboard. Size: 70x40x5mm. 

90923  TICKET HOLDER
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90408
Doming

91536

Digital print
90302

on White saddle cover
Sublimation print possible

Digital print
91519

Set of 2 bike lights in a firm plastic packaging. 1 red and 1 white 
bike light, You can switch on by the push of a button. Also 
provided with a flashing function. Size: 95x45x20mm. 

91519  BIKE LIGHTS
Tire repair kit for the bicycle. Contains: glue, 2 tire levers, 
2 valve caps, 2 valve hoses, a scouring pad and 4 patches. 
Size: 118x62x22mm. 

90302  TIRE REPAIR KIT

Metal bell on a plastic holder. Top with cut out for doming. 
Size: Ø56mm. 

91536  BIKE BELL
Notable gifts: polyester elastic saddle cover. Easy to cover the 
bicycle saddle. 190T. Size: 260x245mm. 

90408  SADDLE COVER
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NEW

Red light

White light

Back

Powerbank, Speaker & Flashlight
91162

291239 191188

Intelligent duo bike light. Can be used as a front or backlight. 
The elastic attached to the bike light duo is easy to attach to 
your handlebars or luggage carrier. Size: 40x80x18mm. 

91188  BIKELIGHT DUO

Handy light that you can fold onto your bike’s handlebars or 
into your bag. Size: 125x30x10mm. 

91239  FOLD-ON LIGHT

 

3-in-1 Powerbank (2200 mAh) with a built in wireless speaker 
and flashlight. The powerbank and flashlight can easily be 
installed onto your bike with the attachment provided, so you 
can see the road. It is also possible to charge your mobile 
phone, or listen to music whilst riding your bike. 
Size: Ø35x157mm. 

91162  POWERBANK SPEAKER TORCH 2200MAH
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Ice
SCRAPERS

Digital print
90789

Digital print
90782

Digital print
90787

Little frosted ice scraper. Rectangle model. Size: 120x100mm. 
90789  LITTLE ICE SCRAPER

Hardcolour ice scraper. Triangular model. Size: 110x105mm. 
90787  ICE SCRAPER TRIANGLE

Frosty ice scraper. Small but extremly handy. Size: 120x110mm. 
90782  FROSTY ICE SCRAPER

Every car should have an ice scraper. In the 
Toppoint collection we have a wide range 
of different ice scrapers. Almost every 
specific model has an additional function. 
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DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT

Front Back

9055990557

90558 3

A high quality, solid and stylish ice scraper designed by 
Toppoint. The ice scraper is made from acrylic. A very suitable 
gift for the winter period. The ice scraper will be delivered in a 
microfiber pouch, which can be used to clean the window on 
the inside of your car. Microfiber: 170 g/m2. Size: 122x103x9mm. 

90559  ACRYLIC ICE SCRAPER

Toppoint designed hardcolour ice scraper with sponge and 
wiper. An useful promotional product with a large imprint area. 
Size: 229x135x56mm. 

90557  ICE SCRAPER 3-IN-1
Toppoint designed plastic ice scraper with light. Always useful 
during the dark winter months. Size: 230x111x22mm. 

90558  ICE SCRAPER WITH LIGHT

 



ICE SCRAPERS
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MADE BOX
Custom

83254

90731 90792

Frosty ice scraper with large print area. A best seller in the ice 
scrapers category. Size: 245x110x30mm. 

90792  FROSTY ICE SCRAPER
Solid snow shovel. The perfect gift during winter. A suitable 
promotional item, due to the imprint space on the handle of the 
shovel. This item can easily be put together. 
Size: 1135x254x10mm. 

90731  SNOW SHOVEL
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90783 91198 NEW

3 OPTIONS!

Transfer print on the glove
90794

Transfer print on the glove
90793

Ice scraper with warm glove. More printing possiblities. 
Polyester: 600D. Size: 345x150x30mm. 

90794  ICE SCRAPER WITH GLOVE
Ice scraper with warm glove. More printing possiblities. 210D. 
Size: 280x170x20mm. 

90793  ICE SCRAPER WITH GLOVE

Handy ice scraper with interchangeable triangle to remove 
snow, ice and condensation. The handle has a large print area 
for your logo. Size: 17x113x255mm. 

91198  3-IN-1 ICE SCRAPER
Ice scraper with comfortable handle because of the soft nylon 
material. Printing possible on the front part. 
Size: 215x90x32mm. 

90783  ICE SCRAPER
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SHINE A LIGHT!
Candles

Digital print
91116

Digital print
91117

Digital print
91118

Big round scented candle in a tin with lid. The perfect gift for 
birthdays and parties. Delicious fragrance and creates a nice 
atmosphere. Size: Ø63x36mm. 

91118  SCENTED CANDLE ROUND BIG

Round scented candle in a tin with lid. The perfect gift for 
birthdays and parties. Delicious fragrance and creates a nice 
atmosphere. Size: Ø53x31mm. 

91117  SCENTED CANDLE ROUND
Heart shaped scented candle in a tin with lid. The perfect 
valentine gift but also suitable for birthdays and parties. 
Delicious fragrance and creates a nice atmosphere. 
Size: 47x50x26mm. 

91116  SCENTED CANDLE HEART
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MADE BOX
Custom

83255

91539

Digital print
91245

NEW
Bubble soap

90264

Nice gadget: small plastic truck. Wheels can rotate, so the truck 
can ‘drive’. Size: 192x30x45mm. 

91245  MINI TRUCK

With this bubble blower in a round bottle you can blow the most 
beautiful bubbles. It comes with a safety break cord, this Ideal 
for weddings, parties and festivals. Bubble fun guaranteed! 
Size: Ø65x85mm. 

90264  BUBBLE BLOWER ROUND
Little synthetic pig money box. Printing through pad printing. 
Ideal promoting item for the financial world. From orders of 
5.500 pieces you can choose your own pantone colours. 
Size: 78x103x82mm. 

91539  LITTLE SWIENTIE
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Digital print
90770

Digital print
90772

MADE
Custom

Digital print possible
90266

Sublimation print possible 
on White frisbee

90511

Nylon frisbee, foldable in pouch. Printing standard on the 
frisbee, but also possible on the pouch (transfer imprint). 
Size pouch: 100x85mm. From orders of 5.500 pieces you can 
have full colour printing possible. 170T. Size: Ø250mm. 

90511  FOLDABLE FRISBEE
Frisbee in several fresh colours. Large print area. 
Ideal advertising item. Size: Ø210mm. 

90266  FRISBEE

Puzzle tray, square. Full colour print possible. Size: 75x75x6mm. 
90772  PUZZLE TRAY

Puzzle tray, rectangle. Large print suface for your logo. 
Full colour imprint possible. Size: 90x75x6mm. 

90770  PUZZLE TRAY
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90418
Digital print

90225

Sticker on the back possible
95200 NEW

Wasco play set with wasco crayons, a drawing and some 
stickers. Size: 160x100mm. 

95200  WASCO PLAY SET

Let it snow, Let it snow…. With this snowglider in the shape of a 
shovel you can have endless fun. PE material. 
Size: 485x370x35mm. 

90418  APRES SNOWGLIDER
Transparent YoYo in fresh colours. White is a hard colour. 
Large print area. Size: Ø55x35mm. 

90225  YOYO
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MADE BOX
Custom

90402
MADE BOX
Custom
90403

90421 91576

915409157191575

A4 colouring book (31x21,5 cm), 8 pages. With 6 short colour 
pencils (91575) in a transparent polybag. Printing with a sticker. 
Size: 310x215x9mm. 

91540  COLOUR BOOK SET

6 small colour pencils in transprant case. Printing with a 
sticker. Size: 95x55x8mm. 

91575  PENCIL SET

4 chalks in a box. Printing on a sticker. From orders of 
300 pieces it is possible to custom make the box. 
Size: 135x97x25mm. 

90421  STREET CHALK

A6 colouring book (15x10,5 cm), 16 pages. With 6 short colour 
pencils (91575) in a transparent polybag. Printing with a sticker. 
Size: 148x105x9mm. 

91571  COLOUR BOOK SET

6 short colour pencils in a carton. From orders of 300 pieces it 
is possible to custom make the box. Size: 90x45x9mm. 

91576  PENCIL BOX
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NEW

Garden

Basil
92222

Daisy
91222

Sunflower
91219

Get the summer literally in your home! This happy garden contains potting soil 
and sunflower seeds so everyone has green fingers. The vase with a large print 
area is a nice and reusable business gift. Size: 65x80x80mm. 

91219  SUNFLOWER GARDEN

This happy flowerpot contains potting soil and seeds for basil. The small pot is 
easy to use and therefore is a nice and remarkable business gift. Size: Ø77x20mm. 

92222  FOLDABLE FLOWERPOT - BASIL

This happy flowerpot contains potting soil and seeds for a happy windowsill with 
daisies. The small pot with a large print area is a nice and reusable business gift. 
Size: 77x20mm. 

91222  GARDEN WITH FOLDABLE FLOWERPOT - DAISY

A nice and happy promotional gift that 
delights everybody. The little vegetable 
and ornamental gardens consists of a 
fun pot with print, a bit of potting soil 
and some seeds. Plants and herbs in 
the garden are easy to maintain and 
this way everyone has green fingers 
in no time. Throughout the year a 
lovely spring feeling in your home. 
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90669 90691 90577 90915

Long and slim candle lighter, made of aluminum. Push button 
on the side. Size: 178x15x12mm. Imprint Size: 8x50mm. 
Size: 178x15x12mm. 

90915  LIGHTER LONG AND SMALL
Frosty electronic refillable lighter. Large print area. Child-
resistant. Size: 190x41x20mm. 

90577  BARBECUE LIGHTER

Firm, large, metal lighter with plastic body. Ideal to light the 
barbecue. Large printing surface. Child-resistant. 
Size: 229x45x20mm. 

90691  LIGHTER HOT FIRE
Party lighter. Ideal to light the barbecue, fireplace or candles, 
child-resistant. Size: 275x42x28mm. 

90669  LIGHTER FIREFIGHT
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9068790911 90604

9066090708 90666

An electronic refillable lighter. Child-resistant. 
Size: 82x25x12mm. 

90660  LIGHTER ELECTRONIC

An electronic refillable lighter with silver cap. Child-resistant. 
Size: 81x24x9mm. 

90604  LIGHTER POLO

Electronic refillable lighter in metallic colours, with a light. 
Child-resistant. Size: 82x22x9mm. 

90911  LIGHTER HOUSE

An electronic frosty refillable lighter. Matt silver coloured cap. 
Child-resistant. Size: 82x25x11mm. 

90666  LIGHTER HEAT

An electronic refillable silver lighter. Child-resistant. 
Size: 81x24x9mm. 

90708  LIGHTER POLO DE LUXE

An electronic refillable lighter with a LED light. Child-resistant. 
Size: 82x25x11mm. 

90687  LED LIGHTER METALLIC
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90652 90620 90700

90590 90580 90711

Disposable Cricket lighter with silver cap. Child-resistant. 
Size: 81x22x13mm. 

90580  LIGHTER CRICKET FEUDOR

Disposable lighter. Child-resistant. Size: 82x23x11mm. 
90700  LIGHTER BURN

An electronic disposable Tokai lighter. Note: The white version 
is with a black or white cap. Child-resistant. Size: 83x25x11mm. 

90652  LIGHTER TOKAI P12C

Disposable lighter with bottle opener. Child-resistant. 
Size: 89x22x10mm. 

90711  LIGHTER BOTTLE OPENER

Disposable Cricket lighter with nickel cap. Child-resistant. 
Size: 80x22x10mm.

90590  LIGHTER CRICKET 90

Disposable frosted/hardcolour Tokai lighter with black cap. 
Child-resistant. Size: 83x23x11mm. 

90620  LIGHTER TOKAI M12L
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90699

9069890912 90610

90703
Digital print

90905
Labeling

An electronic refillable lighter. Child-resistant. 
Size: 82x24x10mm. 

90698  LIGHTER TORPEDO

Electronic lighter with custom made full colour labelling. 
Refillable and child-resistant. Minimal order of 5.500 pieces 
(Delivery time 12 - 14 weeks). Size: 80x25x9mm. 

90905  LIGHTER SPECIAL

An electronic refillable metallic lighter. Child-resistant. 
Size: 82x24x9mm. 

90699  LIGHTER TORPEDO METALLIC

An electronic refillable translucent lighter. Child-resistant. 
Size: 81x24x9mm. 

90610  LIGHTER TORPEDO TRANSPARENT

Electronic lighter with bottle opener. Child-resistant and 
refillable. Size: 80x25x9mm. 

90912  LIGHTER

Large, flat, electronic refillable lighter in hard or transparent 
colours. Child-resistant. Ideal for digital printing. Hardcolour 
black and white (with black cap). Size: 80x36x9mm. 

90703  LIGHTER ELECTRONIC STRECHTED
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The Outlet range at Toppoint gives you the 
possibility to score different products for a good 
price. These products are not coming back 
into our base collection and in all probability, 
these products will not be available when this 
year is over. Be quick! You snooze, you lose! 

Out of our collection
COMPETITIVE PRICES
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SUSTAINABLE

Trolley with two wheels and retractable handle to 
convert into a rucksack. Bag contains lots of open 
and zipped pockets. Inside is a padded pocket for 
carrying a laptop. Size: 310x150x500mm. 

91671  LAPTOP TROLLEY - RUCK SACK

Polyester messenger bag with a velcro closure on 
the flap. The bag has an adjustable long strap. The 
flap is suitable for all-over full colour imprint by 
sublimation print technique. Size: 85x375x270mm. 

91707  POLYESTER MESSENGER BAG
Cool bag for 750ml sports bottle. Carry it on your 
belt or on your shoulder. The sports bottle can stay 
in the cool bag whilst drinking due to the opening 
in the top of the bag. This way your drink always 
stays cool. Size: Ø78x240mm. 

91551  COOL BAG SPORT BOTTLE 750ML

Solid laptop bag.1680D polyester. Carry the bag in 
2  ways: as a handbag or as a shoulder bag. The 
head compartment has protection for your laptop 
or tablet, futhermore there is space to store your 
documents. Front compartment contains several 
inner pockets. The second front pocket is useful to 
store small accessories. 1680D. 
Size: 440x320x97mm. 

91678  BUSINESS LINE LAPTOP BAG

Non woven bag suitable for 6 sports bottles 
(volume 500ml or 750ml). With 2 long handles 
(2,5x48cm) and a pocket on both long sides of the 
bag. The bag is divided into 6 compartments. 
Size: 254x175x193mm. 

91685  SPORTS BOTTLE BAG
Yoghurt beaker, yoghurt can be put in the beaker 
and you can put muesli or fruit in the lid for 
example. This useful and healthy giveaway is also 
ideal due to the big imprint space on the item. 
Size: Ø89x150mm. Content: 30 cl.

91693  YO TO GO BEAKER

Useful backpack which can also be used as a 
trolley. 1680D Polyester. With several pockets, one 
of which is specially adaptated with a foam 
protection for your laptop or tablet. 1680D. 
Size: 450x350x200mm. 

91679  LAPTOP BACKPACK/TROLLEY

Foldable metal barbecue in a compact size. This 
makes it easy to carry. Also includes an ash tray 
so it does not fall directly onto the floor or table. 
Size: 295x275x210mm. 

91687  FOLDABLE TABLE BBQ

Bamboo set: pitcher with four cups. Biodegradable. 
A responsible promotional product! Content 130cl. 

82820  BAMBOO SET PITCHER AND CUPS
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A Plastic ball pen. Available in various fresh 
colours, standard: blue ink. X20 refill. 
Size: Ø10x130mm. 

87909  BALL PEN RICCIONE

Highlighter. The colour of the cap indicates the 
writing colour. Size: 122x25x13mm. 

81407  HIGHLIGHTER STANDARD

Small modern aluminum ball pen with a 
touchscreen tip. Provided with a twist 
mechanism. Size: Ø7x112mm. 

87559  MINI TOUCHSCREEN BALL PEN
2-in-1 ball pen with matt metalic body, rubber grip 
and a metal clip. The tip of the grip can be used as 
a touchscreen pen. If you press the pusher, 
standard: blue ink. Size: Ø11x141mm. 

80434  STYLUS 2-IN-1 PEN

Toppoint Ball pen with plastic bow clip. Can be 
fully assembled into the desired colour. Available 
in hardcolour or transparent parts. With X20 
plastic filling. Available in the writing colour of 
your choice. Size: Ø10x146mm. 

87639  BALL PEN COVAAL COMBI
Toppoint ball pen with synthetic bowclip. With 
synthetic X20 refill and several writing colours to 
choose from. Transparent. Size: Ø10x146mm. 

87635  BALL PEN COVAAL TRANSPARENT

Non woven shopping bag with round handles. Big 
print area. 1 colour print availble as silkscreen, but 
multicolour print availabe as transfer printing. 
95-100g/m². 100 g/m2. Size: 590x150x390mm. 

91396  SHOPPING BAG BIG
Solid sports bag made of PP Non-woven materials 
including lamination. The bag has an extra front 
pocket and adjustable strap. Body: 120 g/m2. Piping 
and handles: 80 g/m2. Size: Ø300x475mm. 

91603  SPORTS BAG
With this designed by Toppoint bag you won’t 
have anymore problems with packing and 
unpacking your groceries. This bag is a shopping 
bag and bicycle carrier bag in 1. After doing the 
groceries you can easily place the bag on the 
carrier of the bicycle and fasten with velcro 
straps. 160 g/m2. Size: 330x290x105mm. 

91621  BICYCLE SHOPPING BAG
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Tablet organizer for in the car. Suitable for most 
tablets. Including extra pockets. The organizer is 
foldable making it easy to carry your tablet 
outside the car. Packed in a giftbox. 
Size: 455x284x10mm. 

90916  TABLET HOLDER ORGANIZER CAR

Flat 3000mAh powerbank with double USB port to 
charge 2 devices. Including suction cups on the 
backside to secure your smartphone to the 
powerbank. Big imprint surface for digtial 
full-colour imprint. Will be delivered including 
cables to charge the powerbank. Each packed in a 
giftbox. Size: 112x56x16mm. 

91038  POWERBANK 3000MAH WITH SUCTION CUPS
Powerbank Slim 3500mAh. Suitable to partially 
charge your smartphone, tablet or other electronic 
devices.This item will be delivered in a standard 
white gift packaging with USB / micro-USB cable. 
Size: 116x65x8mm. 

90981  POWERBANK 3500MAH SLIM
Portable powerbank (4400mAh) in a classic 
suitcase shape. Suitable for traveling when your 
smartphone, tablet or other electronic device 
needs charging. This item will be delivered in a 
standard white gift packaging with USB / 
micro-USB cable. Size: 84x59x24mm. 

91039  PORTABLE BATTERY SUITCASE

Colourful metal box with metal ball pen (standard: 
blue ink) and pencil (0,5 mm). Size: 160x54x18mm. 

82300  WRITING SET ROCHA

Toppoint design metal rollerball, provided with 
cap, with silver coloured clip and black rollerball 
refill. Laser engraving possible. Size: Ø10x140mm. 

81157  SIENNA ROLLERBALL
Toppoint design metal mechanical pencil with a 
black rubber grip and a silver coloured clip. 
Mechanical pencil can be used by means of a 
twist mechanism. Laser engraving possible. 
Size: Ø10x140mm. 

89057  SIENNA PENCIL
Toppoint design metal ball pen with a black, 
rubber grip. Provided with a metal longlasting 
refill. Silver coloured clip. Ball pen can be used by 
means of a twist mechanism. Laser engraving 
possible. Size: Ø10x140mm. 

87857  BALL PEN SIENNA

A plastic stylus with an elastic string. Specially 
designed for a round doming sticker. It has a plug 
to attach to your smart phone or tablet. 
Size: 43x22x9mm. 

80499  ROUND TOUCH PLUG
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Max. 40kg.

Earbuds with nylon cable and microphone These 
earbuds provide high quality sound. With this 
item you can personalise it with your logo using 
the doming technique on the earbuds. The 
eardbuds are supplied in a tube. Size: Ø25x157mm. 

95060  NYLON CABLE EARBUDS

5-panel cap made from polyester, available in 
various colours. 130 g/m2. 

91681  CAP POLYESTER

Synthetic pig money box. Pad printing. Great 
advertising suitable for banks, etc. 
Size: 200x130x120mm. 

91538  PIGGY

Trendy, cool sunglasses. Not only a suitable 
giveaway for the summer, but also for the winter, 
they can be used during winter sports!. UV400. 
Size: 140x140x48mm. 

86705  SUNGLASSES SHADE

Electronic luggage scale to weigh your luggage. 
No more surprises when checking in! Gift box 
included. Size: 93x36x17mm. 

91310  ELECTRONIC LUGGAGE SCALE

Selfie stick. Very useful for taking a selfie or 
making a video with your smartphone. Will be 
delivered in a gift box. Size: 300x110x28mm. 

91046  SELFIE STICK

Beauty tool set with a trendy zebra pattern. The 
set contains tweezers and nail clippers, tools 
which everyone needs for personal care. This set 
is handy for travleing due to the compact tube 
packaging. Size: Ø23x106mm. 

91699  BEAUTY TOOL SET ZEBRA

Remote selfie shutter, you are able to create a 
video or take a picture with your phone or any 
other electronic device using the bluetooth 
connection. The perfect giveaway for the perfect 
selfie! Size: 75x32x10mm. 

91043  REMOTE SELFIE SHUTTER
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Plastic camping torch with several functions: A 
flashlight and a light inside which you can slide 
open. This item comes with a hook so you won’t 
loose the torch. Size: Ø39x102mm. 

90949  CAMPING TORCH
With this giveaway you won’t find yourself 
uncomfortable on your bicycle luggage rack 
anymore. This bicycle pillow can easily be 
attached to your luggage rack with velcro straps. 
Polyester: 210D. Size: 325x155x25mm. 

90742  BICYCLE PILLOW
Keychain with light. Controled by a slide button 
and with 2 different light positions. 
Size: 10x24x66mm. 

90998  KEYCHAIN LIGHT-UP
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A 
Action Cam 47
Activity Tracker 227
Adventure Set 249
Apron 198
B 
Bags 291 -292
Ball Pen / Powerbank 13, 120
Ball Pen / USB 13, 120, 145
Ball Pen @-pen 106
Ball Pen 925 DP 108
Ball Pen Apollo 90
Ball Pen Avalon 86-87
Ball Pen California 109
Ball Pen Cosmo 100-103
Ball Pen Covaal 104-105
Ball Pen Cube 91
Ball Pen Deniro 98-99
Ball Pen Flatboy 112
Ball Pen Futurepoint 107
Ball Pen Mercurius 97
Ball Pen Nash 94-96
Ball Pen Offset 109
Ball Pen Shadow 111
Ball Pen Slash 110
Ball Pen Speedy 113
Ball Pen Texas 115
Ball Pen Universe 85
Ball Pen Wega 88-89
Ball Pen Zorro 114
Ball Pen 292-293
Bamboo Drinkset 291
Barbecue  Lighter 286
Barbecue  291
Beach set 219
Beach Slippers 240
Beer Glass 188
Bicycle Bell 274
Bicycle Lights 274-275
Bicycle 294
Bike Seat Cover 274
Bottle Bag 291
Bracelet 269
Bubble Blower 281
Budget Pens 128-137
Business Set 184
C 
Candy jar 184
Canvas Bag 211
Cap 269, 294
Car Charger 36
Carafe (set) 189
Carafe 189
Cheese set 194
Cleaning cloth 57
Cleaning Gel / Spray 230
Clipboard 71
Clock 234
Colouring book 284
Cool Bag Bottle 291
Cool Bag 224-225
Corkscrew 197
Cotton Bag 217-218

Crayon Playset 283
Cube holder 75-77
Cup & Saucer 183
Cup Cake Set 199
D 
Duffle Bag 207
E 
Ear buds 25-26, 30, 294
Ear plugs 270
F 
Face Paint 242
Festival Hand 240
Fitness Towel 228
Flashlight 251, 254-256, 294
Flowerpot 285
Frisbee 282
Funnel 272
G 
Glass  187
H 
Headphone 23-24
Highlighters 156-159, 292
Hip Bag 268
Hobby Knife 260
I 
Ice scraper 276-279
Italian Set 199
J 
Juco Bag 211
Jute Bag 211, 219
K 
Key Finder 261
Keycord 245-247
Keyring 254, 256, 258, 261-263, 294
L 
Lighters 287-289
Lip Balm 231
Longdrink Glass 188
Luggage Tags / Scale 266
Lunch Box 191
Luxo Lamp 253
M 
Magnet 83
Magnifier 253
Medicine box 232
Metal Pens 142-151
Metal Pin 265
Mini Truck 281
Mug Oslo 178-179
Mug Packaging 201
Mug Subli 181
N 
Nail Cutter 294
Nail file 229
Name Badge 265
Non Woven Bag 210, 212-214
Notebook 63-71
Novelty Hand Clapper 243
P 
Padlock 266
Paper Bag 220-221
Parking disk 273
Pen Packiging 140-141
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Pencil� 138-139,�,284,�293
Peppermint� 237-239
Phone�pouch� 55
Piggy�bank� 281
Plaster�box� 232
Plate� 185
Pocket�Mirror� 229
Poncho� 241,�268
Portfolio� 61,�79
Pot�plant� 285
Power�Tool�Set� 39
Powerbank� 5-10,�12,�14-15,�18-22,�293
Puzzle� 282
R�
Reading�light� 255
Rucksack� 205
Ruler� 83
S�
Safety�Rucksack� 209,�268
Safety�Slap�Wrap� 269
Safety�Vest� 271
Salt�&�Pepper�Mill� 196
Scented�Candle� 280
Scissors� 257
Selfie�Maker� 294
Selfie�Stick�/�Set� 54,�294
Shoe�Buffer� 232
Shopping�Bag� 215
Smartphone�accessories� 53,�56
Snow�Glider� 283
Snow�shovel� 278
Speaker� 11,�27-31
Sports�Bag� 205
Sports�Bracelet� 228
Step�Counter� 227
Sticky�Notes� 72-74
Street�Chalk� 284
Stylus�Ball�Pen� 292
Stylus�Pen� 116-127
Sun�Glasses� 233,�294
Sunvisor� 240
Sushi�set� 195
Sweatband� 269
T�
Tape�Measure� 258-259
Ticket�holder� 80-81,�266
Tire�Repair�Kit� 274
Tools� 250
Travel�bag� 60,�204,�206
Tray� 243
Trolley� 291
Tweezers� 294
U�
USB�Accessory� 52
USB�Charging�Station� 37
USB�Flash�Drive� 44-46
USB�Hub� 32-35
V�
Virtual�Reality� 48-51

W�
Watches� 235-236
Water�Dispenser� 241
Weather�Stations� 82
Wind�Breaker� 268
Window�Wiper� 250
Wine�Glass� 188
Wine�Set� 195
Wireless�Charger� 42
Wireless�Controller� 43
Wireless�Music�Receiver� 31
Wooden�Tape�Measure� 260
Writing�Sets� 153-155
Y�
Yo�Yo� 283
Yoghurt�Beaker� 291
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